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PREFACE
 

The Directorate General of Water Resources Development (DGWRD) of
 
the Ministry of Public Works, Government of Indonesia (GOI) contracted
 
PRC Engineering Consultants, Inc. (PRC/EI) to provide consulting
 
engineering services for preparing an integrated development plan for 
the Tuntang/Jragung Rivers in the Jratunseluna Basin. The study for 
the preparation of the plan started on May 16, 1979 and was originally

scheduled to be completed on November 30, 1979.
 

An interim report on the study was submitted by PRC/ECI on
 
August 15, 1979 which was reviewed by all the concerned agencies and
 
later discussed on September 24, 1979 ina meeting held by the DGWRD
 
at Jakarta. Inthat meeting and in subsequent discussions between
 
PRC/ECI and DGWRD, itwas decided that the study on the Tuntang/Jragung

Rivers should be modified by including the entire Jratunseluna Basin in
 
certain aspects of the study. In that modified study the interrelation
ships of the existing, proposed and the potential development works of
 
the Tuntang/Jragung Subbasins and those of the adjoining subbasins
 
within the Jratunseluna Basin should be examined. Thus, the master
 
plan for the development of the Jratunseluna Basin which was prepared
 
earlier by NEDECO in the year 1973, would be reviewed and updated.
 
The changes incriteria and constraints which have occurred and the
 
large amount of new data which have become available since preparation

of the original master plan, would be incorporated in the modified
 
study for formulating a conceptual optimized development plan. The
 
original contract between GOI and PRC/ECI for the engineering services
 
was, therefore, amended to include the revised scope of work for the
 
modified study.
 

For the preparation of the integrated development plan for the 
Tuntang/Jragung Rivers, as contemplated originally, a report was 
prepared on the potential development works for supporting the proposed
plan. That report is being produced as Appendix C- Part I, Dams and 
Hydropower,related to the Tuntang/Jragung Rivers Basins Integrated

Development Plan. 

The above mentioned modified study to update the Master Plan for 
the Jratunseluna Basin was started in December 1979 and completed in 
May 1980. The results of that study pertinent to the dams and 
diversion structures,done by the consultant to support the proposed
plan are reported in this document as Appendix C- Part II,Dams and 
Hydropower, for the Tuntang and Related Rivers Basins Development Plan. 

Semarg, May 19801 .- .PRC, Epgineering Consultants, Inc. 
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TUNTANG/JRAGUNG RIVERS BASINS 

INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PLAN
 

APPENDIX C - PART I 

DAMS AND HYDROPOWER 

C.l. INTRODUCTION 

C.1.1. General 

The objective of this study is to prepare a, pln for. the integrated: 

development of the water resources'of the Tuntang and Jragu Rvesd Basins. 

The objective of :the development, plan is, t, provide for miltipurpose use of 

the available water for irrigation, ,for municipal and industrial supply 

and for power generation. 

The Tuntang River presently supplies water for irrigation by means of.:,. 

the Glapan diversion weir located at Glapan. The -Tuntang flows'are ,also
 

-
presently used to generate power at the existing Jelok and Timo power

stations (known as the Upper Tuntang System or UTS). The amount of water 

actually utilized for irrigation, however, is a small fraction of the total 

annual runoff of the Tuntang River. 

Jragung River flows are utilized for irrigation by means of 
the Jragung. 

Weir located near Goblog. No powerstations; presently exisdt on the Jragung" 

River. This weir also uses only a small portion of the total available, 

runoff. 

Since the total annual runoff of both these ivers is grossly under 

utilized, it is clear that storage of the water is required to-pro4vide an,.-. 

assured supply of water on a year- round 'basis.. 

C.1.2.. Scope and Methodolog,.
 

'Thedevelopment of the water resources of the Tuntang and Jragung
 

Rivers has been studied individually in the past, however, the present
 

-i
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effort Is the first time that a study for the integrated development of
 
both rivers has been carried out. A storage site on the Jragung River,
 
Jragung II,has been studied through final design stage [i, 2, 3, 4].
One storage site, the Glapan Dam, on the Tuntang River has been studied 
through feasibility level [5, 6, 7, 8) while two other sites, Gunung 
Wulan [9) and Rawa Pening [10, 11], have been studied through prefeasibi
lity level. 
Since the present study was limited to utilizing existing
 
data and visual field verification, the level of the present study is a
 
mixture of design stage, feasibility stage and prefeasibility stage

investigations. 
The present study, however, is considered to be pre
feasibility in scope.
 

Existing reports, data and' topographic maps were collected, and'
 
reviewed 
 in order to become familiar with previously identified storage 
sites and also to identify potential new sites.. Field reconnaissance 
trips were made inorder to verify.the conditions reported,in previous 
reports and to investigate new potential storage sites. Based on the
 
data review and field-inspections, 
 an initial screening of all sites
 
was carried out. 
 The sites which' were retained after the initial screen-
Ing were studied in more detail and compared on the basis of economicc, 
technical and socioenvironmental considerations.
 

C.1.3. Constraints 

The present study was started with, the 0objective, of 'p:eparing a' 
development plan for the integrated use of the Tuntang an"d Jragung 
waters for irrigation, municipal and industrial and power uses. 
Originally, all three water users were to benefit from the project ,to 
the optimum extent possible. An interim report was prepared on this'. 
basis [12) and reviewed by each of the governmental agencies affectedt 
by the project. As a result of.that re ew,/the following constraints 
were defined by the Directorate of ,Planningand Programming for 
the Consultants :guidance:'" 
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1. 	 Large projects would not be considered for the Tuntang or the Jragung
basins during the near term (10 years), however, development of
irrigation and municipal water supply within the basins should begin
in the near future.
 

2. 	 PLN (National Electricity Board) has no plans to upgrade the existing
Upper Tuntang power generating system, or to add to that system.
 

3..Operation of the Rawa Pening releases can be revised, however, the average annual energy production of the existing Upper Tuntang System
(160 Gwh) should not be reduced significantly. 

It was agreed that a development plan which would meet the study. 
objectives while also meeting the constraints must consist of a mix
 
of small projects for near term implementationo and large projects for 
long t.m, future implemantation. It was further agreed that it would 
be 	preferable if the near term small projects could continue to serve a., 
useful purpose after the large projects are constructed in the future. 
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C.2. INITIAL SCRENIN OF'POTENTIAL STORAGE SITES 

Based on a study of existing reports, aerial photos and 1:50,000
 
scale topographic maps,.a 
total of eight potential storage sites were
 
identified. 
The sites are as follows:
 

Tuntang River Storage Sites 
 .,Jragung River Storage Sites
 

Rawa Pening 
 Jragung I
 
Sambirejo 
 Jragung II
 
Tempuran 
 Jragung II 
Gunung Wulan 

Glapan 

The location of these eight sites is shown on Figure C-ii After
 
identification of these potential storage sites; office studies were
 
carried out to determine the volume of storage available at each site,.
 
the volume of embankment fill required in the dams at each site to
 
develop the storage, and the amount of water available at each storage
 
site. 
Concurrent with these office studies, field reconnaissance trips
 
were made to evaluate the physical conditions at each site; i.e. topo
graphy, geology and availability of construction materials.
 

Us-Ing the data from the preliminary office and field studies, an
 
initial screening of the eight sites was carried out. 
'The screening
 
was based primarily on 
the following factors: geologic conditions, avail-, 
ability of construction materials, reservoir volume to embankment volume'' 
ratio and the number of inhabitants within the proposed'reservoir area. 
The re,3ult.of the initial a.creening are presented in the following 
supblarg!raaphs. 

http:re,3ult.of


In addition to the potential storage sites, the possibility of
 
transbasin diversion from the Tuntang to the Jragung River was noted
 
from previous reports and verified in the field. This facility could 
be designed to divert water in either direction, but since the Tutang 
River has an abundance of water while the Jragung has a relati-ely 
limited water yield; diversion was considered only from the Tuntang to 

the Jragung.
 

C.2.1. Jragung I Damsite 

The Jragung I damsite was identified in 1971 by NEDECO [1] but 
rejected by them in favor of the Jragung II damsite due to adverse geo
logic conditions at the Jragung I site. ECI considered the Jragung I 
site also [3] during their investigations and agreed that foundation 

conditions were much less suitable than at Jragung II. During the 
present study, the Jragung I site was field inspected as a potential 
site for a low Jragung dam or barrage. It was concluded that the Jragung 
I site did not have any benefit over Jragung II for a large dam and 
provided insufficient storage for a low dam or barrage. For these
 
reasons the Jragunp, I site wwas dropped.from further consideration. 

C.2.2. Jragung II Damsite 

The Jragung II damsite was identified in 1971 by NEDECO [1], studied 
to feasibility level in 1973 by NEDECO [2J, the feasibility study was 
upgraded in 1976 by ECI [3], and the final designs prepared in 1979 by 

ECI [4]. These previous studies proved this site to be technically
 
feasible but economically marginal. The possibility of constructing a 
lower dam than originally designed was thought to be potentially more 
attractive from the economic standpoint, therefore, this site was 
retained for consideration after the initial screening.
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C.2.3. Jragung III Damsite
 

The Jragung III damsite was studied by the firm, Indonesian Consult

ing Engineering Service, ICES, in 1964. This damsite was also visited
 

durivig the present study. The proposed reservoir would impound only
 

about 35 x 106 m3 and would have serious problems with sediment 

build-up. It would al.o inundate about five villages. The
 

limited storage capacity available and the social problems associated
 

with this development were considered serious drawbacks to the site,
 

therefore, 5t was dropped from further consideration.
 

C.2.4. Glapan Damsite
 

The Glapan Damsite was studied by NEDECO to feasibility level
 

E5, 6, 7, 8]. The originally proposed reservoir had a gross storage
 

capacity of 320 million cubic meters and would inundate about 3,000
 

hectares resulting in the displacement about 21,000 people (1975 estimate).
 

The previous studies and present site inspections indicate that
 

construction of the proposed dam is technically feasible, however,
 

large amounts of sediment must be accomodated at this site due to the
 

large drainage basin (800 square kilometers).and the expected erosion
 

rate of the watershed. It is presently estimated that live storage of
 

the originally proposed reservoir would be reduced by approximately
 

50 percent after 30 years of operation due to sediment accumulation.
 

The possibility of raising the originally proposed dam to achieve
 

greater live storage is limited by 'topography and would result in
 

tundattng a larger land area and displacing a greater number of people.
 

Since a su'table damsite which provides greater live storage exists 

ujistream of this site at Gunung Wulan, and the problems associated 

with inundation are fewer at that site, the Glapan site was dropped 

from further consideration as a major impoundment. The site was re

tained for further study, however, :as a smaller project, possibly with 

provisions for sediment .passing. 
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C.2.5. Gunung Wulan Damsite 

The Gunung Wulan Damsite was studied to prefeasibility luvel by 

NEDECO in 1973 [9]. The previous study considered a dam of moderate 

height resulting in a gross reservoir capacity of about 115 million 

cubic meters. The present study has concluded that the dam could be 

constructed with a crest as high as El. 75.0 m which would result in
 

a gross reservoir capacity of about 500 million cubic meters. This
 

reservoir has the disadvantage that it will inundate about 3,000
 

hectares of land resulting in the need to relocate about 14,300 people. 

Since this problem is common to any potential major storage reservoir 

on the Tuntang River, this site was retained for further study due to 

its large potential storage capacity and its relatively high reservoir 

volume to embankment volume ratio. 

C.2.6. Tempuran Damsite 

.The Tempuran Damsite is a new storage site identified during the 

present study by inspection of topographic maps. During subsequent site 

inspection visits, it was discovered that the site exhibits highly un

favorable geologic conditions. The foundation is composed of very soft,
 

thin beds 'of sandstone, claystone and siltstone which would require
 

extensive excavation and treatment to obtain a competent foundation.
 

The most serious drawback, however, is the fact that these beds have a
 

strike parallel to the river. This could result in excessive seepage
 

'oIsses, and possibly 'piping of foundation material, along bedding .' 

10taueu. A search was made both upstream and downstream.of the selected 

nite to find more favorable geologih.conditions ,but without succesu.:
 

This site was dropped from: further consideration due to tho., adver:ie 

geologic conditions.
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C.2.7. Sambirejo Damsite
 

This potential storage site is a new site that was identified during
 

the present study by inspection of topographic maps. Subsequent field
 

inspection indicated that the geology at this site is simiiar to the
 

Tempuran site discussed above, except that the strike of the bedding
 

is more favorably oriented. This site yields only about 40 million
 

cubic meters of total storage, however, and sediment would be a major
 

problem with such a small storage. Due to the limited capacity of this
 
site and the expected relatively large cost of development, this site
 

was dropped from further study.
 

C.2.8. R~ e~ 

Rawa Pening' is'a-natural "lake which has ,been raised twice in the 

,Past to increase. its storage volume. The' possibility of 'raisinig it to" 
an even higher"level was studied by NEDECO [10] in 1972 and by a GOI 
study team' in1976 [113. Map study and field inspection of the site 
indicated that by providing :levees around the lake and raising 'the
 

3
Jelok Weir, the capacity could be increased from 50 x 106 m
3
to about 125 x 106 m . Another possibility exists; namely, 

raising Jelok Weir to form the maximum possible development and flood

ing the villages surrounding the lake. Since sediment deposition in, 
Rawa Pening was reported to be very small, all of this storage would* 
be useable. This site was retained for further study. 
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C.3. PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF JRAGUNO ITSTTr
 

The Jragung II site was studied previously to fina! design stage by
 
ECI [4]. That study showed that the site could be developed from the
 
technical point of view, however, the design resulted in a relatively
 
high capital cost. This was due to the fact that a high dam was
 

required in order to store the estimated sediment inflow, and the result
ing dam required extensive blanketing of the thin ridges which form
 
the abutments for the dam. Based on the knowledge gained from the
 

Final Design Report [43, it seemed apparent that economical develop
ment at this site would be possible only if a solution could be found
 

which would not require storing the large volumes of sediment which
 
were estimated to be carried by the Jragung River (See Appendix A for
 
a discussion of estimated sediment load).
 

As discussed in Appendix A, sediment can be accomodated in a 

reservoir either by providing sufficient gross storage to ,store the 
anticipated sediment or by providing a means of passing a portion of 
the sediment through the reservoir and past the damsite. It was decided, 

therefore, to plan the development of this site with a sediment passing 

scheme which would pass a significant portion of the estimated sediment, 
thereby reducing the gross storage requirement with a resultant reduction 

in capital cost. 

In order for a sediment passing scheme to be possible,,an excess 
of water yield must be available. In the 'case of-the Jragung River, 

the available flows do not provide, sufficient total water yield to, pass 
sediment and to fill the-reservoir' fter the completion of sediment 
passing each year. In order to make sediment passing,feasible at this 

site, therefore, the hTuentang-Jragmgtranisbasindiversion facility must 

be -const'ructed to, provide the 1' passing.excess w;ater re quired for sediment 



C.3.1. Site Conditions and Design
 

The geology and available construction materials at the Jragung II
 
site are briefly discussed in [13]. The hydrologic characteristics of
 

the Jragung River at the damsite are also briefly discussed in Appendix
 
A of this report. For a detailed discussion of these topics, the reader
 

is referred to the Upgraded Feasibility Report [3) and the Final Design 

Report (43. 

A dam with crest elevation 'of135.3 m was originally designed for
 
this site without facilities for sediment.passing. For the purpose of
 

the present study, a'dam with a crest elevation of 125.0 m with sediment
 
passing facilities was considered. This will result in 
a gross storage 

reservoir of 110 x 106 m3 and a l.ve storage of 75 x 106 m3 . The layout and 
design of the dam and appurtenant structures was adapted from the 
original design presented in the Final Design Report [43 and the reader 
is referred to that report for a detailed discussion of the design. 
Only the design of the sediment passing facilities will be discussed 
herein. 

The layout of the proposed Jragung dam and appurtenant structures 
is presented in Figures C-2, 3 'and4. ' .. 

C.3.2. Sediment Passing Scheme
 

Sediment passing will be accomplished by providing large capacity,
low level outlets. 
 The outlet gates will be opened on about November I
 
of each year and will remain open during the months of November,
 
December and January. 
During those three months, approximately 50
 

percent of the total annual'sediment load is carried by the river.
 
Flood flows during these. months will cause ponding in the reservoir for 
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very short periods of time resulting in little or no sediment deposition. 

It is assumed that none of the sediment carried by the river during those 

months will be deposited in the reservoir. During this period, the
 

Jragung River flows plus the water diverted from the Tuntang River will
 

be sufficient to irrigate the service area.
 

When the low level outlet gates are closed on about February i,
 

the reservoir will be filled. During the time when the reservoir is
 

•full, sediment will be deposited in the reservoir.
 

Iti8 estimated that over the fifty year life of the project, 
335 x 106 m of sediment will accumulate in the reservoir when operated for. 

sediment passing. This compares to 75 x,10 m3 of sediment which would 

be accumulated if no sediment passing was attempted. 

Preliminary designs were,prepared for the low level outlet conduits. 

These conduits will function as .diversion conduits during cons."ruction 

of the dam, therefore, no separate diversion facility wiil be required. 
It was determined that two, 5.0-m diameter conduits will be required 

for successful sediment passing. '.These conduits will be constructed
 

as tunnels through the right abutment. The gates at the upstream end
 

of the conduits must be designed to open-under all possible operating
 

conditions. The critical operating conditions are thought to be as,
 

follows: opening against unbalanced head, and opening with sediment
 

deposited against the upstream face of the gate. The first condition
 

is a normal operating condition for many gates and can be accomodated 

by using a fixed wheel or roller chain gate to reduce friction and 

by providing a hoist with sufficient capacity to open against load. 

The second condition is'not a situation normally encountered in the 

design of gates. A number of measures can be taken to design a gate 

which can be i1opened .against water and sediment load. Some of these 

measures are as .!follows: 

a.use a double-act'inghydraul i cylinder type hoist with a capa
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city much higher than computed to be necessary. Such a hoist
 
would be directly connected to the gate in order to allow the
 
gate to be pulled up or pushed down.
 

b. Nozzles could be embedded in the concrete around the upstream 
perimeter of the gate. 
These nozzles could be connected to
 
a'high pressure pump or compressor located on the top of the
 
dam'. 
Thus, during opening of the gate, high pressure water or
 
air could be forced through the nozzles causing the sediment
 
directly in front of the gate to become fluid in order to
 
reduce the pressure of the sediment on the gate.
 

These gates will be opened at the end of the irrigation season when 
the reservoir is normally dr:wn down and practigally empty. Thus, un
balanced head on the gate will normally be low, resulting in relatively 
low friction forces due to unbalanced head. The possibilityof the gate 
becoming stuck in the closed position is considered unlikely. The
 
possibility of the gate becoming stuck in the partially open position
 
is considered extremely remote as the high velocity jet under the gate 
will scour any sediment deposited immediately upstream of the gate and 
the hoist capacity will be large enough to allow the gate to be opened
 
or pushed closed. The possibility of not closing the gate due to boulders 
lodging in the gate slot is real. 
The Jragung flows always drop quite
 
low in rebruary, however, therefore abulkhead could be lowered to allow. 
access to the gate slot or a raft tied to a restraining cable could be
 
rigged to allow workmen access to clean the gate slots.
 

A second conidration when designing a reservoir with provisions 
for nedinwmnt pa:suing is the stability of the embankment dam and the 
tialuril tlopon around the reservoir under rapid drawdowri conidit ions. 

,apjd drawdo,.In will be more aevere with nediment pa.;rinp, than without 
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because the reservoir is drawn-down much lower when sediment passing is
 

provided. The design of the dam can accomodate this by utilizing free
 

draining material in the upstream shell of the dam. If there is a
 

potential for sliding of the reservoir slopes over large areas, the
 

cost of remedial measures could be very high.
 

The proposed design is based on the assumption that reservoir slope
 

stability will not be a severe problem and that the dam design will
 

incorporate measures to protect against the possibility of failure under
 

iapid drawdown. Appropriate costs have been included in the estimate to
 

cover these possibilities.
 

The preliminary studies carried out indicate that sediment passing
 

can be performed safely using the proposed scheme.
 

C.3.3. Power
 

A preliminary analysis was made of the possibility of providing a
 
hydroelectric power generating facility at the Jragung .IIsite. Itwas
 
determined that a power facility was not economically feasible when 

sdiment passing is included since no storage would be available for 

tlhr'w month.n of the year ..ind relatively small storage. voiume would be. 

available during the other niio months.
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C.4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE GLAPAN DAMSITE
 

NEDECO studied the possibility of constructing a dam located just
 
south of the existing Glapan Weir to feasibility level in 1975 [5, 6,
 
7, 83. Itwas estimated by NEDECO that the dam proposed inthat study
 

3
would create a reservoir with a gross storage volume of 320 x 106 m


3
and a net storage volume of 305 x 106 m . The proposed reservoir would
 
nundate about 3,000 ha of.land and cause the displacement of about 20,000
 

people based on 1975 population data. The report concluded that the
 
proposed Glapan project was technically and economically feasible. 
The report went on, however,to recommend a feasibility level investi

gation be carried out on a site further upstream at Gunung Wulan as an
 

alternative to Glapan. The reason for this recommendation was that
 
the Gunung Wulan site was thought to have. fewer potential social 
problems associated with its development.
 

In reviewing.the NEDECO report, it was concluded that the,original:, 
estimate of live storage available was too large due to an under
estimation of sediment yields in the Tuntang,River. Based on the 
presently adopted values of sediment yield presented in Appendix A
 
of this report, it isbelieved that the live storage associated with
 
a gross storage of 320 MCM would be about fifty percent of the value
 
reported by NEDECO (after 30 years of operation). For this reason, 
and also due to the social problems associated with inundating the 
3,000 ha cf reservoir area; it isconcluded that a major storage 
development at Glapan is not practical. The site does, however, lend 
itself to a smaller scale development scheme which isdesigned to.pass
 
sedinent. Such a scheme, called the Glapan Barrage, developed 'for.was 
1h:1*- f i.tu ;nd is diacuuscd in the following 3:ubpara rp.Phs. 



C.4.1.,;'Concept of Development
 

In order to develop the Glapan site to a relatively small scale
 
which would not fill up with sediment, it is necessary to make provisions 
for sediment passing. The site previously investigated by NEDECO is 
located about 500 m south of the existing Glapan Wier. The river at 
this site is quite wide with low ridges on each side. The slope of 
'the river upstream of the site is relatively flat having a slope of 
about 0.001. The valley is relatively broad for about 3 kilometers 
upstream of the site. These topographic conditions result in a signi
ficant volume of storage available with a relatively low dam. This 
makes the site attractive for a small scale development.
 

Due to the high flood flows on the Tuntang River, passing sediment 
through conduitsas proposed .at Jragungi wouldreuire-four,' 6.0 .m., 

diameter conduits. The"cost of these conduits"would be very large in
 

comparison to the cost of a low dam and to the benefits :derived from
 
the relatively small scale project proposed'at this site, This method
 
of sediment passing was dropped from consideration due to thelarge
 
costs involved.
 

A barrage type of dam consisting of a gated,,reinforced concrete 
structure with earthfill embankments connecting the concr'eteT structure: 
to the abutments was considered to be",the besti solution. The, proposed . 

operation of this structure is such":that the gates .would,be opened at 
the start of the rainy season and left.open,until 'nearthe end of the 
rainy season when they would be closed t6 store late rainy season flows. 
The barrage would be, in effect, a :wide, gated weir which would pass' 

flood flown without restriction. 
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During the dry season, when water is stored in the reservoir, some
 

sediment would be deposited. This amount would be minor. Due to the
 
characteristics of the clay sediment, it is believed that very little
 
of the deposited sediment will be flushed out during the subsequent
 
rainy season when the gates are opened again. Dead storage must be
 

provided fc- the sediment which is deposited.
 

C.4.2. Hydrology
 

As discussed in Appendix A of this report, the drainage.area above
 
the Glapan site is about 796 km2. This area.will produce an average.
 

annualrunoff of about 890 x 106m 3. Thus, the available water yield at
 
the damsite ismany times more than the Storage which would be.planned
 

for any-small scale project. This means that.sufficient excess water
 
Wil] hR available for the sediment passing scheme as: described: above.
 

C.4.3. Geology and Construction Materials
 

The geology was studied to feasibility,grade by-NEDECO,[6). The
 
following description of geologic conditions at the site:,and of.:
 

available construction materials, is abstracted from that report.
 

The foundation in the river valley at "the"site consists of alluvial. 
clays which range from soft to very stiff in consistency and exhibit 

swelling characteristics. It was reportedithatitwo types of alluvial 
clay exit in the valley; C.lay-E which was encountered in"the ,eastern 
half of the valley, and Clay-W, which was encountered in the western 
half of the valley. A number of sand and. gravel lenses,, up to 2 meters. 
thick, were encountered in the borings at depths',of from;10to 23 meters
 
but these were not continuous.
 

In-situ and laboratory tests indicated that Clay-W is a pre
consolidated clay which is older than :Clay-E. Laboratory testing 

-
dotrm i od that the peirmeabilitY of Clay-W is about 10 8 cm/s while the 

frlct i le ranges from 18 to 23 degrees. 
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Clay-E is a more recent deposit which has replaced Clay-W in the 
eastern half of the valley through some unexplained geologic phenomenon;
 
possibly as a result of faulting. Clay-E is a soft, sandy, calca
reous clay with sand lenses. Laboratory testing determined a wide 
variation of permeability; from 10"4 to 10- 9 cm/s. The angle of
 
internal friction was also found to vary widely, from 21 to 32 degrees.
 

A,grey, bluish-green, calcareous claystone underlies the valley
 
alluvial clays and'also crops out in 
 the adjacent hills.,which form' the. 
abutments of the proposed dam. 
This claystone is fairly.soft and at ,
 

some locations exhibits a 
parting parallel to the bedding, in. which 
case it was classed as a shale. This claystone belongs to the Kalibiuk 

:beds, deposited from late Miocene to middle Pliocene age. A layer of.
 
shelly limestone varying 'from 5 to 20 m thick 
is. intercalated.1n 'the 
claystone.
 

A major wrench fault was postulated by NEDECO to exist below the 
damsite. 
The existence of this fault was not proven by the subsurface
 
investigation program, however, NEDECO felt that sufficient evidence
 
was available to conclude that the fault exists. 
Site reconnf.issance
 
performed during the present study did not confirm the existence of 
that fault. A number of smaller faults and fractures were also reported 
as well as an overthrust fault. The presence of these faults should 
be thoroughly investigated before constructing a dam at this site. 

The reservoir area consists mainly of young, alluvial, calcareous 
clays, soft claystone and marls. Intercalated in the claystone and marl 
are layers of sandstone, coarse tuff and occasionally, calcarenite. 
These materials, especially in the uppeir' few':meters, arie soft. As a 
result imall scale landslides'are common in areas along the river. 

This onditionwillprobably.be intensified upon''fillin 
and drawdown 
of thu..rlver. Such'sliding should be'superficial however: and is, not.,,,-
Ceou3derotd to J'rwetnt- anv aaor.'o-oleft': rOir.to';thl._Yer'i 
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Slightly sandy to silty clay exists in abundance in the valley
 
just upstream of the proposed dam. This clay exhibits high swelling
 
characteristics, however, and was not considered by NEDECO to be suit

able for impervious construction tiaterial. A more suitable sandy clay
 
exists on the lower slopes of the hills just south of the damsite. This
 

material was derived from weathering of the Demar breccia deposits.
 

These clays are not very thick and were not.extensively explored, 

however, it is believed that sufficient material exists for the 

construction of a small scale project. 

Suitable riprap material-.is available from the Demar breccia:. 

deposits and the limestone deposits in the immediate area of.the:damsite, 

however, it is not known if sufficient quantities are 'available'from 
,those deposits. It may be necessary to develop quarries in the lime

stone and sandstone formations located near Kedungjati', about" 10_ km
 

south of the damsite.
 

Concrete aggregate are not available in the immediate area of the 

damsite. Two potential sources of aggregate are the 4ndesite gravel
 

deposits along the river near' Kedungjati, about 10 km to the south, or 
near Tempuran, about 15 km to the south. 

Based on the available data and field .reconnaissance visits,
 

it is concluded that the geologic conditions:at the .site, while difficult 
are suitable for development of the proposedsmal .scale scheme. It is 
also concluded that suitable construction materials'exist in sufficient 
quantity wiLhin an economic haul distance of the damsite.. It should be 
noted, however, that construction of the proposed concrete barrage on
 

the alluvial clay will require thorough site investigation, carezful- and
 

oxtuns wv laboratory testing and. a very thorough analysin and dLisign, 

-40 illU]4. Pr"oPe. Funtioninp of: fthe, Utructureover it&int1nded8life. 
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C.4.4. Preliminary Design of Dam and Appurtenant Structures
 

As stated previously, the topographic conditions and the necessity

of passing sediment at this site resulted in the decision to use a
 
reinforced concrete, gated barrage with earthfill embankment ties to
 
form the dam at this site.
 

C.4.4.a. Layout and General Characteristics
 

Two criteria were used in setting the maximum water surface elevation 
of this development. The first criteria was that a minimum of about 
75 x 106 m3 live storage must be developed with a relatively low cost dam.
 
Second was to avoid inundation of the town of Kedungjati and the potential

damsite at Gunung Wulan which is located just upstream of Kedungjati.
Available mapping isnot adequate to accurately define the full supply
level (FSL) which will meet both these criteria. Further, Glapan reser
voir capacity versus elevation data given by NEDECO in two different
 
reports [8 and 14) do not agree, and existing maps are not adequate to 
resolve the discrepancy. 
For the purposes of this study, therefore, the
 
FSL was set at El. 30.0 and it was assumed that a gross storage of
 
125 x 106 m3 would be available at that level. 
This isbased on the reser
voir volume versus height curve presented in [14] which appears more
 
reasonable at low reservoir elevations than the data in [8].
 

With a FSL of El. 30.0, it appears that the reservoir will come very
close to inundating the low areas of Kedungjati which are adjacent to the 
river. Again, adequate t6pographic maps are not available to verify this.
 
Ifthis is the case, low levees of less than 2.0 m height could be cons
tructed to eliminate such flooding although it would be desireable to
 
eliminate such levees by lowering the FSL of the reservoir. The actual
 
normal maximum water surface level mrst be established during future 
studies based on accurate mapping and an evaluation of benefit/cost/risk 
of providing levees to protect Kedungjati as compared to lowering the FSL. 
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In the future, as storage is constructed on the Tuntang River and 

dry season irrigation is expanded, the Glapan main canals will be en

larged. Also, it was found that with the construction of the Glapan 

Barrage, the existing Glapan Weir will adversely affect the hydraulic 

functioning of the barrage at high flows. For these reasons, and to 

provide better control of sediment entering the canals, it is proposed 

to incorporate new canal headworks in the barrage and extend the exist

ing canals to the barrage. This will result in an improvement over 

the existing headworks.
 

The proposed barrage alignment is very close to the alignment of 

the dam originally proposed by NEDECO. 'The'layout of, the proposed" 

barrage is shown in Figure :C-5. 

C.4.4.b. Embankments
 

As previously stated, and as shown in Figurec-5, earthfill embank

merits are Proposed to: connect the concrete. structure to the 'abutments.. 

As discussed in the following sublparraph, hydraulic computations show. 

that: tho maximum, ro-rvoir levwl under probable maximum flood (Pmr) 

inflows will be about U;.. 31.3 if all ga:et are fully open. The crest 

of the ombankments' was sot atfEl.- 32'.O:which is considered to provide 

adequate freeboard. This results in an embankment height of about

14. 0 meters above existing ground iexcept for a'70.o m length across 

the existing river which will be about 20.0 m high.. 

Foundation.conditions at the site'dictate that flat slopes be used 

for the embankments at this stage of the study. A slope of 3.5 hori

zontal to 1: vertical-was chosen for these relatively low embankments. 

The design section consists of a homogeneous dam with riprap slope 

protection on the upstream face and grass slope protection on the down

:itream face. Itt was assumed that the foundation would require strip

ping' to aIdepth, of about. 1.0 m and that a centr'al cutoffFtrench would 

be.provided. Nfo:other foundation treatment is planned since'the clay 
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foundation should. be -impervious. If any of the deep sand and gravel 

lenses noted by NEDECO are found to daylight in the reservoir, some
 

seepage control measures would, of course, be necessary.
 

The safety of the structure against overtopping depends very much 

on proper gate operation. Automatic controls can be built into the 

hoist system, however, such controls may malfunction due to lack of 

maintenance, loss of power, etc. Due to the high humidity which such 

controls will be subjected to-, and since the possibility of loss of 

power to the hoists is very real; itwould not be prudent to rely 

entirely on such controls. An erodible fuse plug section has been 

incorporated in'the design of the embankment as a safety measure in case 

of gate malfunction. The fuse plug is located near the left abutment, 

away from the concrete structure. Ifovertopping occurs, it will erode 

the fuse plug and allow the flood to pass without damaging the gated 

barrage. After the flood passes, the fuse plug can be reconstructed. 

Concrete retaining walls are provided to isolat the fuse plug and 

attempt to limit the damage to the fuse plug and protect the main 
iembankmtvnt sections. If this remot6 event occurs, the left main canal 

(Glapan Barat) will aluo be extensively damaged and require repairs. 

C..d.Barrage
 

Comparison of recent aerial. s ' .photo
with old :maps of the .Tuntang, 

River in the Glapan area shows that.the channel: is 'relatively stable 

and does not shift as do meandering rivers in sand and gravel formations. 

This verifies our past experience with other 'rivers in Java which flow 

through clay formations. For -this reason,"the ,preliminary design of 

the barrage matches*the existing river levels.as close as possible. 

The barrage clear water-yay width was set at 90 m tQ conform to ind9nesian 

practice of using about 1.2 times ,the river width [15). The barrage 

ai designed, to function efficiently from'the hydraulic standpoint for 

the100-yearflood. Under PMF conditions, some scour will occur down
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stream of the barrage, however, it will be relatively minor and the
 
barrage and embankment ties will not be overtopped if the gates are
 

operated properly.
 

Hydraulic computations indicate that the backwater from the exist-

Ing Glapan Weir will have an adverse effect on the hydraulics of the
 
barrage. It was assumed, therefore, that the existing weir will be
 
demolished and removed.
 

The clay foundation at the barrage site must be carefully considered
 
during design as a number of potential problems could arise. 
The major
 
potential problems are the possibility of unequal settlement under the
 
biwrage due to nonuniform foundation conditions and unequal settlement
 
where the embankment joins the barrage due to the fact that the embank
ment loads are about 3 times greater than the barrage loads. Sliding
 
resistance of the barrage must be carefully considered as the friction
 
angle of the clay isrelatively low. Uplift pressures and creep of
 
the foundation clay must also be accounted for in.
the design.
 

Based on the knowledge at hand, it: s 
believed that remedies.exist
 
for these problems. 
Preloading of portions:of the foundation can 
eliminate differential settlement between the :barrage and the embankments. 
Proper barrage width and shear keys underneath the base 'slabmay provide 
some sliding resistance. Each:gate,bay can be"isolated by using double

I .. I 1. g ,i... 
 ,-9.
piers with joints between them .to reducel the effects of differential
 
settlement. 
.Thefloor slab can be'designed'as a floating foundation.
 
All of these measures were included in the preliminary design inan:.
 
effort to obtain a reasonable cost estimate'at this early stage..of
 
investigation.
 

Radial,gates with.counterweights are proposed for this structure
 
.to their simplicity and low cost. 
Electric hoists with provisions
 

,formanual'operation were assumed. 
A bridge across the barrage is
 
provided foraccess to the hoists and also to allow access,from one
 
s'ide of ithe
iver to the 'other.
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Headworks for the Glapan Barat and Glapan Timur canals will be
 
incorporated into the two undersluice bays of the barrage. 
The under
sluice bays will be set at a lower elevation to allow for flushing of
 
sediment and to insure clear approach channels to the canal offtakes.
 
The invert of the offtakes will be set at a higher elevation than the
 
undersluice floor for sediment control. 
The canal offtakes will be
 
segregated from the barrage proper to accomodate any differential
 
settlement which might take place between the barrage and the embankment.
 

C.4.4.d. Construction
 

The site conditions allow a very simple river diversion scheme to, 
be utilized. 
The left embankment and barrage can be constru~ted first
 
behind low cofferdams while the river flows in 
 its natural channel.
 
Upon completion of the barrage and left embankmnt, the river can be
 
shifted to flow through the barrage. The right embankment can then be
 
constructed across the old riverbed.
 

C.4.4.e. Soclo-Environmental Aspects
 

The proposed barrage will create a reservoir with,FSL of elevation 
30.0 for six months of every yeai. The reservoir will inundate approxi
mately 1,900 ha of land composed of the following land uses: 

Villages 280 ha
 

Ricelands 575 ha
 

Plantations 230 ha
 
Fores t 350 ha
 

River and Other 465 ha.
 

Total 1,,900 ha 

It is estimated that:2,330 families live..:in the evotr arearet totalling 
13,300 people. Itwill be nec6ssary to relocate these people, eoither 
Io,Lgh.lhjground around the ,ed,,e of .the [ropod reservotr otheroi- t'o 
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The riceland within the proposed reservoir presently produces one
 

wet season rice crop and one dry season palawija crop. The palawija
 

crop will be lost in the future, however, since the reservoir will be
 

empty every year during the wet season; it is assumed that rice production
 

can continue much the same as it presently does.
 

C.4.4.f. Further Studies
 

The conclusion of the present study is that no insurmountable
 

technical problems exist which would preclude constructing the Glapan
 

Barrage. A detailed feasibility study of this project is warranted.
 

Such a study should include the following:
 

1. Accurate mapping of the reservoir should be carried out to develop
 
a reliable area-capacity curve of the reservoir. The elevations
 
oF the low lying areas .n the village of kedungjati should be 
o,td.ifnlId to ins;ure that the project does not flood thaL village. 

2. 	 :;ululrJce invew'tigatlun,; nhIould be carried out to define the 
b.rrage foundation conditions arid also -to locate construction 
materials.
 

3. 	Laboratory testing of the foundation materials and proposed construct
ion materials should be carried out. 

4. The barrage nhould be investigated by means of hydraul ic model to 
verify width, slope, elevations and the canal offtakes.. 

5. A detailed invexAigation of the sociological. effects of the 'ec_ , 
should be carried out. 
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C.5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE GLUNUNG WULAN DAMSITE 

The Gunung Wulan damsite is located at the confluence of the Ngromo
 
and Tuntang Rivers, immediately upstream of the village of Kedungjati. 
The site was previously studied by NEDECO 19, 14] to prefeasibility level 
and a limited amount of subsurface data was presented in [9]. 

At the damsite, the left side of the river rises gently from the 
river to a hill with a maximum elevation of about 80.0. To the north
west of the hill, a saddle dips down to about El. 53.0. A saddle dam
 

will be required across this topographic low spot for any proposed dam
 
with a crest higher than about El. 50.0. The right side of the river
 

rises to a hill, Gunung Wulan, to an elevation of approximately 115.0.
 
Beyond this hill, a series of low saddles with elevations around 50.0
 

exists. The ridges which form each abutment are relatively wide and 
should provide adequate abutments for a dam with a crest elevation of
 

about 70.0 to 75.0.
 

The river sediment yield at this site is about 15,000 tons per 
square kilometer per year as discussed in Appendix A-Part I. Using this 
figure, it is calculated that a conventional storage reservoir at this 
site would require about 260 x 106 m3 of capacity to store 50 years of 

sediment accumulation. Sediment passing at this site would be
 
teecIrnIcally fea'.|:ble, however, it. is estimated that four, 6.0 m dla. 
mol-o.cr low lvil condu.its would bxe required for such a scheme. ]t is 
tmt i.nimltmd Lidt thc co:t of a sedi.Inent passing scheme at thiL sl.Le, 
would ,e ,.biio:a.;expens ive o. constructing a.higher dam to provide 
lu.. caddil:[onal tuorp a. It wat, decided, therefore, "thata s Lorao 
r(M.rvoir ai: this site should be of the conventional type;, that is, 
without provisions for sediment passing.
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.C.5,1. Hydrology 

The hydrologic aspects of the catchment above this damsite are 

discussed in detail in Appendix A-Part I. The catchment above this site is 

669 km2, including the Rawa Pening catchment. It is estimated that 

the mean annual yield-at this site is 770 x 106 m3 which is far in excess 
of the storage capacity required to serve the intended needs. 

C.5.2. Geology and Construction Materials
 

The main rock type at:the proposed damsite',is' calcareous claystone 
interbedded with sandstone and siltstone. A fairly mas6ive sandstone, 

layer about 15 m thick crosses 'the river within the dam foundation area
 

and crops out on both river banks. The right abutment, iS capped with a 
20 to 25 m thick layer of iimestone. This limestone 'bed is not evident
 

on the left abutment. Gravel deposits are evident along the river valley 

and inthe river banks upstream of the damsite. These deposits are dis
continuous and the available quantity is'unknown.
 

The strength of the embankment foundation materials"will.probably 
govern the design and relatively flat embankment slopes, on the'orde: 

of 3 horizontal to I vertical, will be required.
 

The limited available data indicate foundation permeabiities to 

be moderate to high. Both grouting and provisions for foundation 

dr.nage will be required for a safe design.' 

*fie ,lope. of, the pro)osd rescrvolr, exhil3it shallow '_ltding 

,-.) lUro0sIat. nu1ou r of' 1*n£ti Olin. This Must be con* Id ro-ed. nufinr 
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Several potential sources of construction materials are thought
 
to be available within an economi.c haul distance of the site, however, 
this must be proven during future studies. Impervious core material 
is available in the immediate area, however, quantities are not known 
and the material appears to be highly plastic and possibly of the
 
swelling type. A deposit of sandy clay exists about 1.5 km south of
 
the damsite which could also provide some impervious core material.
 
The largest potential source of core material is the nearby steeply 
dipping claystones and sandstones of the Kerek formation. The weathered 
product of similar beds were extensively tested during the feasibility 
study of the Kedungombo Dam and were judged suitable 'for impervious 
"core material [16]. 

Shell material can be obtained.from the river gravel deposits, 
from fresh claystone and sandstone of the Kerek formation,, ftom quarried 
limestone and from quarried sandstone. .All these sources are within a 
reasonable haul distance. 

Drain material and concrete aggregate will be obtained.from the 
river gravel deposits. 

A suitable source for riprap material was not found near the: . 

proposed damsite. Future investigations shouldinclude an exploration 
program to locate a source for the riprap,,however, it may become 
necessary to haul this material from a .considerable distance.. 

nPom the above discusi.:,n it is clear that construction materials", 
will come from a variety of sources. This will require .developing a 
number of borrow areas and the unit costs associated with the dam 
construction have been established to-reflect ,thata. 

A poi . detailed di'icunsion of geology'and 'nconstrucrioi,-mazeriaLsi,, 

in Ire;*;-enjtcTI 1) 
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C.5.3. Preliminary Design
 

In order to serve the entire Tuitang/Jragung service area, a 

relatively large amount of storage is required on the system. The 

ultimate development plan, therefore, must. include at least onelarge 

storage reservoir." During the, initial screening process, the Gunung 

Wulan site was identified as the only site on the two rivers which is
 

suitable for a large storage reservoir. For these reasons, it was 

decided to investigate. the largest storage reservoir technically .possible 

at this site. A preliminary design was prepared for the site on that 

basis and is shown.on Figures C-6, 7 and 8. 

C.5.3.a. Embankment Dam 

The only type of the dam whichis consered.suit"le f ihe 

foundation conditions at this site is an:earthfii.dam. As previously 

discussed, suitable construction ,materials- are not abundant-in the 'area, 

however; by developing a number of different borrow areas, sufficient 

quantities of materials are thought to be available. 

Based on topographic considerations and materials' availability,
 

the maximum dam crest elevation was set at El. 76.0. The spillway 

crest elevation was set at El. 71.5. The FSL at El. 71.5! resuis in'a 

gross storage capacity of about 520 x 0 6, 3 and a live storage capacity
 
3of 260 x 106 m . 

In order to utilize the var.iety of available construction materials, 

in tie most economic manner, ,a' zoned-embankment.was chiosen for the main, 

dam. The design cross-section of-the main dam has a "central'iimp),,vious. 

cowI with sthells of random fill and -rockfill. 'Upstream 'slope Iprotection, 

cozns;ts. Or. quarr'IOd iiprap.' 
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The saddle dams which are lower than the main dam consist of an 

essentially homogeneous cross-section with an internal drainage system
 

composed of a vertical chimney drain and horizontal finger drains. 

This was done to utilize the random fill material which is thought to 

be available in relatively large supply and to conserve drain material 

which is much less abundant.
 

The core material will probably be fairly plastic and may be 
difficult to place during'the rainy season. It is anticipated that 

some restrictions may be required on wet season.placement of core 

resulting in increased construction time'di cost. 

Diversion of the river during. cnstrction Will be. by. means of a 

diversion tunnel through the right abutment. After complietion off.the 

dam, the tunnel will be permanently plugged.,' 

C.5.3.b. Spillway
 

The spill,4ay is located on the hill at the left abutment. An l 

uncontrolled, open chute type spillway is proposed. TheMF was routed 

through the reservoir starting with:the reservoir at FSL. It was found 

that a spiliway crest length: of about 120 meters allowed the water 

surface to rise within about 0.5 m of the dam crest level. This is 
considered as adequate freboard due to the improbablty f aPMF 

occurring with a full reservoir pool. 

C.5.3.c. Outlet Works and Power Plant" 

A power plant is planned: for'construction at this site. One out

let will be. provided for both power and: irigationVreleases. -The' out

le't is locateda-in the left.abutment. The outlet consists of a tower in 

the reservoir onected -to a tunnel which leads to the powerhouse. 

Normally: irrligat ion: releases Jwill'flow through the powerhouse and 
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generate electricity as a byproduct of irrigation. If the powerhouse
 

is shut down for some reason, a bypass in the powerhouse will allow
 

irrigation water to be released.
 

The powerhouse associated with the maximum reservoir development
 

will consist of one i-W unit. The unit will be a vertical shaft,
 

francis unit designed'to :operate over the full range of expected
 

reservoir levels...This unit:-will be connected to the Central Java Grid
 

by means of a switchyard at the siteand a transmission line to a. 

convenient point within the grid.
 

C.5.3.d. Socio-Environmental Aspects 

The proposed: reservoir will inundate ani,area of about 3,O00:ha. at 

FSL.- It is estimated that rougIhly 14,300 people,7comprised of about 

2,600 families live in this"area. It is assumed that these people
 

would be relocated as part of the national transmigration program.'
 

C.5.3.e. Further Studies
 

This site has never' been studied in detail and, requires, a feasibility 

level study to prove the technical .and economic"fea.sibiiy of.,'the
 

proposed development. If a phased approach to the feasibility"study ,
 

is deemed desirable, it is recommended that the6 first phase,concentrate'.
 

on subsurface investigations of the foundation and exploration ;for.construc

tion materials.
 

An in-depth study.of.the sociological aspects of projectv--develop

mont .should alno be out: during-.the ge.,
carried feasibili ty; stae" 



C.6. DEVELOPMENT OF RAWA PENING
 

Rawa Pening is a lake formed in a natural depression surrounded
 
by the volcanoes Merbabu, Telomoyo and Ungaran. 
Originally, this
 
depression was a low swamp with theonly outlet being a narrow channel
 
located at the northeast side of the lake. Excess flows from the swamp
 
discharged through this low spot into the TuntangRiver. In 1912, a
 
weir was constructed across the outlet channel which raised the lake
 
level to £1. 462.0 m. 
This weir allowed partial control of water
 
releases from the lake. 
The storage gained by raising the lake level
 
was used for power generation and irrigationin the downstream plains.
 

In 1937 a new weir was constructed which increased the water level to
 
El. 463.0 m resulting in a storage capacity of 38.x I06 m . In 1966, 
the lake was raised again to El. 463.4 m byincreasing the height of
 
the weir gates. 
This raise in water surface elevation resulted in
 
the presently existing storage capacity, of about 48 x 106 m3. 
Raising of Rawa Pening higher than El. 463.4 m. 
was studied-in
 
1972 by NEDECO [10), however, it was concluded that the plan proposed
 
at that time was not economically feasible.
 

The present lake level varies throughout the year between El.463.4 m
 
and El. 460.93 m. 
Releases from the lake are controlled'mainly'to suit
 
power generation at the existing Jelok and Timo powerstations located-in
 
the upper reaches of the Tuntang River. 
The releases are diverted down
stream at the Glapan Weir for irrigation purposes. It has been estimated
 
that 85 percent of the average annual lake discharges are utilized for
 
power generation. A much smaller percentage.of the total outflow is
 
presebtly utilized for irrigation, however.
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The present proposed plan was derived based on the following
 

criteria established jointly by DGWRD and ECi
 

a. The proposed scheme should have the minimum possible adverse
 

effect on the local population.
 

•b. 	 The scheme should include diversion of Muncul Springs water
 

to Semarang for municipal and industrial purposes.
 
c. 	 The release pattern from Rawa Pening could be changed, however, 

.,the average annual energy production at the existing Jelok and 
Timo powerplants should not be reduced significantly. 

.d.Benefits from a raised Rawa Pening should accrue to irrigation 

and municipal water supply with irrigation as the primary bene

ficiary. 

C.6.1. Development Concept.. 

The raising of Rawa Pening has been accomplished on three occasions 

and has been studied a number of othertimes:.' Th ee' times in the past 
the water level was raised without attempting to protect the surrounding
 

lands from inundation. Various plans have been put forth, however,
 

which proposed raising the water surface and providing levees around the
 
lake. This would result in increased storage while limiting the amount 
of land affected to that area imnediately under the levee. The present 
plan adopts that method in crder to limit inundation of the surrounding 

lands to the minimum practical extent.. 

C.6.2. Hydrology
 

The average annual discharge-from Rawa Pening isestimated to be 
about 400 x 106 M3 . Thus, ifno :Other constraints were present, sufficient 

water is available to fill airelatively large storage reservoir. Hydrologic 

conditions'at thissite are described in detail inAppendix A-Part I. 
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As discussed in Appendix A-Part I, the present lake does not appe :I to 

be experiencing any significant amount of sediment deposition. At 

first it was thought that this was due to the fact that the lake is 

situated high in the watershed and that runoff from the nearby volcanoes 

is relatively sediment-free. A moe detailed investigation of this
 

aspect revealed that the apparent lack of sediment buildup in the lake is 

probably due to the following: 

1. A significant amoumt of the total lake inflow, estimated at'about 
20 percent, is 1I' the form of groundwater which is naturally free
 
of sediment.
 

2. The streams which enter the lake, flood onto the rice paddies which 
surround the lake on the average of 4 to 5 times each year. This
 
flooding results in sediment deposition on the paddies instead of 
in the lake. The fact that the land adjacent to the rivers is 
higher than the land further away is clear evidence of overbank 
sediment deposition.
 

C.6.3. Geology and Construction Materials
 

According to von Bemmelen [17J, the Rawa Pening.was formed during
 

pleistocene or post-pleistocene time. He hypothesizes that Soropati
 

volcano was built up to nearly 2,000 m above sea level on a foundation 

of marine neogene sediments of clays and marls. The load of the volcano 

caused strains in the foundation in the east-west direction which caused 

the volcano to collapse along the Kllung vent. The eastern portion of 

the volcano slid to the east, towards the solo depression. The young 

pl,: Istocene Notopuro breccias overlying the neogene sediments were pushed 

eastwdrd forming the overthrust wedge of the Pajung-Rong ridge which 

dammed up the water of the Rawa Pening marsh. When the water in the 

old marsh area rose, the vegetation died and sank into the organic 

matter on the lake bottom. This resulted in the formation of layers of 

peat. Subsequently, sediment deposition covered the peat around the 

area of the lake creating the present ricefields, or sawah, which
 

surround the lake. Thus; the subsurface in the development area is
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probably composed of clay or silt overburden underlain by peat which 

is probably underlain by the Notopuro breccias. 

NEDECO's 1972 report mentions having performed subsurface investi

gations and laboratory testing of soil samples, however, no results were 

presented in the report; nor could they be located. That report does 

note the existence of " ...... thick layers of peat...... " underlying 

the lake bed. 

A study carried out in 1929 by "The Engineer of the Mining Service"
 

[1] investigated the possibility of raising Rawa Pening by means of 

diking around the lake. During that study, 115 test pits approximately 

3.0 m deep were excavated around the perimeter of the lake as itexisted 

at that time. These pits all showed similar subsuiface conditions, 

namely; about 1.0 to 1.5 m of brown to grey clay underlain by soft, 

black clay with particles of vegetative matter (organic clay, almost 

peat). In some areas, pipe probes were driven into the foundation to 

depths up to 45.0 m. A number of these pipes encountered subsurface 

gas pockets which caused spouts of mud and water to " ..... violently 

blow out of the conduit". Other probes encountered artesian water at. 

depths varying from 19.0 m to 29.0 m. At 29.0 m, the flow through one 

pipe rose 4.65 m above the ground surface. Resistance to driving these 

pipes was low at all points investigated. 

Samples were obtained from the test pits and Subjected to laboratory 

testing. The testing was limited to the black organic clay and indicated 
very high plasticity and low permeability. Unfortunately, no testing 

was performed on samples of the upper brown clay layer.
 

Another interesting aspect of this report is the discussion of
 

earthquake activity on the area. It was reported that a series of 

strong earthquakes, related to tectonic activity, were experienced in 

the Ambarawa plain in seven years during the period 1840 to 1873.
 



The disturbances of 1865 were described as " ..... fairly fierce and 

caused many large ruptures in the walls of European houses, barracks,
 

etc. at Willem I, Ambarawa and Banyubiru". Similar ear thquakes have 

not been reported since the turn of the century, however, since the
 

quakes of the 1800 were thought to be related to eruptions at volcano
 

Merapi, and since Merapi is still considered active; similar earthquake
 

activity in the area of Rawa Pening should be considered possible.
 

No subsurface exploration nor laboratory testing was carried out
 

during the present study due to time constraints. Based on geologic
 

reconnaissance and past reports, however, it must be concluded that
 

the subsurface conditions are not suitable for major structures and
 

questionable even for low structures. Low dikes of less than 4.0 m
 

height and small drainage structures are considered technically
 

feasible if located away from the lake as far as possible where the
 

depth of silt and clay deposits are likely to be greatest. Adequate
 

subsurface investigation and laboratory testing will be necessary to
 

verify this. The benefits from this storage are great, therefore,
 

a subsurface investigation iswarranted.
 

The reddish brown clays which make up the rice paddies around 

the lake are considered to be suitable construction material for a* 

levee. It appears that suitable quantities of this material could be 

obtained from within the diked areas If construction takes place during 

the dry season.
 

Concrete aggregate is available from the basaltic flows i n the
 

area. Small scale quarries presently exist along the highway jui-.
 

south of Ambarawa.
 

C.6.4. Preliminary Design
 

As discussed preViously in this section and in Appendix A-Part I, it is
 

The results obtained from a limited field exploration and laboratory 
testing arerepredin Part Ii of this Appendix. 
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believed that a significant aiiount of sediment is carried off the 

catchment above Rawa Pening by the streams which are tributary to the
 

lake. These sediments apparently do not deposit in the lake to any
 

appreciable degree due to the annual flooding which takes place on the
 

plains around the lake. This flooding results in sediment deposition
 

on the plains around the lake. The plains/lake system is considered to
 

be functioning in a delicate balance to the benefit of the farmers
 

..:around the lake. Any scheme to raise Rawa Pening must be carefully 

planned not to upset that balance. 

Three development schemes were considered for raising Rawa Pening 

as 	follows: 

1. 	 Construct a new weir at Jelok to form a reservoir with a gross storage 3 
of about 360 x 106 m3 resulting in a live storage of about 300 x 106 m

after 50 years of sediment deposition. Existing maps are not adequate
 
.to accurately determine the maximum water surface elevation required to
 

3
 
attain this storage. Rough estimates, however, indicate that 375 x 10

6 m

of storage would require a normal maximum water surface levdl of about
 
El. 470.0.
 

2. Construct a levee around the perimeter of the existing maximum lake level 
to obtain a live storage of about 125 x 106 m3' 

3. Construct levees to protect existing villages but leaving the existing
 
flood plain open to obtain a live storage of, about 125 x 106
 

Scheme 1 would result in the inundation of aboit 11,500 ha of land
 

above the present high water level of the lake. This would result in
 

displacement of roughly 30,000 people presently living in the area.
 

Such a large storage with releases based on irrigation demands would
 

also reduce average annual energy generation considerably below the
 

160 Gwh as*discussed in Appendix D-Part I. This would violate the constraint 

-of approximately maintaining the present energy production. Due Co
 

these considerations, maximum storage at Rawa Pening was not deemed
 

practical and was discarded from further consideration.
 

Scheme 2 would result in minimum disruption to existing conditions.
 

The only land ab6vei. the present maximum water level affected by this
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scheme would be the land taken up by the levee and drain. This is 
estimated to be about 150 ha. The land between the present high and low 
water levels of the lake ispresently farmed as the water level recedes.
 
This scheme would inundate that land for a longer period of time,
 
therefore, rice production would not be possible over that area; but
 

would not inundate any dwellings,however. This scheme has two serious
 
technical drawbacks which must be carefully considered. First, the levee
 
foundation will probably be unsuitable since the dikes would be located
 
at the present high water line where the organic clays are probably near
 
the surface. Second, this scheme would require the levees to extend
 
along major tributary streams inthe upstream direction to retain flood
 

flows inorder to allow a reasonable drainage scheme to be developed on
 
the land side on the levees. This would result in forcing the sediment
 
that is presently deposited on the sawah to be carried into the lake. 
Thus, over a 50-year period, the storage in the lake would be reduced 
from 125 x 106 m3 to about 60 x 106 m3 . Due,to these technical drawbacks, 
this scheme was dropped from further consideration. 

Scheme 3 appears to be the most promising. This scheme locates the
 
dikes away from the lake where foundation conditions are thought to be the
 
best available. Itprotects all villages from flooding so that people will 
not be displaced by inundation. The flood plain isretained so that 
sediment will continue to be deposited on the plain and not in the lake. 
This proposed scheme does, however, inundate a total of about 450 ha of 
farmland during a part of each year. Depending on the final dike location, 
however, up to about 125 ha of land that is presently flooded for part of 
the year will be protected from flooding. Reservoir operation studies
 
indicate that only a very small portion of the 450 ha can be farmed with
 
any degree of certainty after the project isconstructed. It was decided,
 
therefore, that the 450 ha must be purchased by the GOI and that no benefit
 
should be taken for any crop which may be grown on the inundated area as 
the lake level recedes. Itwas also decided not to claim any benefit for 
the 125 ha of reclaimed land. During detailed feasibility studies when 
accurate mapping is available, the effect of inundation on present farming 
patterns can be more accurately assessed and the economic evaluation refined.
 

The proposed development scheme is shown in Figure C-9.
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C.6.4.a. Levee and Drain Design 

The levee will be constructed as a homogeneous embankment utilizing
 
the brown clays which are available in the area. Over the majority of
 
the levee length, this material can be obtained from within'the reser
voir without affecting existing agriculture. The western most length
 
of dike may require borrowing construction materials from the higher
 
land neairby since borrowing fi-om the adjacent ricefields may disrupt
 
rice production.
 

The anticipated foundation condition as previously described
 
will require that the levees be constructed with relatively .flat
 
slopes. It isanticipated that. 3.5 ,horizontal to 1.0 vertical side
 
slopes should be sufficient.
 

An open channel drain must be provided on the countryside of the 
levee to carry local runoff which comes off the adjacent'slopes.* 
This drain will be routed around both sides of'the lake, down along
 
the Tuntang channel and then discharge back into:the :Tuntang Eiver 
at a point immediately downstream of the Jelok Weir.IWhere the
 
drainage channel crosses existing river channels, syphons will be
 
constructed to carry the drainage water across the stream. 
The entire
 
drainage scheme will be a gravitysystem.
 

The available space for the drain and levee is very limited along

the Tuntang channel between the: highway bridge and the Jelok Weir. In
 

this area, it is proposed to carry the drainage in-aburied c6nduit 
with the levee constructed on top of the conduit. 

C.6.4.b. Jelok Weir Design 

The present maximum Rawa Pening level will be raised by raising the
 
existing Jelok Weir. Preliminary studies show that this is technically
 

:*A more detailed discussion of the levee and the drain design is given
 
in Part II of this Appendix.
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feasible and will be less expensive than constructing a new, higher weir.
 

The stability of the raised structure will be maintained by the use
 
of post-tensioned anchors in combination with drain holes in the floor
 

slab to relieve uplift forces. The existing gates and hoists will be
 
removed and replaced,by new equipment. This will be accomplished by
 
unwatering each bay by the use of bulkhead gates in the existing upstream
 
bulkhead slots. Gate replacement will take place one bay at a time in
 
order to allow the remaining gates to continue to function for passing
 

flood flows.
 

C.6.5. Further Studies
 

,Theproposed development plan for Rawa Pening was arrived at based
 
on limited data. The most critical assumptions made are concerned with
 
foundation conditions. Subsurface investigations and laboratory test
ing of the foundation materials must be carried out to verify the
 
technical feasibility of the proposed scheme.
 

After subsurface-investigations, the next critical need is accurate
 
maps of the area surrounding Rawa Pening. The maps will berequired to
 
accurately layout the levee and drain, to allow accurate determinations
 
of quantities, and to allow an accurate determination of reservoir.
 
volume and area figures at various levels.
 

The area around Rawa Pening consists of'valuable sawah and the,
 
population density is very high.'.' A detailed socio-environmental study of 
the effects of raising the lake, should' be made during the fea, ibility stage 
studies. 
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C.7. HYDROELECTRIC POWER GENERATION 

Utilizing the surface water resources of the Tuntaag and Jragung 

Rivers for power generation is a beneficial use which was included as
 

part of this study. Two hydropower stations presently exist inthe'
 

study area, Jelok and Timo, both situated on the Tuntang River. These
 

two stations are collectively called the Upper Tuntang System (UTS).
 

No power stations presently exist on the Jragung River.
 

During the meeting held on September 24, 1979 in,Jakarta to discuss 

the project Interim Report. [12], PIN indicated that they. do' not' have 

any plans to upgrade or add to the present UTS system. They4,further-, 

stated that the mode of operation of the UTS Can be-modified as neces

sary to accomodate the other two beneficial uses of irrigation and 

municipal water supply. The only constraint that PLN requested to'be 

imposed on the present study is that :the average annual energy productior" 

of the UTS of 160 Gwh (160 x 106 kilowatt hours) not'be reduced 

"significantly". 

Due to the position taken by-PLN, it was decided that the power 

aspects of the present study should be given aNIow prioriy in relation 

to irrigation and municipal water supply'. Thus, th investigation of 

power development within the study area is confined to the following: 

1. Identify sites where power generat'ion can be ladded r *nc sed in 

magnitude. 

2. Define the power potential of the sites'identified n I above. 

3. Prepare "order of magnitude" cost estimates for developing the sites. 
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C;7.1. Existing Source of Power Generation
 

The existing Central Java System consists of the Tuntang System,
 

the Ketenger System and a number of isolated diesel generating units 

referred to as the Local System. The area served is about 305 kilo

meters in the east-west direction and about 130 kilometers in the 

north-south direction with a total area of about 36,000 square kilo

meters. 

The Tuntang System serves the cities of Semarang, Solo, Jogyakarta 

and Magelang and supplies about 85 percent of the total Central .Java " 

Power System load. The Ketenger System serves the eastern portion of
 

Central Java and accounts for about 8 percent of the total load in the 

system area. Approximately 6 percent of the load is served by isolated
 

diesel generators installed in numerous small towns. The following
 

tdhulation presents the existing capacity of the Cential Java•System. 

Central Java System 

Total Installed Capacity Estimated 

(Nameplate .Rating) Reliable Capacity: 

Tuntang System 

Thermal 178.0 MW 135.0 MW 

Hydro 32.5 MW 25.5, MW 

Ketenger System 

Thermal 10.-6 MW 5.0. MW' 

Hydro 6.5.MW I,5 M 

Local System 

Thermal 7.1 M-W, 13.0 M 

tal 247,, MW 185.0 MW
 



The Total Installed Capacity presented above is -the nameplate 

rating of all electric generating units within the Central Java Power 

System which have not been retired from serv±ce. An estimate has been" 

prepared of the units which presently cannot generate at full rated 

capacity and units which are old and prone to excessive maintenance to
 

arrive at the "Estimated Reliable Capacity" which exists at present.
 

The peak daily demand at present Isabout 90 MW.. This is somewhat
 

deceiving as it is,supressed demand; that is'demand is suppressed.due
 

excess of 190 MW of installed distributioi
to lack of supply. PLN has in 


transformer capacity on the new Central Java 20 Kv distribution system
 

and are presently installing customer service drops. Once full scale
 

conversion work is completed, demand will increase dramatically.
 

recently been, revised- Accordingi:,The projected load forecast has 

to [19], the projected load forecast. is as follows:, 

Year Estimated Demand 

1980 140 MWI 

1985 225 MW 

1990 333 Nw 

oIAs can be seen by comparing the lo"jecedAad asItwhte 

PLN will be: short 'of'capacity,estimated reliable installed capacity, ..

by 1983.
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C.7.2. 	 Proposed Future Sources 

A proposed development plan to meet projected-needs has been 
prepared by PLN. The major near term components of that plan are: 

-Project Planned Timing 

PLTU II Semarang, 200 MW Thermal 1984 
PLTU IV Semarang' 200 MW Thermal 1986 

Ga;zrung,..24 _MW Hydro 1980 
Wonogiri, 12 MW Hydro 1981 
Jragung, 6 MW Hydro .1983 
Kedungombo, 10 MW Hydro 1984 
Mrica 1, 120 W Hydro 1985 
Glapan, 14 MW Hydro 1986, 

It should be'noted that the Jragung, Kedungombo and Glapan plants 
are all within the Jratunseluna Basin. Both the Jragung and 	Kedungombo
 
projects have been indefinitely postponed while the Glapan-project has 
never 	reached design stage and:probably never will in its originally
 
proposed form. The other proposed projects ' are 	all presently behind 
schedule.
 

C.7.3. Power Potential of the Jrauni ,River 

Dry season flows on the Jragung river are very low; the" 
long term average streamflow at 'the proposed Jragung damaite 

during August is 0.4 m 3/s. Such low flows require that a storage 
reservoir be provided in order tb achieve ,an economical hydropower 
installation. A conventional storage reservoir located at the Jragung II 
d siIto has beon studied through final design and found to be economically 
unattractive. No damsite has been found 'on the Jragung River which will 

,'result in a more attractive devel6ment than 	Jragung II. Consideration 
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is presently being given to the possible development of Jragung II
 
incorporating sediment passing; that is, the reservoir will be virtually
 
empty for tbr:., months each year while the sediment .laden flood waters
 
are -lUowed to pass by the site. 
This type of operation is not suit
able for hydropower generation. No other damsite exists on the Jragung
 
River which is suited for development of a conventional storage
 
reservoir. 
For these reasons, the hydropower potential of the Jragung
 
River is considered to be zero.
 

C. 7.4; Power Potential of the Tuntang River. 

The following discussion presents the estimated power potential of
 
the Tuntang River. At this time, .estimates have been prepared only for 
the existing condition; that'is, no.change in the present release 
pattern, no M & I water diverted from above the UTS system and no 
storage reservoirs constructed. .The "with project" condition is 
presently being investigated which includes M C I diversions, revised 
release patterns and various storage reservoirs on the system. Results
 
of that investigation will be presented in Part II of this.Appendix.
 

C.7.4.a. Power Potential of the Jelok Station 

The existing Jelok power station has,a total installed capacity of
 
20.5 megawatts (MW) consisting of four, 5.12,MW units.:. The water for
 
this plant is divertedat the Jelok weir and is i:conveyed to' the piant . 
through a 2,676 m long power tunnel :and two .600 iMlong steel'penstocks, 
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Ithas been reported [5, 20] that the maximum power generation
 
capability of this plant is about 15.0 MW. The reason for this has not 
been definitely determined. It..has been reported that generator over
heating limits the maximum unit output to 4.5 MW, or 18.0 MW for the 
four unit plant C10]. It has also been reported that the maximum 
discharge for the Jelok plant has been measured at 15 m3/, whereas 
the design discharge for the four-units is about 16.6 m3/s. This could 
account for the reduction from the 4.5 MW to the 3.75 NW whinhzeach 
unit can actually generate today under optimum condition-


Assuming present existing conditions, the average annual energy 
generated at the Jelok powerstation is about 97.5 Gwh. Increasing the 
capacity of the existing water conductor-would be relatively expensive 
for the benefit to be gained therefore was not considered during the 
first phase of the study. Rehabilitation of the powerstation by 
repairing or replacing the existing hydroelectric machinery was considered. 
If the existing four units were rehabilitated to operate at theirrated
 
capacity when adequate water is available, then about 120 Gwh of energy
 
could be generated. It is assumed that firm power will not increase
 
significantly since the minimum flow to the turbines remains quite low; 
namely, about 3 m3 /s, therefore about 22.8 Gwh of secondary energy is 
gained as a result of the rehabilitation of .the plant machinery. This
increased energy production has a present worth value of about 5 million 
US dollars assuming a 50-year project life. 

In order to assess the economic feasibility of performing this 

rehabilitation, it would be necessary to carry out an in-depth investi
gation of the magnitude of the required work. If replacement of major 
machinery items is required .to achieve• the rehabilitation, then it is 
doubtful that the rehabilitation would,prove economically feasible.
 

Determination of this is beyond the scope of the present stUdy.
 



C.7.4.b. Power Potential of the Timo Powerstation
 

The existing Timo power plant is located about 4.2 kilometers down

stream of the Jelok powerplant. This plant has an installed capacity of
 

12.0 MW consisting of three units of 4.0 MW each. The power plant has
 

provisions for adding a fourth unit. Water is diverted from the tail

race of the Jelok plant into a 955 m long masonry lined conduit to a
 

daily storage pond. From this reservoir, the water is conveyed to the
 

Timo power plant through a 3,365 m long reinforced concrete pipe which
 

is steel-lined for the last 575 m.
 

It has been reported [10 that the conduit between the Jelok power 

plant and the daily storage reservoir has a discharge capacity of 9.5 

m3/s. The capacity of the pipe from the reservoir to the plant has been 

estimated to be about 15.0 m3/s. The three existing units require a supply 

of about 12.6 m3/s to operate at full capacity. Because of this 

limitation on water delivery, the maximum capacity of he present plant 

is about 9 MW. 

This plant could be rehabilitated by upg-ading'the 955 mtklong 

conduit to carry 15 m3/s. This would allow average 'annual~secbndary 

energy production to be incrased by 21.7 Gwh. The'present' orth of 

50 years of this increased energy is estimatedto be 4.8 million, 

U.S. dollars. This rehabilitation is estimated to,cost siginificantly 

less than the present worth of the benefits, therefore,. it.would be 

economically attractive. 

C.7.4.c. Power Potential of Sambirejo
 

The river below the Timo powerstation has sufficient gradient to 
allow the construction of a third powerplant. A site near Sambirejo 

has been identified as a potential site for the plant. Development 

of this site would entail the construction of the following: an intake 

structure immediately.downstream of the Timo plant; a water conveyance 

system consisting of a tunnel; a single unit powerstation with switch

yard; and a transmission line. 
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It is estimated that an 8.0-MW installation could be constructed.
 

This plant would generate about 51.6 Gwh of average annual energy 

of secondary energy.composed of 14.9 Gwh of firm energy and 36.7 Gwb 

of this energy over 50 years is estimated to be 14
The present worth 

cost of the scheme is estimateddollars the capiralmillion U.S. whereas 

at about 11 million U.S. dollars.
 

C.7.4.d. Power Potential of Gunung Wulan
 

A storage reservoir at Gunung Wulan, just south of the village 
of
 

Kedungjati, is included in all development plans for the Tuntang/Jragung
 

integrated basin. In one plan a reservoir of 260x106m capacity would be
 

3 would be

constructed while in the other plan, a reservoir of 190x 106 

m


constructed. The required irrigation demands from these proposed
 

could be released through a hydropower plant to generatereservoirs 

electricity. Preliminary studies indicate that a 10 MW hyd tower 

constructed conjunction with this storagedevelopment could be in 

annual energy generated by the proposed plantproject. The average 

would be about 135 Gwh. 

has been included in the recom-Power development at Gunnig Wulan 

mended development plans described in Appendix D-Part I and included 

in the economic evaluation presented in Appendix E-Part I. 
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C.7.5. Further Studies
 

The UTS is presently operated to meet base load demand whenever
 

possible and gas turbines are utilizee to serve peak demands. If 

storage is provided on the Tuntang River in the future, the release 

pattern from Rawa Pening and any downstream storage reservoir will :je 

based on meeting irrigation demands. At that time, the UTS will 

operate more or less to supply peak demands. The mode and degree of
 

peaking operation will depend on whether or not storage is provided
 

downstream of the power plants which can function as a reregulating
 

reservoir.
 

Since the cost of peak power supplied by gas turbines is relatively
 

high, a detailed study of the system operation should be carried out to
 

evaluate the economics of rehabilitating the existing system and adding 

capacity. This studythe Sambirejo plant to provide maximum peak power 

with any future studies on irrigationshould be carried out concurrently 

storage sites. 
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C.8. CONSTRUCTION COSTS
 

Preliminary designs were prepared for each element of the recom

mended development schemes previously discussed and presented in
 

Figures C-2 to C-9. From these preliminary designs, quantities of
 
the various construction items were estimated. These quantities were
 

used to prepare feasibility level cost estimates. These estimates of
 

capital cost were than utilized in the economic analysis of the recom

mended development plans.. The costs are based on December 1979 prices
 

and can be updated to any future time by applying appropriate escalation
 

factors.
 

The basic philosophy inpreparing the designs and cost estimates
 

was that the estimates at this level of study should be on the
 

conservative, or high side to reflect the, lack -of data and th preliminary
 

nature of this study.
 

During the early course of the study, the size of certain elements
 

inthe proposed development plan were set according to certain physical.
 

or institutional constraints. Other elements, specifically Gunung Wulan
 

and the transbasin diversion tunnel could not be established until
 

completion of all operation studies. In order to allow sufficient time
 

for preparation of the cost estimates, itwas decided to estimate Gunung
 

Wulan to various storage capacities and the transbasin diversion for
 
various discharge capacities. A sufficient number of storage volumes
 

and discharge capacities were investigated to allow a cost versus volume
 

and a cost versus capacity curve to be drawn. These curves were used to
 

determine the cost for the Gunung Wulan element and the transbasin diversion
 

element when their sizes became known,
 

C.8.1. -Unit Prices
 

The unit prices assigned to the various items of construction
 

were derived considering various data. Detailed engineer's estimates
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have been prepared recently for the Jragung Dam and also the Kedung
ombo Dam, both of which are within the Jratunseluna Basin. These
 
estimates, actual construction costs from similar projects in Java,
 
bid prices from projects in Asia and the writer's judgement were all
 

considered in arriving at the unit prices used in the present estimates.
 

Computation of construction quantities isnot applicable to some
 
items such as Care of Water or Mobilization, and not warranted at'this
 
level of'study for other items such as Gates and Hoists. Such items
 
were estimated on the basis of lump sum prices derived from estimates 
previously prepared for other projects and on bid tabulations of 
other similar projects. 

The cost of hydropower stations wasderived on estimates of cost., 
per kilowatt of installed capacity. This method is deemed suitable 

for the present level of study. 

C.8.2. Non-Construction Costs
 

A contingency allowance was added to the estimated construction
 
cost of each project. The contingency item varfies from'l0 to 25 percent
 
depending on the availability of data at the particiar site and the
 
potential for unforeseen problem to arise, This item is intended
 
to cover inaccuracies in estimating quantities due o inadequate mappivg,,
 
the probability that the proposed design'.will be r1evised'as more data
 
becomes available and unforseen or overlooked items of construction.
 

An allowance of 10 percent of the ototal of construction cost plus 
contingency was added to account for..the"ci€ost, of engineering and 
administration. 

C.8.3. Results 

The ,cost estimates for each project included in the recommended
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development plans Is presented in summax form in Thble C-1.
 
A breakdown of the costs for each project is presented in Tables C-2
 
through C-8. 
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TABLE C-i 

COST SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL PROJECTS STUDIED 

Project Element .,(..S Cost in Million.3 of 
__ __ __ __. __ __ __ _ __._ __ _ __(u s. $ 

Rawa-Pening Raised to 100 x 106'm3 Live Storage 18.0
 

3
Rawa Pening Raised to 125 x 106 m Live Storage 24. 0.
 

Gunung Wulan Dam at 275 x 106 m3 Gross Storage 80.0
 

Gunung Wulan Darnat 340x 106 m3 Gross Storage 89.5
 
3
Gunung Wulan Dam at 500 x 106 Gross Storage 112.5
 

Glapan Barrage at 125 x 106 m3 Gross Storage :23.9.
 

Transbasin Diversion Tunnel at 16'm3 /s Capacity , 2..25
 

Transbasin Diversion Tunnel at 18 m3/s Capacit . 2.4.0,
 

Jragung Dam at 50 x 106 m3 Gross Storage 54.8
 

Jragung Dam at 75 x 106 m3 Gross Storage 64.7
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TABLE C-2
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR RAWA PENING RAISED TO 100'x 106 m 3 LIVE STORAGE
 

Work Item 


MOBILIZATION 


LEVEES & DRAINS AROUND LAXE 

Foundation Stripping 

Compacted Embankment 

Drainage Canal Excavation, 

Miscellaneous 


RAISING JELOK WEIR 

Anchors 


Concrete Masonry 


Mech/Elect. Equipment 


Care of Water 


Miscellaneous 


CONCRETE STRUCTURES
 

Excavation 


Concrete 


Backfill 


Miscellaneous 


DRAINAGE
 

Excavation for Culvert 


Concrete 


Backfill 


Compacted Earthfill 


Miscellaneous 


Quantity Unit Price Total
(U.S. $) (U.S. $) 

L.S. -	 300,000 

s
468,000 m 1.50 702,000
 

2,'340,000 :m3 2.50 5,850,00o
 

7175,0001 3 2.75 2,131,250
 

L.S. -	 250,000 
8,933,250
 

L.S. .	 200,000
 
3. 600 i 60.00 36,000 

L.S. 	 500,000
 

L.S. -	 300,000 

LS. - 100,000 
.1,136,000 

3 !.
"12,000 m '5.00 60,000 
3 
 20".0 3000000,005000
 

8000 m3 500 40,100
 

L.S. 	 -. 50,000
 

450,000
 

45,50'0 -m3 . 5.00 . 227,500 

10,500 i 3 200.00' 2,100,000 

27,000 3 5.005.' 135,000 

12,500 m3 5.00 62,500 

L.S. - 200,000 
2,725,000
 

Subtotal 13,544,250
 

Contingency (20%) 2,708,850
 

Subtotal 16,253,100
 
Engr. & Admin. (10%) 1,625,310
 

TOTAL 17,878,410 

Say $ 18,000,000 
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TABLE C-3
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR RAWA PENING RAISED TO 125 x 106 m
3 LIVE STORAGE'
 
Work Item 


MOBILIZATION 


LEVEE & 	DRAINS AROUND LAKE 
Foundation Stripping 


Compacted Embankment 


Drainage Canal Excavation 


Miscellaneous 


RAISING JELOK WEIR
 
Anchors 


Concrete S Masonry 


Mech./Elect. Equipment 


Miscellaneous 


Care of Water 


CONCRETE STRUCTURES
 
Excavation 


Concrete 


Backfill 


Miscellaneous 


DRAINAGE; BRIDGE TO WEIR 
Excavation for Culve-t 

Concrete.10,500 


Backfill 


Compacted Earthfill 


Miscellaneous 


Quantity 


L.S. 


624',000 m3 

3,588,000 m3 

'850,000 m3 

L.S. 


L.S. 


3
1,200, m

L.S. 


L.S. 


L.S. 


14,000"3 


3,
,700 m


10,000 m3 


L.S. 


3
45,500 m
3m

27,000i M 
16000 m3 

L.S. 
.L. .. .
 

Unit Price Total
 

-(U.S. $) (U.S. ) 
- 500,000 

1.50 936,000 
2.50 8,970,000
 

2.75 2,337,500
 

-	 350,000 

.12,593,500 

400,000. 

60.00 72,000 

" 700.000 

"200,000 

, 300,000 

1,672,000 

' 500 7,000 

200.00 340,000
 

5.00 50,000
 

- 50,000 
510,000
 

.
.5.00, 227,500 

'200.00 2,100,000 

5.00 135,000 
5.00 80,000
 

. . - .350,000 
S '.2,892,000 

Subtotal 18,168,000 

Contingency (20%) 3,633,600 

Subtotal 21,801,600 
Engr-. & Admin. (10%) 2,180,160 

TOTAL 23,981,760 

Say $ 24,000,000 
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TABLE C-4
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR GUNUNG WULAN DAN AT 275 x 106 M3 GROSS STORAGE
 

Work Item 


GENERAL
 

Mobilization 

Road & Railroad Relloation 

MAIN DAM
 

Care of Water 


Foundation Excavation, 


Grouting 


Impervious Core 


Rockfill 


Random Fill 


Transition 


Riprap 


Instrumentation 


SADDLE DAMS
 

Foundation Excavation 


Grouting 


Impervious Core 


Random Fill 


Transition 


Riprap 

Instrumentation 


Drainage Galleries 


SPILLWAY 

Excavation 


Backfill 


Drain Pipe w/Bedding 


Anchor Bars 


.Concrete 


Quantity 


L.S. 


L. "S, 


L.S. 


700,O00 ,n 


22,000 m 3
 

800,000 m"3
 
680000 m 


780,000 m 

31


165,000 .m750 


65,000 m3 


L.S. 


1,250,000 m3 


,660.in 


1,925,000 ,m 

-3
 

1,870,000 in3.50' 


200,000 In 

3 
290,000 in 

3

.1 000-M.: 


240,00 


5,590 m3. 

800) 


2,000 in 
3
18,000 m 

Unit Price' 


(U.S. 


-

2. 50 


0.00:;. 

.
 

2.75'" 


LO.00 


;3.50 


" 


L8.00 


2.50,, 

3 .2.75030.00 


2.75 


7.50: 


180 

". ;0
 

266.00, 


4.50; 


'12.00 


32.00 


175.00 


Total
 

(
(U.S.a)
 

1,500,000
 

750,000
 
2,250,000
 

300,000
 

1,750,000
 

660,000
 

2,200,000
 

6,800,000
 

2,730,000
 

1237,500
 

-1,170,000
 

100,000
 
16947,500
 

3,12.5,1500 

750,000' 

5,293,750
 

6,545,000
 

1,5007,000
 

5,220,000, 
9L0.0S. 


..266,000
 

22,799,750
 
1,080,000
 

41,250
 

9,600
 

64,000
 

3,150,000
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TABLE C-4
 
(Cont.)
 

3COST ESTIMATE FOR GUNUNG WULAN DAM AT 275 x 106 m GROSS STORAGE 

Work Item Quantity Unit Price(U.S. $) Total(U.S. $) 

-SPILLWAY (Continued) 

Reinforcement 950 ton 750.00 712,500 

Riprap: 
3

5,000 M3 18.00 90,000 

Miscellaneous Items L.S. - 250,000 
5,397,350 

DIVERSION TUNNEL 

Open Cut Excavation :19,500m 3.00 58,500 

Tunnel Excavation 7,600 M3 .70.00 490,00 

Steel Supports ,130t2,000.00 260,000 

Shotcrete 140 :3 150.0 21,000 

Portal Concrete 280 n3 125.00- 35,000 

Tunnel Concrete 
3 

2,900 m3 100.00 290,000 

Reinforcement 400 t 750.00 300,000 

Drilling Grout Drain Holes 4,000 m. 15.00 ../60,000 

Grouting 800 sks 12.50 .. 10,000 

Miscellaneous Items L.S. - 2(10,000
1,724,500 

OUTLET WORKS 

Open Cut Excavation 6,000 m 3.00 18,000 

Tunnel Excavation 2,300 M?, 70.00 .161,000 

Steel Supports 
Shotcrete 

70 t 
.'150 3: 

82750.00 
150.00 

192,500 
.,22,500 

Tower Concrete 
3

300mM:'225.060". 67,7500 

Tunnel Concrete .. 3. 100.00 130,000 

Reinforcement 200 -. 150,000 

Drilling Grout & Drain Holes., 17.50im,., .15.00 26,250 
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TABLE C-4
 
(Cont.)
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR GUNUNG WULAN DAM AT 3275 x 106 m GROSS STORAGE 

Unit Price Total 

Work Item .Quantty (U.S. $) (U.S. $) 

OUTLET WORKS (Continued) 

Grouting 0.sks. 1250. 5,000 
Steel Lining 200 t 1,500.00 300,000 

Mech./Elect. Equipment s 300-000 
MiscellaneousLS 0,0
 

1,372750 

POWER PANT 6 TRANSMISSION LINE , L.S. - 10,00;000 

Subtotal - 60,491,850 

CdntinAency (20%) 12,098,370 

Subtotal 72,590,220 

Engr. C Admins. (10%) 7,259,022
 

''TOTAL 79,849,242
 

Say $ 80,000,000 
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TABLE C-5
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR GUNUNG WULAN DAM AT 340 x 106 m3 GROSS STORAGE
 

Total
Unit Price
Work Item Quantity 	 (U.S. $) (U.S. $)
 

GENERAL
 

Mobilization 	 LS. - 1,500,000 

Road & Railroad Relocation .LS. - 750,000 
2.250,000 

MAIN DAM
 

Care of Water ,L.S,. - 300,000 

Foundation Excavation 800,000''in 2.50 2,000,000 

Grouting 02500M'. 30.00 -750,600 
3
Impervious Core 	 855,000 m 2.75 3,520,250
 

Rockfill 	 790,000 .m 10.00 7,900000 

Random Fill 960,000 M 3.50
 
3
Transition :165000 	.. 7 ;56.--J237500 

3Riprap 65,000 m3 18.00. 1,170,000, 

Instrumentation L.S. -1i00000 
19,168,750SADDLP DAMS
 

3
 
Foundation Excavation 1,500,000.m 2.50 3,750,000 

Grouting 30'000 m 30.00 900,000 

Impervious Core 1,970,000 m 2,75 5,2175500 

3 
Transition 245,000 m3 7.50 '1,837,500 

'3Riprap 350,000 M.,3 :18000: 6,300,000 

Instrumentation L.S. 100,000 

Drainage Galleries 1!000 i 266.:0o 266 000 

27,881,000
 
SPILLWAY
 

Excavation 240,00, m 4.50 1,080,000 
Backfill 5,500 3.1 7,50 ,,250 

Drain Pipe w/Bedding . 800 m, 12.00 9,600 

Anchor Bars ':2,000 ,, 32.00 64,000 
3Concrete 	 18,000 m 175.00 3,150,000
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TABLE C-5 
(Cont.)
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR GUNUNG WULAN DAM AT 340 x 106 M3 GROSS STORAGE
 

Unit Price Total 
Work Item Quantity (U.S. $) (U.S. $) 

SPILLWAY (Continued)
 

Reinforcement 950 ton 750.00 712,500 
3 

Riprap 5,000 m 18.00 90,000
 

Miscellaneous Items L.S. 250,000
 
5'397,350 

DIVERSION TUNNEL 

Open Cut Excavation 19,500 'min 3.00 58,500 

Tunnel Excavation 7,00 m3 .70. 00 490,000 

Steel Supports 130 t 2,0:O0. 00. 260,000 

Shotcrete 140 m3 150.00 21,000
 
Portal Concrete 2280.M 12 5' 00.280. 00 35,000 

Tunnel Concrete 2,900 M: 100.00 290,000 

Reinforcement 400 t 750.00 300,000 

Drilling Grout C Drain Holes 4,000 m 15.00 60,000 

Grouting 800sks 12.50 10,000 

Miscellaneous Items L.S. - 200000 
1,7241,500
 

OUTLET WORKS 

Open Cut Excavation 6,000 m.3 3.001800 

Tunnel Excavation 2,300 m3 70.00 .161000 

Steel Supports 70 ,t ' 2750.00: 192,500 

Shotcrete 150 m3 150.00 22,500 
3
Tower Concrete 300m 225.0 67,5 

Tunnel Concrete 1,300 i 100.00V. 130,000 

Reinforcement 200 t 750.00 150,000 

Drilling Grout & Drain Holes 1,750,i 15.00 26,250 

Grouting '00 sks 12.50 5,000 
.57,194,350
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TABLE C-5 
(Cont.) 

COST ESTIMATE FOR GUNUNG WULAN DAM AT 340 x 106 m3 GROSS STORAGE 

Unit Price TotalS(U.S.Work Item Quantity $) (U.S. $). 

OUTLET (Continued)
 

Steel Lining 200 t, -1,500,00 300,000
 

Mech./Elect. Equipment & 
Miscellaneous L.S. 300*000 

1,372,750 

POWER PLANT L.$. - LO;00,O00O 

Subtota 67-'794,350 

Contingency (20%) 13,558,870 

Subtotal 81,353,220 

Engr. & Adinin. (-O%) '82135,322 

TOTAL,. 89,488,542 

Say $ 89,500,000 
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TABLE C-6
 

COST rSTIMATF FOR CUHUt1G DAM 500 x 106 M3 CROSSWULAN AT 	 STORAGE 

Unit Prico Total
Work Item 	 Quantiry (U.S. $) (U.S. $) 

GENERAL
 

Mobilization 
 L.S. - 1,500,000 
Road & Railroad Relocation L.S. - 750,000 

2,250,000 
MAIN DAM
 

Care of Water 
 L.S. 	 - 300',O0O 
3Foundati6n Excavation 1,000,000 m 2.50 2,500,000
 

Grouting 27,000 m 30.00 10,000
 
3
Impervious Core 	 1,280,000 in 3,520,000
2.75 


Rockfill 
 870,000 w 10.00 8,700,000 
3
Random Fill 1,200,000 m 3.50 fn0,000
 

Transitioni 3
250,000 in 7.50 1,875,000
 
Riprap 3
75,000 	r 18.00 1,350,000
 
Instrumentation 
 L.S.  100O000
 

SADDLE 	DhNS 23,355,000
 

Foundation Excavation 11600,000 M3s 2.50 4,000,000
 
Crouting 
 32,000 m 30.00 060,000
 
Impervious Core 2,720,000 m3 7,480,000
2.75 


3
Random Fill 4,410,000 m 3.50 15,435,000
 

Transition 350,000 m3 2,625,000
7.50 


Riprap 	 3
450,000 m 18.00 8,100,000
 
Instrumentation 
 L.S. - 100,000
 
DrainagnGalleries 1O,500 m 266.00 ... Q0
 

39,099,000
SPILLWAY 


Excavation 
 4.50 1,188,000
 
Backfill 
 6,000 M 7.50 45,000
 
Drain Pipe w/Bedding. 900 m 
 12.00 10,80
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TABLE C-6
 
(Cont.)
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR GUNU.,'G WULAN DAM AT 500 x 106 m
3 GROSS STOPACE
 

Work Item Quantity 	 Unit Price Total 
-(U.S. $) (U.S. $) 

SPILLWAY (Continued)
 

Anchor Bars 
 2,200 m 32.00 70,400
 
Concrete 
 26,000 m 175.00 4,550,000 
Reinforcement 1,100 ton 750.00 825,000
3
 
Riprap 5,500 18.00
m 	 99,000 
Miscellaneous Items L.S. 	 - 275,000
 

7,063,200
 
DIVEPSION TINEL 

Open Cut Excavation 22,1400 1 3 3.00 67,200 

Tunnel Excavation 38.050 m 70.00 563,500 
Steel Supports 
 150 t 2,000.00 300,000 
Enotcrete 160 i 150;00 24,000 

Portal Concrete 320 m3 25;00 40,000
 

Tunnel Concrete 3;330 i3 i00;00 333,000
 
Reinforcement 
 460 t 750.00 345,000 
frvilling G6rout Drabi Ho]es 15.004-600 m 69,000
 
Grouting 
 920 sks 12;50 11,500
 
Miscelleneous Items 
 L.S. - 230,000 

li983,200

JUTLET WORKS
 

Open Cut Cxcavation 	 6;300 ij3 3.00 18,900 
Tunnel Excavation 
 4-20 m 7;0.0 169,400
 
Steel Supports 74 t 
 2i750-00 203,500
 

Shotcrete 
 160 mi s0.O0 24,000 
Tower Concrete 330m225.00 27 72,000~ 
Tunnel Concrete i;365 m3 100.00 136,500
 

Reinforcement 
 2i0 t 750.00 157,500 
Drilling Grout & DrAiii H61rs 1,840 m 15.00 27,600
 
Grouting 
 100 sks 12.50 5,000
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TABLE C-6
 
(Cont.)
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR GUNUNG WULAN DAM AT 500 x 106 m
3 GROSS STORAGE
 

Unit Price Total 

Work Item Quantity (U.S..$) (U.S. $) 

OUTLET WORKS (Continued) 

Steel Lining 210 t 1,500.00 315,000 

Mech./Elect. Equipment & 
Miscellaneous LiSi - 315,000 

1,444,400 
POWER PLANT LSi - 10,ooo,000 

Stbtotal 85,194,800 

Contingency (20%) 17,038,960 

Subtotal 102,233,760 

Engr. & Admin. (10%) 10,223,376 

TOTAL 112,457,136 

Say $ 112,500,000 
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TABLE C-7
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR GLAPAN DAM
 

Work Item 	 Quantity Unit Price Total
 
-- (U.S. $) (U.S. $) 

MOBILIZATION 
 L.S. 50,000
 

EMBANKMENT
 

Stripping 	 3
80,000 m 1.50 120,000
 
Impervious Fill 600,000 m3 
 2.50 1,500,000
 

Riprap 	 3
80,000 m 18.00 1,440,000
 
Miscellaneous Items 
 L.S. - 100,000 

3,160,000
 
BARRAGE
 

Care of Water 
 L.S . - 150,000
Excavation 28,9000 m3 .7 779000
 

3
 
Concrete in Floors 
 16,900 m3 125.00 1,987,500
 
Concrete in Piers 29,200 m. 
 250.00 7,300,000
 
Concrete in Canal Offtakes 3
.1,300 m 175,00 227,500
 
Gates & Hoists 
 LiS. - 4,000,000 

Bridge Deck LS, - 350,000 

Preloading 240,000 m3 480.0002,00 

Remove Glapan Weir 3
22,5000 m 2.5 60,500 

Miscellaneous L.S. 	 250,000
 

14,882,0
 
Sub-otal 18,092,500
 

Contingency (20%) 3,618,500
 

Subtotal 21,711,000
 

Engr, & Admin. (10%) 2,171,100
 

TOTAL 23,882,100
 

Say $.23,900,000 



TABLE C-8
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR JRAGUNG DAM AT So x 106 m
3 GROSS STORAGE
 

Work Item Quantity (U.S. $)
Unit Price 


DAM
 

Mobilization & Preliminary Work: 
 L.S. 

Care of River & Dewatering L.;S. 


Clearing &Grubbing .4O ha 
 375.00 


Stripping 1,287,000,.m 1.50 

Core Trench Exc. 
 33,000 m .00 

Place Core (Candirejo) 1,749,000 m .3.25 


Place Core (Larangen) 330,000 m3 
 3.50 

Place Random Fill 3,896,000 in3 3.50:• 


Berns 3
429,000 m 1.25 


Sand Filter 124,000 m33 9.00 

Gravel Drain 
 142,000 m 12.50 

Riprap 3
84,000 m 13.50 

Riprap Bedding 33,000 m, 
 7.00 


Downstream Toe 
 16,000mn- 5.00 


Drainage Gallery 1,0001 266.00 

Grouting 6 Other'Misc. L.S 
 ....
 

ROAD BRIDGE RELOCATION2/ . 
-.
 

IRRIGATION TUNNEL C INTAKE 2/1 

SPILLWAY 25/ 


RIVER DIVERSION w/SEDIMENT PASSING 
 . -


BASE CAMP 


Subtotal 


Contingenby (15%) 


Subtotal 


Engr. S Admin. (10%) 


TOTAL 


Say $ 54,800,000 
1/ Prepared during present study 
2/ Taken from Jragung Final Report Cost Estimate 
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Total
(U.S. $_
 

1,750,000
 

120,000
 

15,000
 

i,930,500
 

132,000
 

5,684,250
 

1,155,000
 
12,936,000
 

536,250
 

1,116,000
 

1,775,000
 

1,134,000
 

231,000
 

80,000
 

266,000
 

5000
 
30,301,000
 

720,$000
 

5
 

1400,000 

4,
4,200,000
 

4-
,400,000
 

43,346,000
 

6,501,900
 

49,847,900
 

4,984,790
 

54,832,690
 



TABLE C-9
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR JRAGUNG DAM AT 75 x 106 m3 GROSS STORAGE 

Unit Price Total
Work Item Quantity (U.S. $) (U.S. $) 

DAMi_
 

Mobilization & Prep. Work L.S. 2,250,000 

Care of River & Dewatering L.S. 120,000 

Clearing 6 Grubbing 50 ha 375.00 18,750 

Stripping 1,600,000 m3 1.50 2,400,000
 
3
Core Trench Exc. 41,000 m 4.00 164,000
 
3
Place Core (Candirejo) 2,300,000 m 3m25 7,495,000
 

Place Core (Larangan) 410,000.m3 3.50 1,435,000
 
3
Place Random Fill. 4,700,000 m 3.,50 16,450,000
 

Berms 533,000 m 1.25 666,,250
 
3
Sand.Filter 153,000 m 9.00 1,377,000
 

Gravel Drain 200,000 m3 12.50. 21500,000
 

Riprap 15,000 m3 13.50 202,500

3
 

Riprap Bedding .410,000 m 7.00 287,000 

Downstream Toe 16,000 m!,5.00 80,000 

Drainage Gallery :1,500 m 266.00 399,000 

Grouting & Other Misc. L.S. - 2,000,00Q40t524,500
2/" 


ROAD & BRIDGE RELOCATION 2/ 720,000
 

IRRIGATION TUNNEL & INTAKE 1,300,000 

SPILLWAY -/5,500,000
 

RIVER DIVERSION w/SEDIMENT PASSING / - 4,400,000 

BASE CAMP 2-/ 1,400,000
 

Subtotal 51,144,500
 

Contingency.(15%) 7,671,680
 

Subtotal 58,816,180
 

Engo. 6 Admin. (10%) 5,881,618
 

TOTAL 64,697,778
 

Say & 64,700,000
 

l/ Prepared during present stidy
 
2/ Taken from Jragung Final Riport.
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TUNTANG AND RELED RIVEPS BAl.I 
DEVELOPM1I.T- PLAN 

APPENDIX C PART IZ. 
DAMS .AND. HDROPOWE1" 

C.1. INTRODWCTION
 

Cl.L.General
 

The objective of this study is 
 tc. peparea~plan frr the Liegrated development of the eer r Seaourcen of an ecxtended river basinscheme comprising the Jratue~una Basin in ,north Cent'al Java. 
general the river basins are l mit'd 

In 
those of the Penggaron, Dolok,
Jragung, Tuntang, Serang and the Lusi River Basin and adjacent subbasins. 
If a river basin damsite; appears vivible, then the pertinent
data obtained from its study are put -ito the computer Kfodel of the 

integrated basin.
 

Part .Iof this Appendix 
is aimitedto studying. -toragesites on the Tuntang and.,Jragung Ri~ris." However,, iraorder to evalU
ate the findings of this "study, all t'he 'conclusions and recommendatlons"
noted inPart I heading 
 .C,.* Initial Screenlig of Potent 
 S
 
Sites"; shall be repeated in Part II under the 
 bhadi, g "C.2.1. 
Previously Screened Sites from Part I".
 

C.1.2. Scope and
Methodology 

Investigation of the water, resources in the basins under studyhave been made on an individual basis in the past, however, thepresent effort is the first time that a study for the integrateddevelopment Of the Jratunseluna Basin has been performed. 
Previously
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feasibility level studies have been done for dams or, the Penggaron, 

Jragung and Dolok Rivers [1, 2] and Kedungombo (Ngrambat) Dam at the 
Serang [3, 4, 5, 7, 12, 13]. Other damsites investigated under this
 

Part II study that were previously studied to a prefeasibility level
 

are Nglanji, Ngrambat, Banjarejo, Kedungwaru and Bandungharjo Dams
 

[3, 4, 5). Also, reconnaissance level studies were carried out for
 
Balong, Ngemplak and Sapen Dams [3, 4, 5]. Due to variable levels of
 

topographic, geologic, hydrologic and sediment data available on the
 

various sites studied in the report; this study is generally of pre

feasibility level in scope. While individual damsites such as the
 

Penggaron, Dolok, Bandungharjo, Kedungwaru and Banjarejo can be
 

considered to be of prefeasibility level, others such as the Balong,
 
Ngemplak, Sapen and Tirto Dams are of reconnaissance level only.
 

Before investigating.the water resource potential of each damsite,
 

all available reports, soil data atid topographic maps were reviewed in
 

order to become familiar with previously identified storage sites.
 

Field reconnaissance trips were then made to each site in order to
 
verify the conditions as noted in the previous reports and to inves

tigate new potential damsites. Based on the data review and field
 

Inspections, an initial screening of all sites was carried out as
 

noted in Part I of this appendix. The sites which were retained
 

after this initial screening were studied in more detail and compared
 

on the basis of economic, technical and soojo-environmental consider

ations.
 

C.1.3. Constraints
 

This study was started with the initial objective of preparing a
 

development plan for the integrated use of the Tuntang and Jragung
 

waters for irrigation, municipal and industrial demt.nd and for power 
generation. Subsequently it was expanded to include the Penpggaron, 

Dolok and Serang Rivers and the Lusi River and its tributaries. 
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Originally the water utilization cf the projects was tailored to obtain 

the optimum economic benefits. An interim report was prepared on this 

basis [18], and was reviewed by each of the governmental agencies
 

involved in the project development. As a result of that review the
 

following constraints were defined by the Directorate of Planning and
 

Programming for the Consultant's guidance. 

1. Large projects would not be considered for the Tuntang or the
 
Jragung Basins during the near term (10 years), however, development
 
of irrigation and municipal water supply within the basins should 
begin in the near future.
 

2. PLN (National Electricity Board) has no plans to upgrade the existing 
Upper runtang power generating system, or to add to that system.
 

3. Operation of the Rawa Pening releases can be revised, however, the
 
average annual energy production of the existing Upper Tuntang
 
System (160 Gwh) should not be reduced significantly.
 

It was agreed that a development plan whici would meet the study
 

objectives while also meeting the constraints must consist of a mix
 

of small projects for near term implementation, and large projects
 

for implementation in the future. It was further agreed that it
 

would be preferable if the near term small projects could continue.
 

to serve a useful purpose after the large projects are constructed 

at a later date. 
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C.2. INITIAL SCREENING OF POTENTIAL STORAGE SITES 

C.2.1. Previously Screened Sites from Part I
 

Inpart I of thL.appendix the study was limited to the eight 

storage sites on the Jragung and Tuntang Rivers. Using the data 

from the preliminary office and field studies, an initial screening 

of these sites was carried out. The screening was based primarily
 

on the following factors: geologic conditions, availability of 

construction materials, reservoir volume to embankment volume ratio 

and the number of inhabitants within the proposed reservoir area. 

The following subparagraphs summarize the results of this screening 

process.
 

C.2.1.a. Jragung I Damsite 

Due to poor foundation conditions this site was considered 

suitable for a low dam or barrage only. It was concluded that_ 

because of insufficient storage capacity for a low dam-or a barrage, 

the Jragung I site was economically not justified, so it was dropped: 

from further consideration. 

C.2.1.b. Jragung II Damsite 

This s3te has been previously studied from feasibility to final 

design. The results of these studies have shown that the dam is 

technically feasible but economically marginal. The possibility of 

constructin , a lower dam than originally designed was thought to be 

more attractive from an economic standpoint, therefore, this site was 

retained for further ,consideration. 
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C.2.1.c. JragunMg III Damsite 

This site has a small reservoir volume, serious sediment problems 
and many people to be relocated. Because of these serious drawbacks
 
the site was dropped from further consideration.
 

C.2.1.d. Glapan Damsite
 

This site has been previously studied to the feasibility level.
 
The previous studies and recent site inspections indicate that
 
construction of the proposed dam istechnically feasible, however,
 
large amounts of sediment must be accomodated at this site due to
 
the large drainage basin and the expected erosion rate of the water

shed. The possibility of raising the originally proposed dam to 
achieve greater live storage Is limited by topography and would result 
in inundating a larger land area and in displacing a greater number of 
people. Due to this and the fact that a suitable damsite which 
provides greater live storage exists upstream at Gunung Wulan,
 
the Glapan site was dropped from further consideration as a
 
major impoundment. However, the site 'wasretained for a full feasi
bility level study at a later date as a smaller project with p 
visions for sediment passing.
 

C.2.l.e. Gunung Wulan Damsite 

This site was previously studied at prefeasibility level with 
a dam of moderate heightad.a reservo'r capacity'of 115 x 106 m3. 
The present study concluded" that the dam could be-constructed high 

,enough to -impound x m. of water. •Due500 I0Q to its large potential 

storage capacity and its relatively high reservoir volume to embank

ment volume ratio, this site was retained for :afull feasibility 

study at a later date. 
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C.2.1.f. Tempuran Damsite
 

This new storage site was identified during the Part I study by
 
inspection of topographic maps. However, subsequent site visits have
 
shown that the foundation and abutments exhibit highly unfavorable
 
geologic conditions. Therefore, this site was dropped from further
 
consideration.
 

C.2.1.g. Sambirejo Damsite
 

This potential storage site was identified during the Part I
 
study by inspection of topographic maps. Subsequent field inspection
 
indicated that the geology 
at this site is also poor except that the
 
strike of the bedding is more favorably oriented than the Tempuran
 
site. 
However, due to the small storage potential, sediment would be
 
a major problem. Due to this.and the expected large cost of develop
ment, this site Was dropped from further study.
 

C.2.l.h. Rawa Pening
 

Rawa Pening is a natural lake which has been raised twice inthe'
 
past by the constructi6n of the Jelok Weir. 
Studies were made in
 
1972 and 1976 of raising it to an even higher level. Recent studies
 
have indicated that by providing levees around the lake and.raising
 
the Jelok Weir, the capacity could be increased from 50 to 125 x 106 M3 .
 
Another possibility would be to raise the Jelok Weir to form the 
maximum possible storage and flooding the villages surrounding the
 
lake. However serious foundation and drainage problems are antici
pated 
ifthe levee scheme is used, or unpleasant socio-environmental
 
problems may develop if the storage scheme without levees would be im
plemented. 
The results of a soils and foundation reconnaissance study are
 
described inChapter C.1l. of this appendix. 
Because of the potentially
 
large benefits, this site was,retained for a full feasibility study at
 
*a later date,
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C.2.2. Prese:jtly Screened Sites
 

Based on a study of existing reports and 1:50,000 scale topogra
phic maps, a total of eleven potential storage sites were identified.
 
The sites are as follows:
 

Damsite 


Penggaron 


Dolok 


Nglanji 


Kedungombo 

(Ngrambat)
 

Bandungharjo 


Ngemplak 


Sapen 


Banjarejo 


Balong 


Kedungwaru 


Tirto 


River
 

Penggaron
 

Dolok
 

Serang
 

Serang
 

Glugu 


Peganjing 


Soco
 

Lusi
 

Kedungbendo 


Kedungsambi 


Tambakselo 


(Lusi :Tributpy)
 

4A 

l"
 

""
 

"l
 

The pertinent data of these damsites are given in Tabl-e C-1 and the 
locations are shown on Figure II-1. After these sites were identified 
field reconnaissance trips were made as noted, to evaluate the topogra
phy, geology and availability of construction materials. Office 
studies were then carried out on these sites to determine the availa
ble storage, water yield and-the embankment volumes required to
 
develop the storage.
 

Using the data from the preliminary office studies and field 

inspections, an initial screening process was carried out for these 
damsites. The,screening was based primarily on the following factors: 
geologic conditions, availability of construction materials, ratio of 
reservoir volume to average annual yield, land use and population 
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within the reservoir area, and the importance of the water benefit to
 

the integrated development plan. The results of the initial screening
 

are presented in the following subparagraphs.
 

C.2.2.a. Penggaron Damsite
 

The Penggaron Damsite was studied to feasibility level in 1971
 

by NEDECO E1, 2). In this study the proposed reservoir had a gross
 

storage capacity of 54 x I06 m3 and would inundate about 600 ha of
 

land. With a storage volume of 52 percent of the annual water yield,
 

itwas assumed that the 50-yea' sediment yield would reduce the active
 

storage a maximum of only 7 percent. However, recent studies of the
 

adjacent Jragung River have indicated a sediment yield so high that,
 

if the Penggaron River is assumed to yield similarly, a conventional
 

storage reservoir at this site would not be economically feasible.
 

The possibility of constructing a dam with a sediment passing scheme
 

was thought to be a practical approach to this site so it was retained
 

for further consideration.
 

C.2.2.b. Dolok Damsite
 

The Dolok damsite was studied to feasibility level in 1971 by 

NEDECO [1, 2). In this study the storage scheme had a gross storage 

capacity of 23 x 106 m3 and would inundate 180 ha of land. This 

scheme resulted in a storage volume of only 46 percent of the annual 

water yield. Recent topographic and site inspections have indicated 

that this site could support a much larger dam, soit was retained 

for further consideration. 

C.2.2.c. Nglanji Damsite
 

:The Nglanji Damsite:was studied to prefeasibility level by NEDECO in 
' -1973. [3, 4, 5]. The,gross,,§torage capacity was 185 x106 m3 with 1,750 ha 

of land being -submergedA. ..The reservoir volume was only 38 percent
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of the annual water yield of the basin. Besides being a small reser

voir inrelation to the annual yield, itwas also doubtful that enough
 

embankment materials could be fount within an economic haul distance.
 

With these problems, and the location of a potentially much larger
 

storage site downstream of it (Kedungombo), this damsite was dropped
 

from further consideration.
 

C.2.2.d. Kedungombo (Ngrambat) Damsite
 

The Ngrambat Damsite was studied to prefeas3bility level by 

NEDECO in1973 [3, 4, 5). Subsequently, it was renamed Kedungombo, 

and studied to a preliminary design level by SMEC in 1979 [12, 13). 

Inthe recent study the gross reservoir storage was 749 x 106 m. 

with 4,760 ha of land inundated. The reservoir storage in this case 

was 103 percent of the average annual inflow. Because of the 

potential economic benefits from this damsite it,was retained in the 

present integrated development plan. However, no further studies 

will be done at this time since it was previously brought up to a 
preliminary design level. 

C.2.2.e. Bandungharjo Damsite 

The Bandungharjo Damsite was studied to prefeasibility level by 

NEDECO in 1973 [3, 4, 5). The total reservoir volume'was 21 x 106 m3 

with 250 ha of land underwater. The reservoir storage was 53 percent 

of the average annual yield. From recent topographic map study and 

field inspection itwas noted that the proposed dam could be-raised 

only about 4 m because of topographic limitations. Also, due to the 

narrow right abutment, the embankment must be placed upstream of the 

one shown in the previous study so as to blanket this narrow ridge. 

A lower dam with a sediment passing sluice was considered, but rulled 

out, because of the right abutment geometry, and the proximity of the 
village of Klumpit just downstream of it. Although this damsite 
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appears economically marginal, it was retained for further study as 

a storage reservoir.
 

C.2.2.f. Ngemplak Damsite 

The Ngemplak damsite was studied at a reconnaissance level by 

NEDECO in 1973 [3, 4, 53. The possibility of construction of a dam 

at this site was not worked out, only a indication of a possible. dam 
.and works alignments were given. From studying the topographic map 

and an on-site inspection itappears that the maximum gross reservoir
 

volume at this site would be 90 x 106 m3. Although the hydrology of
 

this catchInent area has not been evaluated, it can be reasonably as

aumed that the annual yield is proportional to the yield at the Bandung

harJo catchment area. Because the potential gross reservoir
 

storage would then become 127 percent of the annual yield of the
 
73 km2 catchment area, this site was retained for further*sudy. 

C.2.2.g. Sapen Damsite
 

The Sapen damsite was studied at a reconnaissance.level by,
 

NEDECO in 1973 [3., 4, 5,. Similar: to the Ngemplak study, this
 

damsite potential had not been evaluated. From studying'the topogra

phic map, the maximum gross reservoir storage for this site isi6 ,3
 
estimated to be only 15 x 10, m. As this site is near the
 

Bandungharjo catchment, itwas assumed that the annual yield at
 

Sapen is proportional to. the catchment areas. With a catchmient
 
2
area of 68 kin , it is apparent that the maximum reservoir 

volume would be only 28 percent of the annual runoff., Operating the 

dam-.as a run-of-river structure, so as, to pass the sediment during 

the wet 'season"was rejected as being*,too expensive in relation to 

:the small servoir-'sto~agebenefit during the dry season. The 

damste: was thus;eliminatedjfom further consideration. 
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C.2.2.h. Banjarejo Damaite
 

The Banjarejo damsite was studied to a prefeasibility level by 

NEDECO in 1973 [3, 4, 5j. In this study the proposed reservoir had 

a gross storage capacity of 90 x 106 m3 with 3,250 ha of land 

inundated. Recently the catchment area was revised from the original 

440 to 506 km2 . The average annual runoff was also increased from 

the previous 340 to 411.5 x 106 m3. Thus the reservoir volume
 

is only 22 percent of the annual runoff. Due to topographic 

limitations the embankment cannot be raised more than a few more 

meters. The geological and topographical conditions in thi* area are, 

poor for the construction of any type of dam. In spite of this 

however, the damsfite was retained for further study as a run-of-river 

structure with a sediment passing provision during the early part of 

the wet ceason. This is due to the considerable downstream benefits 

.which may be derived as Banjarejo is the only control structure on the 

,Lusi River. 

C.2.2.i. Balong Damsite
 

The Balong damsite was studied at a reconnaissance level ,by 

NEDECO in 1973 [3, 4, 51. No damsite evaluation or hydrologic data. 
was developed for this site. However, from studying the limited 

topographic maps of the area it was estimated that the maximum gross 
reservoir storage available would be less than 10 x 106,m3 . The 

hydrology for this catchment area has not been evaluated. However, 

it can be assumed to be porportional to the yield from the Kedungwaru 

area, an adjacent basin. In this case the Balong yield would become 
36 x 106 m3 . Thus the dam would only be able'to 'retain 28 percent of 
the annual runoff. Operating the dam to pass all river flows and the 

majority.of the annual sediment loadduring the wet season, was 

rejected as being too -expensive -in'relation' to, the small reservoir 

storage benefit for .the .dry season,. The damsite waS-thus eliminated 

from further .!consideration.,' 
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C.2.2.j. Kedungwaru Damsite
 

The Kedungwnartdamsite was studied to prefeasibility level by
 

NEDECO in 1973 [3, 4, 53. The gross reservoir storage was estimated
 
to be 19 x 106 m3, with 350 ha of land under water. With an annual
 

3
runoff of 78.8 x 106 m , only 24 percent of this could.be retained
 

under this embankment scheme. Due to the relatively large drainage
 
2
area of 88 kIm, the close proximity of irrigated lands, the firm
 

foundation and the abundance of embankment material; this site was
 

retained for further study.
 

C.2.2.k. Tirto Damsite 

The Tirto damsite was identified by NEDECO .in'1973'[3)' However 
no investgat5ns were carried.out and consequenly no1daisite maps 

or hydrological studies weremade., Recently the catchment area 'was 
determined to .be 52 km2 . - Assuming a yield rate, similar to that of, 
the Kedungwaru Basin, this would result in an annual yield of 47x106m3. 
Because of the.lack of data from which to make a iudgement of this.". 

damsite, it was retained' for further; study... 

C.2.3. Diversion Sites
 

Presently diversion works exist'on allthe ajor rives tosuppX 

irrigation waters to the designated service areas in 'the Jratseluna 

Basin. These are listed hereunder
 

Diversion Structure River
 

Pucanggading Penggaron 'i
 

Barang Dolok
 

Gablok: Jragung
 

Gntur, Jragung. 
Glapan:i Tuntang 

Sedadi Serang 

Wilalung Serang 



The above structures, in existing or rehabilitated conditions, 
are capable of diverting irrigation supplies to the potential develop
ment areas in the Jratunseluna Basin except the proposed areas along 
the middle reach of the Lusi River. A suitable Mid Lusi diversion
 
site for these areas is defined in this study.
 

C.2.3.a. Mid Lusi Diversion 

The Mid Lusi .diversion site is a new site identified in the 
present study. The catchment area was estimated to be 893 km2 with an 
annual yield of approxiately 725 x 106 m . 3 This site will be studied 
because of the need for a diversion structure, downstream of the 
confluence of the Kedungwaru and Lusi Rivers, to provide for irrigating 
the right and left bank areas of the Lusi River. 

C.2.3.b. Grobogan Weir 

To divert Serang waters at Kedungombo to the South Grobogan area, 
a diversion structure called the Grobogan Weir has previously been 
recommended as part of the Serang River Development. That diversion 
structure is an essential component of the basin model fdr multi
reservoir operation and optimum irrigation diversions in the Jratun
seluna Basin.
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TABLE C-I
 

JRATUNSELUNA BASIN
 

PERTINENT DATA OF POTENTIAL DASITES
 

Proposed Damsites Catchment Area Annual Yield Gross Storage "'Live Storage 

(km2) (MCM) (MOM) (MNN)
 

Penggaron. 76 102 73. 57
 

Dolok 34 46 57 43-

Jragung 94, 126 125 - 177- 75 

Rawa Pening 282 .400' 4.-225, :175 

Glapan 80o 960 125 .. 87 

Gunung Wulan 690 830 500 260 

Kedungombo 614 .728 749 655 

Bandungharjo 4,1 40 .35" 22 

•Ngemplak 	 73 71- 90 68
 

Sapen 68 66 15 "
 

Banjarejo 506 411 100, 77
 

Balong 40 36 10 '
 

Kedungwaru 88 79 24 19:
 

Tirto 52 47. ?
 

Mid Lusi Diversion 893. 725 .	 
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C.3. DEVELOPMENT OF PENGGARON DAMSITE
 

The Penggaron damsite, located on the Penggaron River just
 
upstream of the village of Kalipang, is only 12 km south east of the 
city of Semarang. The site was previously studied by NEDECO Ell to
 
feasibility level and the soils and foundation data were presented
 

in [2, 3J. 

The damsite consists of a relatively broad alluvial plain with
 
gentle sloping hills on both sides. 
The minimum high elevation on
 
the left abutment isabout 55.0 MSL (Mean Sea Level), while .on *he
 
right abutment it is 52.0 MSL at the narrow spur that joins 
a higher
 
mountain. However, two lower saddles of elevations of 40.0 to
 
45.0 MSL are located upstream of the damsite along the right abutment. 

C.3.1. Development.Concept
 

Inthe feasibility report by NEDECO itwas recommended'that. a 
storage dam be constructed at the Penggaron site. The internal rTate 
of return was estimated to be 14 percent based upon the cost of 
capital of 8 percent and a construction cost of one billion rupiahs. 

Since then however, ithas been established that a storage dam 
at this site isnot economically Justifiable due to the apparent high 
sediment load in the river and the limited reservoir storage available. 
This is based upon measurements recently taken in the Jragung River,
 
a similar river basin adjacent to the Penggaron. Field inspection of
 
the Penggaron damsite and a fly-over the Penggaron and Jragung
 
catchment areas have shown that it is likely that the sedimentation
 
problem is more severe in the Penggaron Basin than in the Jragung Basin. 

In order to allow for adequate reservoir storage while being 
capable of passing as much of the sediment load as possible; this
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study was confined to develop a scheme which would provide the largest
 

reservoir storage this site would allow, and also would be capable of 

passing the major portion of the annual sediment Load. This scheme is 

shown in Figures C-i and C-2 in this report. 

C.3.2. Hydrology
 

The hydrologic aspects of the catchment area of this damsite are
 

discussed in detail in Appendix A- Part II. The catchment area is 75.6 km2
 

and the estimated average annual yield at the site is 101.7 x 106 m3.
 

C.3.3. Geology
 

As noted in the NEDECO report, the subsoil at the damsite is charac

terized by the fact that in early times the Penggaron River had scoured 

out a deep valley in an old lahar layer, which later on has filled up 

with alluvial deposits. The thickness of these deposits varies from 

near zero along the hillsides to over 30 m in the river valley. 

In the subsurface investigation by NEDECO it was found, that the
 

alluvial deposits which consist mainly of preconsolidated calcareous
 

clays, contained many large sand and gravel lenses some several meters
 

thick. The permeability coefficients were established as follows:
 

10 - 7 9Calcareous clay to 10- cm/s 

Sand .10- to 4 x l0 c'm/s 

The composition of the thick lahar beds varied considerably, and
 

10 - 7 consequently, the permeability varied from 1.0 to cm/s. In 

general, the permeability of the lahar beds may be considerably more 

than that of the alluvial deposits. However the lahar foundation 

could probably be rendered impervious by grouting, while the grouting 

of the alluvira would be technically infeasible or, at least, very 

expensive. 
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Due to the relatively low strength of the foundation material it
 
is assumed that the proposed embankment should have upstream and
 

downstream slopes of 3 horizontal to 1 vertical.
 

C.3.4. Construction Materials
 

In the terraces surrounding the reservoir area a considerable
 

amount of silty clay is available for embankment material. Because
 

of this abundance and the relatively large embankment volumes required,
 

a homogeneous embankment of this material was considered. In the test
 
results as published in the NEDECO repot, this material was .shown to
 

be highly plastic and to possess a considerable tendency to swell.
 

Therefore, the clay was rejected as inappropriate for use in a homo

geneous embankment. However, The clay could be used in a zoned embank

ment if placed in impervious core of moderate size.
 

To reduce the foundation seepage, the NEDECO report recommends
 

providing a grout cutoff curtain under the embankment core that would
 

extend some 20 to 30 m through the alluvium to the lahar bed below.
 

Considering that much of the alluvium is very pervious, and the lahar
 

bed even more so, a positive cutoff by grouting alone does not seem to
 

be a practical solution to the problem. A slurry trench in thealluvium
 

with grouting of the underlying lahar appears as a possible but expenslve
 

solution.
 

In order to reduce the high leakage to a tollerable volume, an 

upstream blanket of impervious clay material is proposed. For-the 

purposes of this study the upstream blanket was assumed to be 100 m 
wide and from 2 to 5 m thick and rising to elevation 35 MSL on the 

abutments. ror a more detailed design study, an extensive testing
 

program will be required in order to more accurately identify the,
 

seepage characteristics of this foutidation.
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For construction of the embankment shell borrowed from the 

sandy and permeable lahar material is recommended. It can be found
 

in the hill Watulumbung above the right abutment. However, selective 

borrowing will be necessary. Because of tl shell volume required, 

other borrow areas for this material may have to be found in the
 

adjacent hills.
 

For filter drain material, a sufficient amount of sand and gravel
 

can be recovered from the river-bed. For riprap, rock has to be
 

selected from G.Watulumbung or other hillsides.
 

C.3.5. Embankment Dam
 

The only type of dam which is considered suitable for the
 
foundation conditions at this site isan earthfill dam. Based on
 

topographic limitations, NEDECO proposed a dam with a crest elevation
 

of 50.0 MSL and a full service reservoir volume of 54 x 106 m3.
 

Further studies have indicated that a dam with a crast elevation of
 

53.0 MSL and a full service reservoir elevation of 50.0 MS4 is
 

possible, which results in a total service reservoir vo0ume of
 
3
73 x 106 m . Inthis case, a7 one meter high masonry parapet wall
 

will be required.throughout the length of the dam crest so as to
 

provide the necessary freeboard ifa major storm were to ccur..
 

In order to provide upstream protection along the narw right 

abutment ridge, the embankment'was positioned between the abutments' 

in the Iform of a large arc with a downstream radius to the'dam crest 

centerline of 450 m, resulting ina crest length of 1,225 m. The zoned 

embankment section will consist of an upstream sloping core supported 

on both sides by.shells'with slopes of'3 horizontal to 1 vertical. The 

upstream shell will stop at elevation 35.0 where it meets the 

upstream blanket. The blanket extends 100 m upstream of the shell 
contact and continues under the Shell 'fora ty-in with the core. 
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The downstream shell will continue to elevation 35.0 where it then be

comes a 30.0 m wide berm. This berm will provide access to the founda

tion drainage wells, which need to be installed to control uplift pres

sures. In order to ensure positive drainage within the embankment, a
 

vertical drain will be placed between the core and shell on the downstream
 

side. This drain will connect to a horizontal blanket drain which will be 

placed at the foundation contact under the downstream shell and berm. 

Riprap slope protection will be placed on the upstream embankment face 

and on the impervious blanket in front of the outlet works. Foundation 

stripping was assumed to average 1.5 m over the entire contact area.
 

Two saddle dams will be required along the right abutment. Due 

to their low height, they may be homogeneous earthfill with 

upstream and downstream slopes of 3 horizontal to 1 vertical. The 

material used should be similar, but somewhat coarser than, the main 

embankment core. 

C.3.6. Spillway
 

The spillway is located on the hillside on the left abutment. 
The spillway
An uncontolled, open chute type spillway isproposed. 

3/s)
was initially sized by using one half the unrouted PMF (1,350 m

as the design flood. This resulted in a spillway.crest length of 

100-m and a crest elevation of 50.0 MSL. The maximum water surface 

To provide a 0.5 melevation in this case would be 53.5 MSL. 


freeboard, a one meter high parapet wall will be necessary on the 

dam crest. In order to reduce the spillway channel width on the 

narrow abutment, the ogee crest structure was laid out in a "duck bill"
 

shape, which then resulted in a chute width of 28.0 m. The hydraulic
 

energy generated in the chute shall be.dissipated in a plunge pool 

downstream of a flip bucket type structure.
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C.3.7. Sediment Passing and Diversion Schemes
 

As noted previously, due to the expected sediment load, itwill
 
be necessary to develop a sediment passing scheme which would prevent
 
premature reservoir silting, and thereby ensure a longer reservoir
 
life. This will be accomplished by providing large capacity, low
 
level outlets that will remain open during the major portion of the
 
wet.season.
 

Located through a narrow spur at the right abutment, the sediment
 
passing sluice will operate as a diversion structure during -embankment
 
construction. For purposes of this study, the sluice was sized to pass
 
the 20-year frequency diversion flood of 100 m3/s. Assuming the
 
diversion sluice would act as a broad crested weir, a crest length of
 
16.0 m with a corresponding head of 6.0 m was required to pass this
 
flood. To provide diversion closure and sediment passing control,
 
two 6.0 inhigh by 8.0 m wide radial gates will-be installed.
 

For the event that gate repair inthe dry season isnecessary
 ,
 
stoplog slots will be provided. Silt deposits near the gate during
 
the water storage phase is not expected to be a problem on a yearly
 

basis, because of the relatively large reservoir.area and the lower
 
silt load during the drier months.
 

The proposed reservoir Operation scheme is based on the following 

assumptions: 

1. There isan over abundance of runoff water so that, during the
 
wettest two months, the outlets will be open for run-of-river
 

-operation so as to pass the high sediment laden flows..
 

2.The reservoir has not enough capacity to retain enough active
 
stor~age volume to adequately provide for the water needs of the
 
irrigation and domestic users after the projected 30 years of life
 
'time..
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3. That reservoir slope stability will not be a severe problem andthat the natural materials available for dam construction will be
of adequate strength to prevent any possibility of failure under

rapid drawdown or earthquake conditions. 

Because of the numerous assumptions that were necessary due to
 
lack of data, it is recommended that additional effort be extended
 
.into establishing more accurate sediment yield data, and foundation
 
permeabilities as the expected project life time and the cost of
 
foundation treatment would decisively influence the economic viability
 
of the project.
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C.4. DEVELOPMENT OF DOLOK DAMSITE 

The Dolok damsite is -located on the Dolok River 19 km south east 

of Semarang, and one kilometer upstream from the village of Barang. 

The site was previously studied to a limited feasibility level by 
NEDECO [1W, and the soils and foundation data were presented in [2, 3).
 

In general, the topographic conditions are nearly ideal for a 
damsite. The abutments are steep and form a narrow ridge which is 

.considerably higher than any proposed dam crest. The damsite 
and the lower catchment area are covered by a teak forest, whereas
the uppermost part consists mainly of rice fieldsi
 

C.4f.1. Development Concept
 

In the feasibility report by NEDECO itwas recommended that a. 

storage dam'or flood .control dam be built at the Dolok site. The 

internal rate of.return was about 10 percent for both scbemes, with 

the cost of capital at 8 percent.' The storage dam cost was estimated 

to be 750 million rupiahs and the small flood control dam cost was 

90 million rupiahp.
 

The present study, however, will be confined to maximizing the
 

damsite potential as a storage reservoir. The flood control scheme
 

was ruled out because it does not take advantage of the attractive
 
topographic conditions for a higher dam, and the need for greater 

water storage inthis area, for domestic water supply of Semarang 

and irrigation. The scheme -studied is presented in Figures 
C-3 and C-4.'inthis report.'
 

C.4.2., ;drology 

The. hydrologic data. 'for, this catchment area are presented in 
Appendix A,-Part II.The catchment area is 34.0 km2 and the estimated 
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average annual water yield at the site is46.1 x 106 M3
 .
 

C.4.3. Geology
 

The abutments of the proposed Dolok Dam consist of upthrust
 
beds of calcareous sandstone and sandy limestones as described by
 
NEDECO. 
In this tectonic process the beds of rock were extensively
 
broken up, so that the permeability of both abutments may be high
 
and most likely would require a comprehensive foundation treatment
 
program. From a site visit it appears that the narrow ridge which
 
forms the left abutment is weak and needs to be'provided with some 
blanket protection on the upstream side.
 

C.4.4. Construction Materials 

With an abundance of sound limestone materials in the reservoir 
area, and a firm dam foundation, a zoned rockfill dam isproposed.
 
The impervious core will consist of the silty clay materials found
 
in the valley both upstream and downstream of the site. However,
 
NEDECO notes that the quantity of clay material near the damsite is
 
limited so that other borrow areas should be investigated. The 
rockfill shell wil consist of the limestone quarried from nearby 
hills and required excavation. The gravels and cobbles found inthe 
river should be of sufficient quality and quantity for use in the 
dam filters and drains, and for concrete aggregates.
 

C.4.5. Embankment Dam,
 

The proposed Dolok embankment-is a zoned rockfill structure with 
an upstream slope of 2 horizontal to 1 vertical and downstream slope 
o1.8 horizontal to 1 vertical. The internal clay core slopes 
upstream at the rate of 1 horizontal to I vertical on the upstream 
face and 0.5 horizontal to.
 vertical on the downstream face.
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To prevent the fines of the core from migrating into the upstream
 
shell during drawdown, a 4 m wide filter will be placed 
between the shell and core on the upstream side. Due to the high
 
exit gradient on the downstream side of the core, a 4 m wide filter
 
and transition zone will be placed between the core and the shell in
 
order to prevent piping of the core material.
 

For the full development of the potential of this damsite the em
bankment crest was raised 17 m 
,higherthan the storage scheme proposed by 
NEDECO, to an elevation'of. 110.0 MSL. The maximum dam height in this
 
case is 57.0*m' 
With the full service reservoir elevation at 103.0 MSL,
 
the gross storage volume is 57 x106 M3
 ,
 

The embankment alignment was positioned so that the centerline
 
is straight from the right abutment to the narrow ridge on the left
 
river bank, and then follows a curve, with a radius of 150 m, between
 
the two narrow ridges forming the left abutment, for a total crest
 
length of 460 m. The advantages of this alignment are that the dam
 
gains considerable stability and volume reduction by being wedged
 
between the ridges, it also blankets the narrow left abutment along
 
its upstream face.. The benefits derived by blanketing this somewhat
 
fractured ridge would be to reduce its high seepage potential. However,
 
because of the extensive fractures noted throughout the site area an
 
extensive foundation treatment program may nevertheless be required. 
Foundation stripping was assumed to average 1.0 m over the total. 
embankment foundation contact.
 

C.4.6. Spillway
 

The spillway is located on the left abutment.ridge. An un
controlled, open chute type spillway is proposed. The spillway was
 
sized.,byusing one half the unrouted PMF (900 
3/s) as the design
 
flood. This resulted inanogee cresat length of 30 m for a design,
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head of 6.0 m. With the crest set at elevation 103.0 MSL, the maximum
 

water surface elevation would be 109.0 MSL, resulting in a freeboard
 

of 1.0 m. the check condition with no freeboard, the maximum
_For 


spillway discharge would be 1,211 m3/s, or 67 percent of the unrouted
 
PMF. The quality of the rock in the river appears adequate for energy
 

dissipation by means of a flip bucket structure located some 20 m
 

above the Dolok River.
 

C.4.7. Diversion Tunnel
 

During embankment construction the river would be diverted through
 

a tunnel under the ridges forming the left abutment. An unrouted
 

25-year frequency storm of'270 m3/s was used for diversion design.
 

Under pressure flow conditions this resulted in a 4.0 m diameter
 

tunnel that is 370 m long. With the upstream invert set at elevation'
 

55.0 MSL, the maximum diversion water surface elevation was found to,,
 

be 75.0 MSL. The diversion coffer dam, which will be incorporated
 
into the upstream embankment toe must therefore extend to elevation
 

75 or higher.
 

Diversion closure will be initially accomplished by,lowering 

stoplogs through slots provided inthe upstream portal structure. 
Permanent closure will be done with a concrete plug placed.,in, the 
tunnel Just upstream of the outlet'works intake shaft.,
 

C.4.8. Outlet Works
 

The outlet works, located- n the left abutmentridge is 

incorporated into the diversion tunnel. The intake consists of a 
sloping structure along the upstream face of the steep ridge. A 
3.0 m diameter and 40 m long sloping tunnel leads from the intake
 

to ,-the"diversion tunnel. Approximately 180 m downstream of this
 

intersection, the:diversion ,tunnel will be plugged. A steel penstock
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embedded in tkis plug will convey the flow through a branch tunnel
 

of about 30 m in length to the control building. The 0.6 m diameter
 

penstock is sized assuming the minimum reservoir water surface
 

elevation at 84.0 MSL, the outlet elevation being 53.0 MSL, and a
 

maximum water demand of 4 m3/s.
 

Control for the downstream releases will be by a hollow-cone
 

valve located in the control building near the downstream embankment 

toe. No energy dissipation structure is needed for these relea=ses 

as the water jet mixes with air thereby dissipating the hydraulic 

energy. For inspection and maintenance the outlet works is equipped
 

with ai4.0 x 4.0 m slide gate in the sloping intake structure. The
 
gate will be operated by a hydraulic hoisting system.
 

Access to the sIloping intake will be provided by a 3,Om wideT ,, 
bridge from the dam crest.. 

C.4.9. Power
 

Provision has been madejixthe outlet works layout for .a
 

powerhouse to be incorporated into the .control buildin'g if future,
 

benefits justify the expenditure.
 

C.4.10. Lower Dam Study
 

Because of the high reservoir storage volume in relatioh to the' 
low annual yield in the dam,scheme:studied, a storage schemewith a' 

lower dam was,also investigated. 

In this case the full surface: water level was .se at elevation 

.100' SL 'arid the. dam crest at'elevation 103 -MSL,, with' a one-meter 

parapet wall abovethis6to act as freeboard duringl'major storm events. 
6
.. In order to pass the design stormi,_the 'spillway:width was increased 
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from 30 to 80 m because the design head was reduced from 6 to 3 m. 

This scheme reduced the gross storage capacity from 57 to 48 x 106 mS. 

Essentially all other aspects of this scheme are similar to the
 

ones previously described.
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C.5. DEVELOPMENT OF BANDUNGHARJO DAMSITE 

The Bandungharjo damsite is located on the Glugu River about
 
4 km by trail from the village of Gundih. The distance from Semarang 
to the damsite through the town of Puzrodadi is about 70 km in a south 
easterly direction. The site was previously studied to a prefea
sibility level by NEDECO:[3, 4, 5]. 

Topographicly, the damsite area can be described as a relatively 
broad flat river valley lined with hills on each side which come close
 
together in the form of narrow ridges that form the proposed dam 
abutments. 
On the right bank the hills are above elevation 175 MSL,
 

whereas the left bank ridge elevation is only 75 to 80MSL ti8s
 
expected that a saddle dam would be required in this area.
 

From reviewing the reservoir area map enclosed in NEDECO's report and 
confirmed during a site visit, a 3arge number of villages are located within 
the reservoir area. The Glugu River appeared to be carrying somewhat less. 
sediment than either the Dolokr Penggaron Rivers at the time of the, site Visit. 

C.S.1. Development Concept
 

In the NEDECO report a storage dam was proposed which had-a-reser
voir with F.S.L. at elevation 72.5, resulting ina gross reservoir 
storage of 21 x 106 m. The cost of the dam including appurtenances,,
 
access roads, engineering, administration and contingencies was
 
estimated to be $ 1,574,000 at 1973 prices.
 

From recent sediment measurements taken in the Jragung River, from
 
observations during a 
basin fly-over and from a s3,te inspection, it was
 
concluded that a fairly high: Sediment mustload be expected "at the Glugu 
River.- Because of thisw and the limited'basin water yield this study 'was
 
confined to developing a scheme which would provide'the largest reservoir 
storage the..site topography. wouldallow soi as":to pvide adequate live 
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storage during the expected life time of the project. The scheme layout
 
isdescribed in Figures C-5 and C-6 of this appendix. A sediment sluicing
 
arrangement should be investigated after more data on hydvology and sedi
ment transport in the Glugu River have been collected.
 

C.5.2. Hydrology 

.The:hydrologic data fr6om: this ca chmeut area ,is-discussed.in detail 
In Appendix A - Part'I. The c6atchment' area is Sf1 1cm "andte stiaed 

3
annual water yield is.-39.7,x 10, i .
 

C.5.3. Geology
 

As noted in the NEDECOreport and, confired during site inspection, 

the predoinant rock type at the: damsite are a Is a fairly co pact maly 
claystone,\ containing a varying amount of: tuff. 
The bedding of the 
claystone tend to dip downstream on the right abutment whereas on the 
left abutment they are nearly vertical. This change of orientation 
across the river could indicate a fault following the alignment of the 
river bed. With the exception of a suspected fault in the right abutment,: 
the foundations should be tight enough to render grouting unnecessary.
 

C.5.4. Construction Materials
 

From the surrounding area an abundant .supply. of i.mprvious materal. 
is available. This material, which is a uniform'silty clay,could be 
used--as the core material for a zoned embankment. Die to its high 
plasticity and low shear strength properties, it would.be unsuitable 
for a hoingneous embankment fill.' However, a sufficient quantity o f 
limestone is!i:available for construction-of rockfill shells. Massive 
limestone desits and extensivd tallus accumulations have been located
 
within a kilometer north of the damsite. After"processing, the limestone
 
could also be used for filter-and'drain material and as aggregate for
 
concrete.' 

. . . -2• 
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C. 5.5. Embankment Dm 

Based on topographic limitations, NEDECO proposed a dam with a 
crest elevation of 76.0 MSL, resulting in a gross reservoir volume of
 
21x106 D3 with F.S.I,. at elevation 72.5. Further studies have indicated 

that a dam with crest elevaticn of 80.0 MSL is possible which results
 

in a gross reservoir volume of 35x106 3 with F.S.L.m at elevation76.5. 

In this case, a one meter high masonry parapet wall will be required
 

throughout the length of the dam crest so as to provide the necessary
 

freeboard in the case that the design storm would occur.
 

The embankment proposed for Bandungharjo Dam is a zoned rockfill 

structure with upstream and downstream slopes of 2 horizontal to 1 

vertical. The internal clay core slopas upstream at 1 horizontal to
 

1 vertical on the upstream face and 0.5 horizontal to I vertical on
 

the downstream face. To prevent fines from the core migrating or piping 

into the rock fill, a 4 m wide transition will be placed between the
 

shell and core on the upstream side and a 4 m wide filter drain will
 

separate the from shell on thecore the downstream sido. 
Foundation stripping was assumed to average 1.5 m over the contact
 

area in plan.
 

The embankment crest as proposed by NEDECO forms a straight line 

between two narrow ridges across the Glugu River. From site inspec

tion it was found that the right abutment ridge is very thin and is
 
considered unsafe because of the bedding orientation. Consequently, 
the present crest alignment is-positioned upstream of both abutment 
ridges so as to form a protective blanket against the narrow right 
abutment to reach a higher abutment elevation on the left. In this 
manner it was possible to raise the dam crest 4.0 m to elevation 
80.0 MSL. The crest now forms an arc with a centerline radius of 350 m
 
downstream and a crest length of 460 M. 
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C.5.6. Spillway 

The spillway is located adjacent to the embankment oD the right
 
abutment. 
Because of the narrow ridge forming this abutment, a side
 
channol spillway was chosen at this site. 
The spillway was sized by
 
using one half of the unrouted PMF (950 m
3/s) as the design flood.
 
This resulted in an ogee crest length of 69.m under a design head of
 
3.5 m. With the crest elevation set at 76.5 MSL, the maximum water
 
suxface elevation would be 80.0 MSL. 
For freeboard allowance, a one
 
meter high parapet wall will be provided on the dam crest. 
For the
 
check condition of no freeboard, the maximum spillway discharge wquld
 
be 1,383 m
3/s, or 73 percent of the unrouted I'MF.
 

The side channel consists of a concrete lined trapezoidal basin
 
69 m long, 6.5 m to 8.5 m deep, and a maximum of 20 m wide at the base.
 
At the end of the basin is a 20 m wide control weir set at elevation
 
70.0 MSL. 
This forms the upper portion of the spillway return chute.
 

Due to the proximity of the Village of Klumpit downstream of the 
spillway, a stilling basin type of energy dissipator was chosen. 
A U.S.B.R. type It stilling basin was used based upon'the Froude 
number of 5 at the stilling basin level. However, due lto the size
 
and cost of this type of stilling basin, a custom made impact type
 
stilling basin should also be -considered and model tested when
 
evaluating the feasibility of this dam projectl.;
 

C.5.7. Diversion Conduit
 

Due to the broad river plain, much of the embankment can be
 
constructed from both abUtments without diverting the river. 
Diversion
 
will be required, however 
 o place the embankment material in the gap
 
left open in the river bed. 
At that tiie the river can be diverted, for the
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short time required, through a cut and cover conduit along the left
 
river bank. The conduit was sized assuming an unrouted 10-year
 
frequency storm (260 m3/s) and open channel flow conditions. This
 

resulted ina required conduit diameter of 6.0 m, and maximum water
 
surface ele,:,ion of 60.0 MSL. A cofferdan to divert the river will
 
be incorporated inthe embankment at the upstream toe.
 

Diversion closure will be initiated by stoplogs placed in slots
 
at the upstream conduit entrance, and later backfilled with concrete
 

for permanent closure.
 

C.58. •Outlet Works
 

The outlet works , consisting of: an intake structure, cut-and-cover
 

steel penstock encased in'concrete and a control valve, is located along

the right river bank. The intake is a vertical concrete tower and steel
 

trashrack, with the overflow crest placed at elevation 69 MSL, so as to
 
3
allow for an assumed 12 x 106 m of sediment to be deposited during
 

the project's projected 30 year life. The penstock was sized so
 
as to pass 5 m3/s under a 10 m head through a 100 m long pipe.
 
The penstock size required is 1.0 m diameter. For outlet control, a
 
gate valve will be installed hear the downstream embankment toe.
 

When evaluating the feasibility of this dam project, eff ctive 
cost reduction may be possible if the.outlet works were to be in

corporated into the: diversion bnduit:.along the left rive ', bank; 
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C.6. DEVELOPMENT OF NGEMPLAK DAMSITE
 

The Ngemplak damsite is located on the PengaJing River 18 km by
 
unpaved road from the town of Monggot. The distance from Semarang to
 
the damsite through the towns of Purwodadi and Monggot is about 100 km
 
ina south easterly direction. The site was previously studied to a
 
reconnaissance level by NEDECO [3, 4, 5].
 

At the damsite, the Pegenjing River is incised into the valley
 
floor some 5 m, with steep nearly vertical banks on either side.
 
The river bed elevation is approximately 42 MSL, the maximum elevation
 
of the right abutment isabout 75 MSL, and the left abutment is
 
approximately 80 MSL. On the right abutment a saddle-is present
 
which may require a small retaining structure if the dam crest is
 
above elevation 70 MSL. At present no mapping is available to confirm,
 
this.
 

During site inspection it was noted that the Peganjing River.
 
appeared to be carrying somewhat less sediment than the Glugu River
 
at the Bandungharjo site.
 

C.6.1. Development Concept
 

Because the damsite offers considerable storage in comparison.to,
 
the annual yield, the project is designed,as a storage scheme. From
 
observations during site and basin inspection it was'concluded that the
 
river sediment load is not as severe as-at the Penggaron and Dolok Rivers. 

The layout of the proposed dam and appurtenant-structures Is presented 

in Figures C-7. andC-8. 
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C.6.2. Hydrology
 

Hydrologic data for this catchment area are not available.
 

However, since the Bandungharjo Basin which isonly 9 km to the west,
 

has ben evaluated its data were used to determine the Ngemplak Basin
 

In this way the annual yield was determined
yield by area proDortion. 

3
to be about 71 x 106 m in a catchment area of 73 km2. 

C.6.3. Geology
 

As *noted inthe NEDECO report and as confirmed during site
 

inspection, the rock cropping out along the river banks and hillsides
 

The fresh claystone presents
is a well consolidated marly claystone. 


a sound foundation and is expected to support a rockfill dam.
 

The only alluvium noted in the damsite area was a layer about 

2 m thick on the lef river bank. 'Little alluvium was noted in the" 

river bed except for occasional silty clay bars. 

From the 6 boreholes taken along the dam 'axis, the average depth 

of weathered rock is 3.5 m. 

* The previous report notes that the strike of the beding is
 

regular and nearly parallel to the dai axis. The dip is generally 

downstream at about .3,50. No faulting is suspected in the area. -

The foundation is relatively impervious' since the average 

permeability coefficient from the pressuretests.taken at depths 

4 x 1 x iQ'5cm/s. Thereforevarying from 5 t-15 m, were 


no grouting or othefoundation to.tent rwll be considered for the 

present study. 
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C.6.4&. Construction Materials 

The NEDECO report notes that abundant embankment core material
 
can be found some 400 m upstream of the damsite on the left river
 
bank. According to sieve analyses, the material consists of about
 
60 percent clay, 30 percent silt and 10 percent sand fractions. The
 
percentage of swelling clay minerals is high.
 

North east of the damsite at a hauling distance of about 6 kin, 
suitable limestone outcrops have been located at Condro Hill, for
 
use as rockfill shell material. For the present, it will be assumed 
that enough material is available for the embankment. Further studies 
however, must confirm this. The limestone may also be suitable for 
processing filter, drain material and aggregates for concrete. 

C.6.5. Embankment Dam
 

Inorder to maximize the storage benefits, the gross reservoir
 
storage was established from the average annual yield, plus an
 
allowance for sediment storage during the projected 30-year project 
life. This resulted in a FSL at 70 MSL, a dam crest elevation of 
74 MSL, and a gross reservoir storage of 90 x 106 m3. 

The embankment proposed for Ngemplak Dam is a zoned rockfill 
structure with upstream and downstream slopes of 2 horizontal to 
1 vertical. The internal clay core slopes upstream at 1 horizontal
 
to 1 vertical on the upstream face and 0.5 horizontal to 1 vertical 
on the downstream face. To prevent fines from migrating or piping 
out of the core, a 3 m wide transition zone will be placed between 
the shell andcore on the upstream side, and a 3 m wide filter 
drainwill beplaced between the core and shell on the downstream 
side. .Foundation stripping was assumed to average 3.5 m over the 

contact area in plan.3
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The proposed dam axis forms a straight line, 400 m long, between
 
the abutments and 25 m upstream of the location as given in the hTDECO
 
report. 
This new location is preferable since the embankment will now
 
be placed against the upstream side of the abutment, thereby assuming
 
a good embankment to abutment contact.
 

C.6.6. Spillway
 

The spillway is located adjacent to the embankment on the right 
abutment. Although the logical spillway location would be some 200 m 
to the right of this in a natural saddle, this site was rejected 
because of the proximity of the village of Bringin downstream of it 
and the long channel (500 m) required to return the discharges to the 
river. 

Because of the lack of hydrologic data at-this damsite, the PMF
 
was estimated from known data ina catchment area of approximate size
 
(Kedungwaru). This resulted ina PMF of 2,500 m3/s. 
The spillway
 
was then sized by assuming one half of the unrouted PMF (1,250 m3/s)
 
as the design flood. 
With a design head of 3m, the required ogee
 
crest length was 112 m. Since the FSL and 'the spillway crest were set
 
at elevation 70, the dam crest was placed at elevation 74, allowing
 
a freeboard of 1.0 m. For the check condition with no freeboard, the
 
maximum spillway discharge would,be 1,917 m
3/s,or 77 percent of the'
 
unrouted PMF.
 

The 112 m long ogee shaped crest structure was arranged in a
 
"duck'bill" shape, so as to reduce the required chute 
midth by half (56 m).' The chute wall heights Were sized from the 
depth of flow using the check condition flood with 1 meter freeboard 
to allow for air entrainment and wave formation. The hydraulic
 
energy shall be dissipated by means of a low level flip bucket and
 
plunge pooi; 25 m: from the Peganjing-River.
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C.6.7. Diversion Conduit
 

Diversion of the river during embankment construction will be 
through a cut-and-cover conduit along the right river bank. Using 

the Kedungwaru catchment as a model for tlhe Ngemplak floods, the 
25-year frequency flood was estimated to be 450 m /s. The size of the 
conduit required to pass this unrouted flood under open channel flow 
conditions was 6.5 m diameter. However, considering that the embank
ment isrockfill, and the flood storage would be 1.5 x 106 m3,a
 

lesser diameter conduit would still be appropriate. A 6.0 m diameter
 
conduit was chosen which would be able to pass 357 m3/s,or 70 percent
 

of the unrouted 25-year frequency flood. In this case a cofferdam
 

would be incorporated into the upstream embankment toe to protect the
 
damsite during construction. The cofferdam crest was set at elevation,
 

51 MSL to allowy for a freeboard of 1.0 .m. 

Diversion closure will be-initiated by stoplogs placed in slots 

at the upstream conduit entrance , and. later backfilled -with...oncretei 
for permanent closure. 

C.6.8. Outlet Works
 

The outlet works 'consist of an intake structure and'a steel
 

penstock and gate control valve located inside the diversion conduit. 
The intake isa vertical concrete tower with steel trashrack with the over
flow crest placed at elevation 60 MSL, so as to allow for an assumed 

30-year silt load of 21 x 106 m3 . The penstock was sized to pass:' 
5 m3/s of water, assuming an. irrigation demand of I.75 1/s/ha. for' ian 
irrigated area of 2,880 ha.': 
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C.7. DEVELOPMENT OF BANJAREJO DAMSITE 

The Banjarejo damsite is located on the Lusi River 15 km by narrow
 
road from Blora through the villages of Banjarejo and Gapuk. The total
 
distance from Semarang to the damsite is 145 km in
an easterly direction.
 
The site was previously studied to a reconnaissance level by NEDECO [3,
 

4, 5].
 

At the damsite the'Lusi River abutment is incised into the valley
 

floor at the right abutment some 8 m, with relatively steep banks on
 
either side. 
The river bed elevation .is approximately at elevation
 
51 MSL, the wide flood plain at about elevation 63 and the abutments
 
just above elevation 80. The topographic map used was initially taken
 
from the NUSA report [14) and reproduced in 131, and is very limited in" 
scope. Consequently the presented project arrangement is merely a
 
scheme of development to obtain a realistic cost estimate.,
 

C.7.'l, Development Concept
 

Although the Lusi River islone of the largest rivers in the
 
Jratunseluna Basin, only one storage damsite ha' been identified and:
 
that is at the Banjarejo site. Considerable irrigation, flood control
 
and power benefits would be obtained if a storagedam would be con
structed at this site. However due to the lack of favorable t6pography, 
the maximum embankment would only be able to contain-less than 25 percent 
of the annual basin yield. Because of the large cat'chment area and flow
 
volume, a considerable amount of sediment would be expected to-accumulate
 
in a storage reservoir each year. The life expectency of a storage reser
voir would, therefore, be intollerably short. 
Due to the high water yield
 
and the.potential irrigation-benefits, thisstudy concentrated on devel
oping a storage scheme with sediment passing provision during the-wet
 
season.; This scheme is 'presented:iniFiguriisC-,9and C-10 of this
 
report.
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The hydrologic data for this catchment area are presented in 
Appendix A- Part II. The catchment area is 506 km2 and the estimated 

6 M3.annual water yield 'at the damsite is 411.5 x i0

C.7.3. Geo loy 

The predominantifoundation material at the damsite is a stiff 

alluvial clay. As noted in the NEDECO report and confirmed by 
observation at the site the clay is calcareous and mostly sandy to 

silty. Out-crops of marly claystone were observed along the river 

bed and the right abutment.' Previous laboratory tests have shown, 
that the permeabilities of the alluvial clays to be less than• 
1 x 106 cm/s, so only limited foundation excavation will be necess-ary. 

C.7.4. Construction Materials
 

A great abundance of sandy to silty clay material'is aVailabie 
throughout the damsite area for use in the impervious embankment core. 

The percentage of swelling clay minerals in this material is high. 

According to the NEDECO report, no suitable material ,has been 
found near the daresite for,use in the earthfill shell. However,-a' 

sandy calcareous rock formation has been located on top of several 
hils which are about 6 km southeast of the damsite., This formtion 
consists of hard tuffaceous arock hardlimes'tone, and averagesandver 


approximately'one meter thick. 'Underlying this is a 2 m thick layer
 
of lightweight, porous rock. It is doubtful however that the porous
 

rock could withstand the 'handling operation without breaking down
 
considerably,. In any case the relatively wea foundation material
 

makes'the use'of,rockfill uneconomical.,'
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It is recommendated that additional field investigations for borrow
 
areas and laboratory tests of the foundation and available materials be
 
instigated for a more realistic assessment of the project viability.
 

C.7.5. Embankment Dam
 

Because of the relatively weak clay foundation, the dam embankment
 
has been designed with an upstream slope of 4 horizontal and 1 vertical
 
and a downstream slopes of 3.5 horizontal to 1 vertical. 
The zoned
 
embankment consists of a large central core which tapers 1.5 horizontal
 
to 1 vertical in the upstream direction and I to I in the downstream 
direction. 
The material in the random zone in visualized to consist of 
the more sandy clays available in the vicinity of the-site. In order 
to ensure positive drainage, a 4 i Wide chimney drain will be placed. 
between the core and the shell on the downstream side. Also a horizontal 
blanket drain- with a minimum thickness of 2 m, will be placed on the 
foundation contact under the downstream embankment shell. For slope 
protection, riprap will be employed along the entire upstream shell 

slope. Native grasses will be planted on the downstream side as'slope. 
protection. Foundation stripping was assumed to average 1.5m .over the
 
contact area.
 

Based on topographic limitations, the dam crest was set at elevation
 
79 MSL, with a one mete'r high masonry parapet wall.above this to provioe
 
the necessary freeboard for the design flood. 
The maximum reservoir,
elevation for storage is 76 MSL, which resultsin a gross storage of
 

3100 x 106 m . 

The location of the dam'axis is similar to the one'proposed by 
NEDECO and forins a straight line between,the' abutments. The embankment
 
orest length is approximately ,600 ilong. Btter topographic maps
 
would probably result in an arrangement !which would make better use of
 
*the site configuration.
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C.7.6. Spillway 

The spillwayis located inthe broad flat area on the right abut
ment. The uncontrolled ogee type crest is 207 m long and was designed
 
.topass half the unrouted PMF (3,550 m3/s)with no freeboard. This is
 

considered conservative since the dam will not be storing water during
 
the wet season, :and if such a major storm were to occur, it must first
 

fill the reservoir to the spillway crest level while Oi.-scharges are
 

made ,thrn,,h the sluiceway at the same time.
 

The spid.1way chute isat a diagonal -to the crest structure so as 
to reduce the required width to 100 m. The upper portion of the chute 
is concrete lined and the lower portion isriprapped because of the 
flat slopes encountered. The availability of riprap however-is question

able. The extent of the concrete chute will have to be established from
 
a tailwater rating curve after detailed topographic maps are available.
 

Energy dissipation isassumed to take place in a low level plunge pool
 
located a safe distance downstream of the spillway and the dam.
 

C.7.7. Sediment Passing and Diversion Schemes
 

The'need to operate the project as a run-of-river structure during 
the wet season, requires a sediment passing sluice which can be Zesigned 
to function as the river diversion conduit during construction. Localed 
at the base of the right abutment, the structure will consist of a double 

barrel concrete conduit with an'inside dimension of 7.0 m high by 8.5 m 

wide on each side. Controls for outlet works discharges will be by two
 
7.0 x 8.5 m radial gates operating ina gate chamber under the dam crest. 
Access for operating, maintenance or repairs will be .through a gate shaft 
above:*the chfanber. In the event that: the corjluit must be dewatered for 
inspection and maintenance, s$9t-plogs can ,be installed inslots provided 

at . the inlet 'and' utlet p6ritals. 
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The conduit was sized to pass a diversion flood equal to the mean
 

annual flood of 540 m3/s with no routing benefit. This flood, which
 

has a frequency of occurrence of greater than two years, was considered
 

sufficient for the diversion design since only the closure section of
 
the embankment in the temporary river channel would have to be placed
 

during the diversion period. If during the sediment passing operation 
the conduit has insufficient capacity to pass a flood, the excess waters 

would simply be stored in the reservoir.
 

Because of the elastic foundation the conduit would have to be-:' 
designed as an articulated structure to allow for foundation deformations. 
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C 8.. DVE1OPMEh'T OF KEDUNGWARU DAMSITE 

iThreKdungwaru damsite is located at the village of Kedungwaru
 
on the Kedungsambi River, which eventually becomes the Kedungwaru
 
River, about 5 Rm north-of the town of Kunduran on the Purwodadi -
Blora highway. The distance from Semarang to the damsite is105 km
 
in an easterly direction. The site was previously studied at a
 
reconnaissance level by NEDECO [3, .4, 5L.
 

At the damsite the Kedungsambi Riveris incised some 6 n into the
 
valley floor with relatively steep banks on'either side. 
The rAver.
 
bed elevation is about 57 MSL, the flood pla n elevation about 65 MSL
 
and the abutments raise to elevations above 80 MSL. 
The river appeared
 
to be carrying less.sediment than the Peganjing River at the Ngemplak
 
site, at the time of the site inspection thus making itthe river with 
the lowest sediment yield in the Lusi River Subbasinsi which were studied.
 

C.8.1. Development Concept
 

Because of the large catchment area at the damsite, the annual
 
yield is the largest of any of the.sites studiedin the subbasins of, 
.the Lusi River. However, due'to ithe6lack ofadequate' mapping inthe
 
higher abutment regions this study will be limited to using the
 
available data supplied in the NEDECO'report. Because of this, the
 
maximum water surface elevation was fixed at 78 MSL, which would then
 
provide a gross storage of 24 x106im3 or, 30 percent of the annual,''
 
basin y.eld. Because of the limited-storage capacity in comparison to
 
the basin runoff, and the expected high sediment yield this dam was
 
designed with a sediment passing structure for the wet season flows.
 
The layout of Kedungwaru,Dam and appurtenant Structures ispresented
 
inFigures C-11 and C-12.
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It is recommended that further studies be made of this dam to
 

store the optimum amount of water when adequate mapping becomes
 
available. The exioting 1 to 25,000 scale and 12.5 micontour map
 

indicates that a water surface elevation of 85 MSL is possible,
 
which would then provide 50 x 106 m3 of gross storage.
 

C.8.2. Hydrology
 

The hydrologic data for this catchment area are presented in 
Appendix A- Part II. The catchment area is 88 km2 and the estimated 
annual yield at the damsite is78.8 x 106 m3.
 

C.8.3. Geology 

According to the NEDECO report and field observations, the 
predominant type of rock at the damsite varies between, a stiff 
calcareous clay and a hard sandy claystone. Covering the clay is a 
layer of marl which is hard and can be seen cropping out of the 
adjoining hills and across the river at the damsite. Previous 
laboratory tests have indicated that the permeabilities of the clay 
and marl foundation is less than 10- 5 cm/s, so that no special 
foundation treatment will be necessary. 

The river flood plain consists of a layer of alluvium up to 8 m 
deep in some areas. The alluvium ismainly a mixture of clay, silt 

and some sand. 

C.8.4. Construction Materials 

For thq embankment core, abundant quantities of a silty clay 
material are available along the left river bank just south of the 
damsite. The percentage of swelling clay minerals is high. For the 
rockfill embankment shell, abundant quantities of a porous but hard 
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limestone may be obtained by developing a quarry in the hilly ridge
 

3 km north of the damsite. The limestone would also be suitable for
 

riprap. Its adequacy for filter material and for concrete aggregates
 

is not known at this time.
 

C.8.5. Embankment Dam
 

Assuming the foundation is sufficiently strong to support a rock
 

fill dam and considering the abundance of rock material, a zoned
 

rockfill embankment is proposed at the Kedungwaru site. The upstream
 

and downstream slopes are 2.5 horizontal to 1 vertical and the
 

internal clay core slopes upstream at 1 horizontal to 1 vertical on
 

the upstream side and 0.5 horizontal to 1 vertical on the downstream
 

side. A 3 m wide filter will be placed between the shell and core
 

materials on both sides of the core so as to prevent fines from
 

migrating or piping. Because of the depth of alluvium along the river
 

banks, the foundation stripping was assumed to average 3 m over the
 
contact area in plan. The dam crest is at elevation 81 MSL, for
 

sufficient protection during major floods.
 

Inorder to place the dam over the firmer marl foundation and'

eliminate crossing the Kedungsambi River and adjacent stream several
 

times, the embankment centerline was located just downstream of the
 

confluence of the river and the side stream (see Figure C-11). 
Beginning at the right abutment the crest centerline forms an arc,
 

with a 1,000 m radius upstream, for a distance of some 900 m and then
 

becomes tangent for an additional 700 m for a total crest length of'
 

1,600 m.
 

C.8.6. Spillway
 

The spillway is located adjacent to the embankment on the right
 

abutment.,' Because of topographic limitations and the river location
 
the spillway flows could not be discharged directly into the river'
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without first dissipating the hydraulic energy. The spillway consists

of an uncontrolled concrete lined chute structure for 100 m and termi

nates in a low level flip bucket. The ogee crest elevation was set at
 

78 MSL and the bucket invert elevation at 71 MSL. An 1.5 horizontal to
 

I vertical slope with concrete lining and a cut off forms the upstream
 

face of a plunge pool, set at elevation 60 MSL. An unlined discharge
 

channel, with a sill elevation of 65 MSL, conveys the spillway flows
 

from the plunge pool to the river, a distance of some 500 m.
 

The spillway was sized to pass half the unrouted PMF (1,425 m3/s)
 

with no freeboard. Because the dam is not likely to be storing water
 

during the wet season, inflows must first fill the reservoir to crest
 

level while simultaneously discharging through the sluiceway. With ,a
 
design head of 3 m, the spillway crest.length was set at 128 m for the
 

design flood.
 

C.8.7. Sediment Passing and Diversion Schemes
 

Due to the lack of reservoir storage the project will'be operated, 

so as to pass all flows with high sediment concentrations during thrt wet 

season. For economic reasons the diversion conduit and the outlet works 

were combined into a single structure. Located through an open cut 

across the left bank of the river, the structure consists of a double 

barrel concrete conduit with an inside dimension of 6.0 m high by.5.5 m 

wide on each side. Controls for diversion closure and outlet works 

discharges will be by two 6.0 x 5.5 m radial gates operating in a-chamber :. 

under the dam crest. Access for operating, maintenance or repairs will
 

be through a control building and shaft from the dam crest. For
 

dewatering the conduit for inspection and maintenance, stoplog slots
 

are provided in the upstream portals.
 

The conduit was..sized to pass, under open channel flow condition, 

a diversion' flood equal to.thimeanannual flood of 270 m3/s with no 
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routing effect. Because the river is incised at the damsite a con

siderable portion of the embankment can be placed before the river 

needs to be diverted. The diversion period should be of short 

duration because of the small amount of material that needs to be 

placed in the closure section of tLe dam. For these reasons a diver

sion flood, with a frequency of occurrence of greater than two years, 

was considered sufficient for this site. 
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C.9. DEVELOPMENT OF TIRTO DAMSITE
 

Tirto damsite is located on the Tambaks'elo River about 4 km by 
paved road north of the town of Wirosari and approximately 1 km north 
of the existing Tirto diversion structure. The d stance'from Semarang
 
to the damsite isabout 90 km inan easterly direction.. The site was 

previously identified by NEDECO [3].
 

Since no previous investigations have been carrIed out an the
 
only map available is lt.o,25,000 scale with'12.5 M cont urs, a .amsite
 
has not been specifically locaod in this catchment area'and thee
fore, no designs or drawingsver prepared. However',-from a recon
naissance field trip of the basin it.
was noted that numerous potential
 
damsites are available due to the abunddnce of hills on b"th sides of
 
the river. At the time of observation the Tambakselo River appeared
 
to have a similar low sedimentyiIeld as the Kedungsambi Riv~r.
 

C.9.1. Development Concept
 

Because of the topography, and an expected low sediment eld, a
-

storage dam isrecommended for this basin.. .With an irrigation sy tem 
and diversion'structure already operatlng downstream of the rerV0ArI 
it isanticipated that the irrigation benefits should be good for 'a
storage scheme upstream.
 

C.9.2. Hydrology
 

Hydrologic'data for this catchment'area are not available.
 
However the Kedungwaru Basin,. 1 km north east of Tirto, has been
 
evaluated'and its hydrologic data were used"t6 determine the Tirto
 
Basin water yield by area proportion,. In.thi way the annual yield
 
becomes 47x 106 m3 ina catchmentarea estimated to be 52 km2
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C.9.3. Geology
 

The geology in this area has not been studied. A dense marly
 

claystone material is common in this portion of the Lusi Subbasin
 

however, as noted at the Kedungwaru site. Also outcrops of limestone
 

wore observed alrng the hillside in the upper basin area.
 

C.9.4&. Construction Materials
 

For the purposes of this reconnaisance level study on Tirto, it 

will-be assumed that enough clay for the embankment core and lime stone 
: 


for the embankment shell is available wth n a,reasonable haul 'dis

tance from the damsite. 

C.9.5. Embankment Dam
 

Because of the numerous and relatively steephills adjoining-the
 

river and the rock outcrops noted, a zoned rockfill dam will be 

assumed for this site. The proposed embankment will,have upstream and 

downstream slopes of 2.5 horizontal to I vertical and an internal core
 

sloping at 1 horizontal to 1 vertical on the upstream side, and
 

A 3.m wide
0.5 horizontal to 1 vertical on the downstream side. 


transition or filter will be placed between the shell and core
 

material on both sides of the dam.
 

C.9.6. Recommendations
 

Inorder to properly evaluate this promising damsite area, a
 

feasibility-level study isrecommended. Before this can begin
 

however, a I to 5,000 stale map should be prepared, beginning at
 

the Tirto Diversion and extending upstream for a distance of 5 kin,
 

and at least to the. hilltops on both sides of the river. The contour
 

interval used should be 2 m. The feasibility study should include a
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1 to 2,000 scale map of the identified damsite with 2 m contour and
 

the I to 5,000 map for the reservoir area. Surface and subsurface
 

geologic exploration and material investigations and testing will be
 

necessary. Also a hydrologic study needs to be performed on the basin.
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C.10. DEVELOPMENT OF MID LUSI DIVERSION SITE
 

The Mid Lusi Diversion site is located at the village of Dumpil,
 

2 km downstream of the confluence of the Kedungwaru River with the
 

Lusi River, and 3 km south of Ngaringan on the Purwodadi - Blora high

way. The distance from Semarang to the site is 98 km in an easterly
 

direction.
 

At the damsite the Lusi River is incised up to 9 m into the flood
 

plain, with a steep bank on the right side. The river bed elevation
 

isabout 40 MSL and the bank elevation 49 MSL. The site is approxi
m-telv 100 m downstream of a newly compieted ,bridgecoossing thq river.
 

C.10.1. Development Concept
 

The proposed Mid Lusi Dam will be a diversion structurewith-. 

headworks to control the proposed right and left bank canals. 'The 
right bank canal will provide perennial irigation water for a 

projected 10,000 ha and the left bank canal for a projected4 ,000 ha
 

No accurate maps are available along this portion of the Lusi 
River. A 1'to 25,000 scale and 12.5 m contour',map was used to, 

determine the bank elevations. The river cross section used for the, 

dam profile was taken from the bridge construction drawings. The
 

diversion dam plan, profile and headworks sections are shown oni
 

rigures C-14 and C-15.
 

C.10.2. Hydrology
 

Recorded hydrologic data for this site are no. available. However,
 

the Lusi River Basin hydrology at the Banjarejo site, 17 km upstream of
 

the Mid Lusi site, has been evaluated. Assuming water yields propor
tional to the catchment areas, the annual yield would then become
 

.
725 x 106 m3 from a catchment area estimated to be 893 km2
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C.10.3. Geology
 

The geology at this damsite has not been studied. Stiff marly
 

clay was observed along the right river bank at river level and along
 

the left bank downstream of the site. Overlying this is a 7 m thick
 

alluvial deposit of silty clay material.
 

C.10.4. Construction Materials
 

The diversion dam will consist of a lreinforced concrete overflow 

weir, downstream apron :and abutments Iwith rubble masonry headworks, 

piers, training walls and transition sections. No aggregates for the
 

concrete or rocks for the masonry were observed near the.proposed
 

dansite. However, the limestone quarry noted in the Kedungwaru dam

site study can also be used for obtaining construction material for
 

the.Mid Lusi Diversion Dam. The haul distance would be approximately.'
 

18 km.
 

C.10.5. Diversion Weir
 

In order to pass the large river flows and to provide hydaulic
 
head to deliver water to the riht andleftbank cana's, a weir.is
 

proposed across the center portion of the river channel. The weir
 

consists of an uncontrolled ogee crested structure with'acrest length
 

of 87 m. The crest elevation was set at 44 MSL, based upon passing
 

the design discharge of 2,073 m /s at 5-m head.. Since no hydrology
 

data, and, therefore, no flood studies, are available at this site
 

the design flood was determined by using the Regional Flood Frequency
 

curves, and assuming a 50-year period of recurrence. Designing the
 

weir to pass larger floods was considered impractical because these
 

flows would most likely overtop the existing river banks anyway.
 

Scour protection for preventing floods from cutting around the weir
 

will have to be.provided,. After the implementation of the proposed
 

dams,at.Banjarejo and' Kedunwaru tbe recurrence.period for the assumed
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design flood will considerable increase.
 

It isexpected that a site can be found for the Mid Lui diversion
 
weir where it can be constructed inthe dry inside a 
bend of the river.
 
The approach and discharge channels would be excavatqd after the head
 
works structure is completed.
 

C.10.6. Canal Headworks 

The canal headworks, located adjacent and 
ust-upstream of the.
 
weir, and perpendicular't:oif are 
the main confrol structures tp 
regulate the diverted flows into the right.and left main canals. Each" 
headwork contains three low head slide gates, two for normal operation 
and one for standby. These gates were sized to pass 2 m3/s of water
 
for each thousand hectares of irrigated area, or 20 m
3/sfor the Right
 
Bank Canal and 8 m
3/s for the Left Bank Canal. Assuming orifice flow
 
conditions and a 0.5 m head, this resulted In 2.0 m high by 2.2 m wide
 
gates for the Right Bank Canal intake and 1.3 m highbyl*S miwide'
 
gates for the Left Bank Canal intake.
 

In'order to reduce the amount of sediment:beIng carried into the : 
main canals from the river flows, a sediment.passing sluice is provided 
in the diversion weir abutments adjacent teo.ach'headworksstructure.,
 
These sluice gates will be operated when t'he river flows exceed the
 
amount of water diverted into the canals. 
Two sluice gates,are
 
provided at each headworks and their sizes are the same as the re

spective'canal gates.
 

C.10.7. Diversion Works Comers
 

With this river diversion scheme, the right bank canal elevation
 
becomes 41.5 MSL and the Left IBaIn.Canal elevation 42.2 MSL. This 
results Indeep canal excavations of 8.Sm for the right bank and 6.8 m 
for the left bank. -The canal,elevations had to be kept low because of
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the diversion weir crest elevation required to pass the design flood.
 

The canal elevations could be raised by raising the weir crest, however,
 

this would require increasing the weir length. This would add con

siderably to the overall cost of the diversion weir.
 

Much benefit couldbe gained by raising these canal elevations
 

and by providing some storage at this site. The most expedient method
 

to 	accomplish this would be to add control gates to the weir crest.
 

This is a costly item and .it.would require continuous operational and
 

maintenance effort to ensure proper functioning of the gates. Also
 

the new bridge upstream would have to be jacked-up above the projected
 

high water level,,Iand wing dikes added on both sides of the Lus! River
 

The advantage, however, are considerable benefits which would.accru
 

from maintaining a higher water surface elevation at the diversion:
 

struct.ure. These advantages are as follows:
 

I.A greater irrigated area can be covered bythe gravity low-canal
 
system.
 

2.Raising the canal invert elevation would reduce canal excavation,.
 
costs for the first few kilometers of the main canals.
 

3.Higher canal elevations will result in less river sediments to be
 
passed into the canals.
 

4. 	 Less fluctuation of the head pond because of the larger water,surface 
area resulting inmore controlable and, therefore, dependable canal.
releases. 

5.More water available from storage for later use as-irrigation water
 
during periods of low river flows.
 

Due to lack of time no design analysis 'or drawings were made of a
 

diversion scheme,incorporating control gates and dikes,however a cost
 

.estimate of this scheme was prepared. Because of the benefits noted
 

it is recommended that further studies be performed on designing a
 

gate controlled diversion weir,and on optimizing canal intake elevations
 

and the-amount of storage-to be provided.
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C.11. RAWA PENING FOUNDATION STUDY
 

Rawa Pening is a lake formed in a natural depression at the base
 
of the volcanoes Merbabu and Telomoyo. The lake, constitutes the head

waters'of the T,,nt-ing River and is located about 40 km south of Semarang
 
along thZ Semarang - Silatiga highway. Utilizing this lake for additional
 
storage wat previously studied by others [6, 15, 16, 17].
 

C.ll.l. Site Visit
 

On.27 February 1980 afield trip was made to the Rawa Pening :o 

visit the locations of the completed.subsurface exploration boripgs" 

and examine existing large structures for evidence of settlement. ". 
What isbelieved to be a settlement crack was observed near the 

corner of a wall around a military facility in the general area of 

boring RP-7. Since access to the facility was denied itwas not 

possible to obtain additional pertinent information. Boring RP-7, 

located within about a half kilometer, indicates that highly compres

sible organic material lies within 2 m of the ground surface in that" 

area. Two buildings were examined which were apparently part of the old 
Willem I Fort. One building bore the inscription 1846 - 1849. The 

wall was constructed of brick, about 7 m high and about 1.2 mithick. 

The nearest boring to these buildings is RP-l which is:located over 
one kilometer away and indicates the presence of clay to adepth of 
6 m. Peat lies beneath the clay at the site of boring RP-l. While 

itmay be assumed that a clay layer beneath the building has acted 

to reduce the stress increase inthe deeper more compressible soil 

layers, resulting from construction of the heavy building described before, 
one would still expect some consolidation to occur inthe clay layer itself. 

An examination of a stress net for a wall configuration similar to the 

buildings examined indicates that the resulting load induced stress 

at a given depth beneath the center.,of the wall is not significantly 

different than the stress which .pvelops at the same depth beneath 
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the corner. Therefore there would not be a natural tendency toward
 

differential settlement. In fact it appears that the ctress incre
ment beneath the center of the wall is slightly larger than the stress
 

which develops beneath the corner. These facts would help to explain
 

the absence of differential settlement cracks in the buildings. While
 

uniform settlement has probably occurred, in the absence of information 
on the construction history and soil profile in the immediate area the
 
observations noted prove to be of limited value. No indications of the
 
magnitude of settlement which has occurred were apparent.
 

C.lI..2. Laboratory Testing Progam
 

A limited laboratory testing program was carried out consisting:
 
of index property tests, unconfined compression, consolidation and
 
permeability tests. The purpose of the tests was to determine values
 

for the undrained shear strength and consolidation parameters of the 
major soil types for use in preliminary analyses of stability and settle
ment of dikes proposed for raising the lake. It should be noted at the 

odtset that the condition of many of the undisturbed samples was poor. The results 
of the tests are given inTable C-2. From a qualitative standpoint 

the majority of the samples examinedwere soft to very soft in terms 

of consistency. Samples of the organic soils varied greatly. Some 

samples were extremely fibrous with plant remnants varying from the 
size of a man's thumb down to twigs and leaves. Other samples had 
deteriorated to the point where fibrous matter was barely discernible.
 

All organic samples were characteristically dark in color (dark grey
 

to black) and possessed a strong odor. Quantitatively the organic 
soil samples typically had high moisture contents, high void ratio and 
low unit weights. The tests, as anticipated, yielded low values for 

undrained shear strzength.and high values for the compression index.
 
The.results of the consolidation tests and permeability tests appear,
 

at first contradictory, with"values for the coefficient of consolidation
 

appearing too low frrthe values for thecoefficient of'permeability
 



An explanation might lie in the fact that the decay of plant 
matter has created numerous cavities resulting ina relatively
 
permeable material. 
Itwas noted that the consolidation curves
 
exhibited a soft break early in the consolidation stage as described
 
by Zeevaert. (Refer to the discussion of primary and secondary
 
consolidation in saturated soils with cavities in Foundation Engineering
 
for Difficult Subsoil Conditions by L. Zeevaert). The samples, however,
 
did not exhibit the pronounced secondary consolidation as discussed by
 
Zeevaert even though significant secondary consolidation would normally

be anticipated for this material. 
While itdoes not appear that this
 
break in the curve necessarily indicates the end of primary consolidation
 
it does seem reasonable to assume that consolidation israpid until such
 
cavities are forced to close under load. 
As the seepage paths close the 
permeability naturally decreases as reflected in the values of the 
coefficient of consolidation. Nevertheless, from a qualitative point
 
of view the tests tend to indicate that the initial stages of consoli
dation could occur rapidly and the resulting settlements could be large.
 
A final point, of less importance, regarding the testing isthat values
 
for the specific gravity of the peat seem too high. 
While this does
 
affect the values of void ratio and degree of saturation itwill not
 
significantly affect the results of a preliminary analysis. Sufficient 
time was unavailable to resolve the matter.
 

C.11.3. Stability Analysis
 

Based on the results of the laboratory tests a preliminary:
 
stability analysis was performed for the levee assuming different
 
soil profiles to determine the safety factor as a function of the
 
depth to the organic soil layer. The soil profiles were taken from
 
the logs of borings in the area. The results, though limited,
 
indicate that from the'standpoint of stability the construction of 
the levee is feasible. However, more extensive analyses should be 
perforqnd. and they should examine the stability under long term 



drained conditions as well as undrained conditions. Laboratory tests
 

will have to he performed to determine drained shear strength parameters.
 

At this stage it is recommended that the side slopes of the levee should
 

not be steeper than 3.5 horizontal to 1.0 vertical.
 

C.1I.4. Settlement Analysis
 

A preliminary settlement analysis was also performed to formulate 

an estimate of the total settlement which could occur under the proposed 

levee. It should be noted, however, that the behaviour of the material 

at Rawa Pening as it relates to settlement and consolidation is extremely 

complicated and therefore difficult to predict. To perform an analysis 
at this stage certain simplifying assumptions had to be made. Therefore, 

in order to view the results of the above mentioned analysis in proper 

perspective the factors influencing the problem should be briefly 

discussed. One factor which will influence the total settlement will 
be the distribution of stresses to the soil system as a result of load 
imposed by the levee. The relative stiffness of adjoining soil layers 
will significantly effect the transfer of stress from one layer to the 
next. The foundation at Rawa Pening ishighly layered and extremely
 

nonhomogeneous. A relatively stiff clay layer near the surface may
 
significantly reduce the stresses transferred to a softer more compres
sible underlying layer. The result would be less total settlement.
 

Also effecting total settlement will be lateral strain. A problem of
 
this type would normally be analyzed as a-strip loading resulting in
 
one dimensional compression of the foundation. One dimensional
 

compression assumes no lateral strain inthe foundation. Inview of
 
the very soft consistency of much of the foundation it is probable
 

that significant lateral strain will occur, particularly in view of 
the magnitude,of the stresses involved. The result will be larger 
vertical strain which will contribute to total settlement. Of major 
importance also is the time rate of settlement or consolidation since 

we must concern ourselves with not only the magnitude of the t6tal 
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settlement but also the length of time over which the settlement will
 

occur. Consolidation of the foundation material at the Rawa Pcning
 

will occur in two stages. The first stage is referred to as primary
 

The term describes the vclumetric deformation that
consolidation. 


occurs under load as water is expelled from the soil pores and the
 

stress increase is transferred to the soil skeleton. The second stage
 

occurs after all measurable hydrostatic excess pore pressure has dis

sipated and is referred to as secondary consolidation or secondary
 

compression. The volumetric deformation that occurs during secondary
 

consolidation is a result of an intergranular viscosity phenomenon.
 

It should be noted that the theory of consolidation describes only
 

primary consolidation which is a function of the permeability and
 

compressibility of the material and the thickness of the soil layer. 

While for a great many cases secondary consolidation has a minor effect 

it has been recognized tlat for organic soils secondary consolidation 

may contribute a major component of settlement. Additional tests on 

good undisturbed samples would be required to better define the 

secondary consolidation stage of the materials at the Pawa Pening. 

A prediction of the rate of primary consolidation is complicated by
 

thick highly compresthe stratification of the foundation where we have 

sible soil layers overlain or sandwiched between less permeable, less
 

compressible soil layers. Therefore,a major portion of the drainage
 

will be forced to occur in the horizontal direction. It may be noted
 

that ordinarily in sedimentary soils the permeability is considerably 

higher in the horizontal direction than in the vertical direction. 

It should further be noted that sand layers of varying thicknesses 

and at varying depths, were encountered in most of the exploration 

holes. 

It was assumed in the settlement analysis that the load induced 

stresses in the foundation followed the distribution for an elastic 

embankment as presented by Perloff. No allowance was made for 

differences in the relative stiffness of adjoining ,oil layers since 

the samples examined in the lab were generally of a similar soft
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consistency. The calculations were perfomed according to the
 
assumptions of a one dimensional analysis. 
Values for the compression

index and coefficient of consolidation were taken from the results of
 
one dimensional compression tests for the primary consolidation stage.

The analysis indicates that total settlements in excess of 50 percent
 
of the total levee height are probable. An estimate of the rate of
 
consolidation is far more sensitive to variations in the material.
 
The rate is profoundly influenced by continuity of the compressible
 
layer with a free draining soil strata and the length of the drainage
 
paths. 
More time would be required to better evaluate the effect of
 
horizontal drainage. Nevertheless, inareas beneath the levee wbere
 
conditions are favorable to drainage the majority of the primary
 
consolidation could take place in 2 
to 5 years.
 

Inregard to the levee side slopes we find it advantageous from 
a stability standpoint to use flatter slopes, however.,from a settle
ment standpoint the opposite Istrue. 
A comparison of 2 horizontal
 
to 1 vertical slopes versus 3.5 horizontal to 1 vertical slopes

indicates that for the case analyzed a 
reduction intotal settlement
 
of about 15 percent of the total levee height would be'achieved by

constructing the steeper slopes. 
While slopes of 2 horizontal to
 
1 vertical are unreasonable in light of available data on shear
 
strength the comparison does serve well to point out that the slopes

should not be arbitrarily flattened for safety sake without con
sideration given to the effect on total settlement. Furthermore it
 
illustrates the need for a 
thorough stability analysis in order to
 
determine the maximum allowable slope angle.
 

Inallowing for settlement by placing additional material on the
 
levee to re-establish the required elevation itmust be kept inmind
 
that the placement of additional material will induce further consoli
dation in proportion to the amount of material placed. 
Such an
 
operation would have to become a part of the regular maintenance of
 
the levee with woats figured accordingly in view of the magnitude of
 
the settlement anticipat3d and the secondary compression phenomenon.
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Another consideration at this stage is the possibility of inducing
 

additional consolidation of the levee foundation by raising the lake level. 

While this would normally not be expected, the presence of a clay layer
 

over a more compressible organic soil layer could potentially affect
 

such a result if the clay layer is much less permeable than the com

pressible layer and is of significant lateral extent. The reasoning
 

is as follows. The increase in total stress within the foundation
 

resulting from raising the lake level will bring about a correspon

ding increase in pore pressure and flow will begin through the
 

foundation beneath the levee as would normallybe expected. The.
 

difference, however, is that if the flow of water through the clay
 

layer is much less than through the compressible soil layer, the pore 

water leaving the soil will result in primary consolidation rather 
than steady state seepage. A determining factor, however, maybe
 

the springs which feed the Rawa Pening and the supply of watdr:which
 

they could provide to the underlying soils. Also of major importance
 

would be the latteral extent of existing permeable sand layers. Both
 

these factors could potentially prevent such, consolidation from 
occurring. Nevertheless at this stage the possibility should not be 

ruled out without a better understanding of the foundation materials" 

and groundwater conditions.
 

C.11.5. Drainage Ditches
 

The idea has been advanced that if peat is encountered.:during
 

the construction of drainage ditches a,lining of clay be const'ructed
 

over the peat to prevent the ditch from acting as a drain for the,'
 

peat layer.I Seepage-would then be further reduced when the ditchis
 

filled with water and the water would also contribute to the stability 
of the ditch. Severalbproblems would have to be addressed with this 

scheme. -:First would be the short term stability of the excavation 

during construction andthe behavious of the peat to this stress 

reduction.,Aniother problem could exist from seepage into the ex

cavation fr6m .thiepeat depending on groundwater conditions. Finally 
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the construction of a compacted clay l5ning over a soft, highly 

compressible saturated soil would present problems.
 

C.11.6. Conclusions and Recommendations
 

Itappears, based on this preliminary anailysis, that while the
 

conctruction of the levee is technically feasible the problems relating
 

to settlement and consolidation of the levee and potential problems
 
associated with the construction of drainage ditches could make this
 
alternative economically unattractive. If,however, it is decided
 

that the raising of the Rawa Pening can only be accomplished by con

structing a levee and accepting the attendant costs then the following
 

should be kept inmind. A significant amount of additional work will
 

have to be performed to better evaluate potential settlement and con

solidation. Due to the complicated nature of the problem the best
 

approach would be the construction of one or more fully instrumented
 

test sections in the field'bo-observe the actual behaviour of the
 

foundation. A th6rough laboratory test program would also be necessary
 

to determine the shear strength properties of the foundation and cor- ''
 

relate laboratory behaviour of the foundation to actual observed field
 

behaviour in terms of total settlement and consolidation. !Additional
 

information should also be obtained on groundwater'conditions at the
 
site inview of the springs that feed the Rawa Pening to determine
 

what effect they might have on the behaviour of the foundation under
 
load. Major consideration should be given to the depth of overlying
 

clay layers, in terms of stability and settlements when selecting the
 

alignment,for the levee. Additional work will:have .tobe done to
 
predict the behaviour of the organic soil layers upon excavation for
 

drainage ditches.
 

Another problem that:is not understnod 'at this time in the possible
 

influence of raising the water surface of 'the Rawa Pening on the ground 

water reime 1.of the'' surrounding, area, ,and, on :the'yield of the 'Springs in 
and around the lake. 
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TABLE C-2
 

TABULATED SUMMARY OF SOIL PARAMETERS
 

FOR THE FOUNDATION MATERIALS.OF THE RAWA PEKING
 

,Hole Depth LL. PL Classi-1 Gs % Vt e° Su cv k 
jNo. (im): M M fication__ (%) Ct/ 3 ) - (tim2) 1) (2) (3)1 (4) c 2 /s cm !s 

2 3.0- 3.4 56, 28 -CH. 2.51 49 1.7 1.1 1.3 - 0.4 0.2 0.5 - -

2 6.0- 6.41 218 ._125'1 OH 2.51 193 1.2 5.1 2.2 
- -I 

- 1.9 1.4 2.5
2 6.4-6.8! - PT  152 1.2 ':4 3 '0.3 - - 1.2 1.9 

650-. 1.4-110 52OH 2.51 108.. 1.4. 
 2.8 - 0.9 :0.9 -0.8 1.3 10-O 
7 ~3 0-34:59 - 31 CH - 60 1'J.6 1.4 0.9 - 0.4 ,0.3- 0.7-

l1 - P 265 1.2 6.8 0.3 - 2.0, _3.5 _ 
8 
 PT 2 ,15.4l5.,8.1439 1.01 
 .1.9 - 3.8 - 3.5 6.0 10-4-10-5 -
S i12: 4-12.8 PT 274 - 1.2 68 .. - - - 20 3.7 - 5.10

8j4 .. " OH. . 222.. 7." -1 -4 - .1 3.1 1 .1--3 

-Liquid Limit (LL) -Specific Gravity (Gs)

Plastic Limit (PL) Total Unit Weight (Tt)

Compression Index (Cc) Undrained Shear Strength _(S
1 )
Moisture Content ( 0 ) Coefficient of Permeability W(k),.

Void Ratio (eo) Coefficient of ConsolidationI() -


Compression Index (Cc)
 
(1) Based on Lab test
 
(2) Based on empirical expression after Terzaghi & Peck
 
(3) Based on empirical expression after Hough .
 
(4) Based on empirical expression after Nishida
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C.12. RAWA PENING CIVIL REVIEW
 

The raising of the Rawa Pening was previously studied and is
 
presented in Part I of this appendix. The purpose of this limited
 
review is to update the Rawa Pening drawing included in Part I and
 

,to add a sketch of raising the Jelok Weir. The drawings are 
presented as Figures C-15 and C-16.
 

C.12.i. Rawa Pening Levees and Drains 

Based upon the results of,the laboratory soil tests and.the'pre
liminary stability analysis noted in Chap erC.1I.,I the: levee slopes
 
of,3.horizontal to'1.0 vertical as proposed inthe.,Part I'study
appear to be adequate.
 

In order to prevent local runoff from the adjacent slopes from
 
.ponding along the levees a drain needs to be provided around the 'lake.
 

The drainage would discharge water into the Tuntang River downstream
 

of the Jelok Weir. Careful consideration must be given to locating
 

the drain as the ditch could affect the stability of the levee if it
 

is located too close. The length of the drain .at a required slope
 

could result in the ditch invert to drop below the existing impervious
 

clay layer at the surface into the 'very soft and highly-previous peat
 

layer below. Draining the peat into the drainage 'ditch would result
 

in excessive settlements of the levees. Burried pipe drains with drop
 

inlets may provide a solution, High costs and considerable construction
 

difficulties may renter this scheme undesirable. Shallow drainage
 

ditches with pumping facilities at intermediate points appear to be the
 

most logical arrangement at this time.
 

C. 12."2.,, Raising Jelok Weir' 

The existing Jelok Weir islocated about one kilometer north of 
the,highwayI-to Salatiga where it crosses the Tuntang River at the 
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C.12. RAWA PENING CIVIL REVIEW
 

The raising of the Rawa Pening was previously studied and is 

presented inPart I of this appendix. The purpose of this limited 

review is to update the Rawa Pening drawing included in Part I and. 

to add a sketch of raising the Jelok Weir. The drawings are 

presented as Figures C-15 and C-16.
 

2.12.1. Rawa Pening Levees and Drains
 

Based upon the results of the laboratory soil tests and..the-'pre

liminary stability analysis noted inChapter C.ll., the levee slopes.,!.. 

of 3.5 horizontal to 1.0 vertical, as proposed in the Part I, study 

appear to be adequate. '
 

In order to 'prevent local runoff from the adjacent slopes from
 

ponding along the levees a drain needs to be provided around the lake.
 

The drainage would discharge 'water into the Tuntang River downstream. 

of the Jelok Weir. Careful consideration must be given' to locating
 
the drain as the ditch could affect the stability of,.the :levee if it
 

islocated too close. The length,of the.drain at a required slope 

could result in the ditch invert to drop below.the ex is'ilg impervious 

clay layer at the surface into the very soft and highly previous peat 

layer below. Draining the peat into the drainage ditch: would result 
in excessive settlements of the levees. Burried pipe drains with drop 

inlets may provide a solution. High costs and considerabl, constructior 

difficulties.may renter this scheme undesirable. Shallowdrainage 

ditches with pumping facilities at intermediate. points appear to,be the 

most logical arrangement at this time. 

C.12.2. Raising Jelok Weir
 

::'.
The existing Jelok Weir is located about one-kilometer north of
 

the highway to Salatiga where it crosses the Tuntang River at the
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C.13. GLAPAN BARRAGE CIVIL REVIEW
 

The Glapan Barrage was previously studied and is presented in 

Part Iof this appendix. The purpose of this brief review is to 

update the drawing of the barrage as shown in Figure C-5 in the 

Part I report.- The revised drawing is presented as Figure C-17 

herein.. 

C.13.1. Barrage Sizing
 

L-,As mentioned in the Part I study, the barrage wao 


pass the unrouted 100-year frequency flood of l,190'm 
3/s. The clear
 

waterway width was determined by setting the width equal to 1.2 times
 

the river width [19J. This checks closely with Lacey's Formula of
 

2.67 times the square root of the discharge E201. This resulted in
 

a waterway width of 90 m, or 6 bays'of 15 m each.
 

Because of the clay foundation under the barrage, differential
 

settlement islikely to occur due to the variable loads applied to ,
 

the foundation. With radial gates employed as controls, no differential
 

settlement can be allowed that would cause the gate not to open or close
 

Therefore, each bay isdesigned as an independent unit of
in operation. 

The joint between
sufficient stiffness to prevent jamming of the gates. 


the bays is located inthe center of the piers. The bays would only be
 

connected to each other by a waterstop placed between the piers.
 

Assuming a half-pier width of 2.5 m, and 5 split pier.s.btween-the
 

barrage abutments, the total barrage span will be 115' m. 

100-year frequency
With critical depth at the*1 gate sill: for 'a. 

flood discharge, the sill,elevation was established at.elevaiozi.: 

15 MSLtandthe apron elevation at 12 MSL.,
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C.13.2. Foundation Design
 

''In order to reduce the foundation uplift pressures on the base 

slab, steel sheet pile walls are employed under both the upstream 

and downstream cutoffs.' 

Depending on the strength parameters of the river bed alluvium 

at the site, special provisions may be necessary to assure sliding 

resistance of the gate structure. This may be done with batter piles 

in the pile foundation or by increasing the length of the base slab. 
A comprehensive foundation exploration and material testing program 
will be required before the foundation design can be conducted.
 

C.13.3. Glapan Diversion Structure (Barrage)
 

Guide, Lines for Final Design 

C.13.3.a. General 

The design description of the Glapan Barrage as given in the 

preceding subsections C.13.1. and CS13.2.;is forastructure designed,, 

at reconnaissance level for estimatingquantities,and.,,costs. In the 

following paragraphs of this section are presented:'some ge eral 

guidelines for designing the proposed Glapdn Barrage. 

Accepted design rule for barrages on permeable foundation are 

contained in Section 17 of,Handbook 'of Applied Hydraulics by'; 
C.V. Davis [20). As the heading.indicates Section 17 deals'with
 

design of barrages on permeable fondations. The stated experience'
 

is exclusively drawn from low head weirs in wide, alluvial rivler
 

channels on the major rivers in Pakistan and India.
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C.133.b. Glapan Diversion Structure 

(i) peration
 

The Glapan Diversion is planned to serve'multiple purposes, 
namely 1) to raise the river wate'vel for diversion into the 
irrigation canals 2)' to rIedaUce sediment inflow into the canal 
.headworks, and 3),to provide storage for au entation of river 
flows during the dry season. These three design goals set apart 
the Glapan structure from the barrages described in most hydraulic 
handbooks. However, the expected high sediment yield in the 
Tuntang River requires the structure to be designed asso to 
.allow passing of the wet season flows and floods through the
 
structure in the same way a 
barrage isoperated.
 

(ii)Structure Foundation
 

No exploration has been done on the proposed site for the 
Glapan diversion structure. From visual inspection it appears 
that the alluvium in the river bed may be 4 to 6 m deep. The 
river deposits are mostly silts intermixed with clay particles 
to a varying degree. The material exposed in the river banks: 
is of medium to high plasticity. Although the presence of 
permeable lenses of fine silty sands must be expected the 
overall permeability of the foundation materials should be in 
the range of medium to low. 
The density of the foundation
 
material overlying the bed rock isprobably low,' so 
that con
solidation under construction load has to be expected.
 

Without some more specific knowledge of the Glapan founda
tion conditions, the following design assumptions should be made.
 

1. The, structure should be located ina river bend in order to

facilitate construction in the dry behind cofferdams, while
the river remains in its natural channel. 
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2. Because of expected differential settlements in the foundation 
the design should provide articulation of the concrete struc
ture. In effect each bay should be designed as an individual 
unit with the separation of the unit blocks along the center 
of the piers. If the foundation conditions should be found 
.better than expected at present, two or three bays can be 
combined in one block. The formed concrete at the interface 
between blocks shall be smooth, and a coat of asphalt should 
be applied before placing concrete of the adjacent block.
 
A waterstop with a large center bulb, which can accommodate 
differential movement, should be placed in the joint.
 

For reduction of seepage losses under the structure and to 
prevent piping through possible layers of cohesionless foundation 
material sheet pile cutoffs ahould be provided;"one under the 
cutoff of the approach apron, and one each under the upstream and 
downstream cutoff of the weir section. The lines of sheet piles 
should be' interconnected under the end piers on both abutments. 
For the reduction of uplift pressures an underdrain should be 
installed under the approach apron - depending on the permeability 
of the structure foundation also behind the upstream cutoff of
 
the weir structure. The drain outlets are located at the upstream 
end of the hearth slab.. 

(iii) Hydraulic Design 

Procedures and guidelines for hydraulic design of bariges 
are given in many hydraulic handbooks. The two important items-
are the elevation of the weir crest so as not to create any-: 
appreciable backwater effect, and the length of ;the'.hearth slab 
which must contain the. hydraulic jump forall flow conditions. 

Design limitaiions applied as a rule to barrages constructed 
on fine cohesionless soils an.beliberalized for the cohesive 
material. at.Gldpan.'A"loss of hydraulic head (afflux),of 1.5 to 
1.8"m at maximmum,flood discharge should be permissible, and flow 
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concentrations of 28 to 37 m
3/s/m of weir length could be
 
tolerated. 
Necessary b..d protection upstream and downstream 
of the concrete structura by block or.rock aprons should be 
established from model tests. 
The design flood chosen for the
 
Glapan site has a recurrence period of about 100 years. 
 This 
isconsidered a conservative design approach for the size of 
the structure and when possible changes in the flood magnitude

in *h-future, because of other developments on the Tuntang
 
River, are being considered.
 

(iv) 211ft and-Sliding 

Most uplift theories developed in:handbookS.apply to
 
permeable, homogeneous foundations. On foundations'with"low

permeabilit, so that the amount of seepagecan easily be handled 
it is customary to provide a system of underdrains, and to make 
allowance for drain efficiency-similar to uplift computations

for dams. Since our assumptions for the foundation conditions
 
at Glapan are in no way substantiated at this time the design

shown on the drawing is a combination of providing a tolerable 
hydraulic gradient through the foundation by steel pile cutoffs
 
and by. reducing uplift pressures along the structure -foundation 
interface by a system of foundation drains.' Depending on actual 
foundation conditions either one or the other of. the *twouplift
control measures should receive preference when all ,required
 
information in available. 

A complete understanding of the structure foundation and 
reliable data on the strength characteristics of the foundation, 
materials are necessary for the stability analysis of the Glapan
Diversion weir. The critical load condition would'be full water
 
pressure on closed gates with,no tailwater. It isgeneral
 
practice for barrage like 
structures to consider only the fric
tional resistance of the foundation material and not to apply
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the shear-friction criterion. The sliding factor for a silty
 

clay foundation as expected at Glapan should not exceed 0.3.
 

The effect of the approach slab on sliding stability may be
 

considered if the design provides the necessary structural ties
 

between slab and weir structure. The amount of assistance to be
 

.relied upon must be determined from conservative uplift assump

tions (Lane's creep ratio, drain efficiency, method of
 

intependent variables).
 

C.13.3.c. Recommended Investiation Program
 

i) Site Exploration
 

a. Foundation
 

The geology description contained in NEDECO's Jraiunseluna
 

Basin Development Plan is based on visual impressions, as-no
 

core drilling, augering or test pitting has been performed at
 

the Glapan site. For a proper geotechnical and structural
 

design of the barrage a comprehensive site exploration is
 

A program from which needed information and'data
 necessary. 


can be obtained is depicted on a map showing a preliminary
 

layout of -the Glapan Structures. This program, however,.
 

should be augmented in the field by an experienced geologist'
 

in order to confirm or disprove the presence of a wrench fault.,
 

which is suspected by NEDECO. Also the location 0f the nine 

drill holes indicated should be checked 'Inthe field so that 

the field exploration program fills gaps inthe.interpret
e

tion of the site geology as observed inoutcrops, natural or 

man-made cuts, river banks, topographic expressions etc. 

Alk drill: holesr should be,NX;isize; recovered drill cores
 
should becadrefully measure f r!'ed
exactlocations in situ, and
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should be logged by an experienced geologist. All drill holes 
should extend to about elevation 5.0 MSL; the depth of holes
 
for the exploration of faults should be determined by the
 

supervising geologist. The presence of limestone on the site
 

necessitates that all holes be tested for permeability.
 

Permeability tests are also required in the alluvium which
 
overlies the valley floor in the banks and in the river bed.
 

It Is expected that the alluvium in the valley floor is
 
too deep for dozer trenching. The proposed trenches are, 

therefore limited to exposing the bed rock in the abutments.
 

The trenches should be surveyed and logged by an expeo, enced 
geologist or geotechnical engineer. 

If wide variations in the alluvium bcome evid.mt during 
the drilling program additional test pits may provide the 

required information. 

The following sampling methods should be employed: 

rock coring with tripple-tube core barrel, in the alluvium 
and in weathered in situ material shelby tube or pitcher 
sampling, and bulk samples in trenches and test pits.
 

b; Construction Material 

Construction material for the dam embankment should be 
obtained as far as possible from the reservoir area. A borrow 

area for impervious material can probably be found in the 
older and weathered alluvial deposits in the valley floor.
 

Material with sorewhat better properties for use in the
 
outer zones of the embankment may be available from alope 
wash (colluvium) along the bottom of the abutments. Locatiois 
for potential borrow areas should be letezmined in the field 
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by an experienced engineer. If the cohesive materials In the
 

vicinity of the site have low shear strength and are dif

ficult to handle because of high plasticity, the use of 

limestone may be considered in the outer shells of the 

embankment. 

There is nothing known at this time about sources for 

concrete aggregates, filter material, sand and gravel in the 

fuse plug, and riprap. A search of these materials has to 

be part of the exploration program. Good quality rock, sand 

and gravel may have to be imported from considerable
 

distances.
 

(i) Laboratory Testing
 

Laboratory testing is required for the materials in the foun

dation of the barrage. Inorder to establish excavation levels
 

the materials have to be sampled and tested from near surface to 

bed rock level. The testing should include: basic material 

classification, consolidation and swelling, direct shear and 

triaxial and unconfined compression.
 

Materials proposed for construction of the embankment need 

also be tested. A geotechnical engineer or a geologist should 

select representative samples from different locations and from 

different depths in the borrow areas. The soils parameters 

required for design need to be established from the following 

testing procedures: basic material classifications such as: 

gradation including hydrometer, opecific gravity, natural moisture, 

Atterberg limits, consolidation, swelling, unconfined compression 

(for marls), undrained and drained direct shear, triaxial shear. 
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Triaxial tests should be performed unconsolidated undrained, with 

pore pressure measurements. As NEDECO suspects large swelling 

pressures from the clays at Giapan,minerological analyses are 

recommended. 
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C.14. CONSTRUCTION COSTS
 

Preliminary designs were prepared, except for Tirto, for each of 

the dams recommended for further study and are presented inFigures C-i 

to C-14. From these drawings the various quantities of construction items 

were estimated and then used to develop the prefeasibility level cost estimates. 

The estimated project capital costs were then utilized inthe economic 

analysis of the recommended development plans. The updated Rawa Pening 

and Glapan Barrage drawings and the modified Jelok Weir drawing included 

herein were not utilized to develop new construction quantities and cost 

estimates due to the lack of data and time. However, the capital costs 

for these structures as presented inPart I of this appendix isdeemed 

to be accurate enough for this level of study. 

The basic philosophy in preparine.the designs and cost estimates
 

was that the estimates at this level ,of study should be on the con

servative, or high side to reflect the lack of data and the preliminary
 

nature of the study. In order to ensure a uniform basis of comparing
 

the merits of all the projects in this report, the costs are based on
 

December 1979 prices as given in Part I of this appendix.
 

C.14.1. Unit Prices
 

The unit prices assigned to the various items of construction wero 

derived considering various data and information. Detailed engineer's es

timates were prepared recently for the Jragung Dam and the Kedungombo Dam, 

both of which are within the Jratunseluna Basin. These estimates, 

actual construction costs from similar projects in Java, bid prices 

from projects in Asia and the writer's judgement were all considered
 

in arriving at the unit prices used inthe presented estimates. Where
 

the unit prices for similar items differ among the estimates, they
 

reflect the cost effect of quantity variations, haul distances or
 

difficulty of construction.
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to some
Computation of construction quantities is not applicable 

items such as Care of Water, or Mobilization, and is not warranted at 

for other items such as Access' Roads, Gates and 
this level of study 

Such items were estimated on the basis of,
Miscellaneous Metalwork. 

lump sum prices derived from estimates 
previously prepared for other
 

similar projects.
projects and of bid tabulations of other 

C.14.2. Non-Construction Costs
 

A contingency allowance of 20 percent was 
added to the estimated 

This contingency is intended to 
construction cost of each project. 


to inadequate mapping, 
cover inaccuracies in estimating quantities due 

as more data 
the probability that the proposed design will be revised 

available, unforseen or overlooked items of construction and,
become 


the uncertainty of the effects of local conditions 
on unit prices.
 

An allowance of 10 percent of the total of construction cost
 

plus contingency was added to account for the cost 
of ,engineering
 

and administration.
 

C.14.3. Results 

The cost estimates for each project studied hereinand 
included 

in summary form 'in Table C-3.
in the development plans are presented 

A breakdown of the costs for each project 
is presented in Tables
 

C-4 through C-12.
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TABLE C-3
 

COSTSUNHARY OF POTENTIAL DAM PROJECTS STUDIED
 

Project Element Cost in Millions of 

Penggaron Dam at 73 x 106 ,m3 Gross Storage 23.3
 

Dolok Dam at 57 x 106 m3 Gross Storage 17.2
 

Dolok Dam at 48 x 106 M3 Gross Storage 14.8
 

Bandungharjo Dam at 35 x 106 m3 Gross Storage 10.2
 

Ngemplak Dam at 90 x 106 m3 Gross Storage 11.3
 

Banjarejo Dam at 100 x 106 m3 Gross Storage 27 * 9
 

Kedungwaru Dam at,24 x 106 m3 Gross Storage: 14.7-


Mid Lusi Diversion-Dam 2.A 

' Mid Lusi Diversion Dam with Control Gates 33
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TABLE C-4
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR PENGGARON DAM AT 73 x 106 m3 GROSS STORAGE
 

Work Item Quantity 
Unit Price 
(U.S. $) 

Total 
(U.S. $) 

.GENERAL 

Mobilization L.S. - 400,000 

Access Road L.S. - 400,000 

800,000 

EMBANKMENT 

Care of Water L.S0. 100,000 

Stripping 360,000., 3 2.50 900,000 

Drilling 6 Grouting.1 .3,500'm 30.00 105,000 

Imp. Core 6 Blanket 850,000 m3 2.75 2,337,500 

Earthfill 950,000 m3 .40 3,800,000 

Sloping Filter 50,000 m3 7,50 375,000 

Blanket Filter Drain 160,000 m3 7.00 1,120,000 

Riprap 58,000 m3 12.00 696,000 

Masonry Parapet 1,07oin3 60.00 64;200 

9,497,0700 

SADDLE DAMS 

Stripping 45,000,M3 2.50 :.112,500 

Random Fill 300 000 3 - 00 1,200,000 

Riprap -.8,000 M3 1200Q 96,000 

Drilling & Grouting "2,700 m 30.00 81,000 
1,489;5oo 

SPILLWAY
 

Excavation 152,000 0, 4.00 608,000 

34,500 m 7.50 33,750
Backfill 

Drain Pipe with Bedding 1,000 m' 12.00 12,000 

Slab Concrete, 3,980 "P3 125.00 497,500 

Wall Concrete 3,380 3 1.75.00 591,500 

368 t: 750.00 276,000
Reinforcement 


3,740 m 12.00 44,880
Riprap 
3 

Drilling, QGouting,:' 720 in 30.00 21,600 
2,085,230 
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TABLE C-4
 
(Cont.)
 

3COST ESTIMATE FOR PENGGARON DAM AT 73 x 106 m GROSS STORAGE 

Unit Price Total

Work Item Quantity (U.S. $) (U.S. $) 

DIVERSION/OUTLET WORKS 

Ekcavation 100,000 m3 4.50 450,000 

Backfill 14,600 m3 7.50 109,500 

Drain Pipe with Bedding; 800 m 12.00 9,600 

Slab Concrete 2,840 M3 125.00 .355,000 

Wall Concrete i6,4.30"m, 140.000' 2. 00,2O0 

Reinforcement 400t 750.00, $00,000 

Drilling 6 Grouting 600 in 30 0 .18,000 

2-6.0 x 8.Om Radial Gates L.S. - 250,000 

Miscellaneous Metalwork L.S. - 20,000 
3,812,300
 

Subtotal .17,684,730
 

* Contingency (20%) 3,536,946
 

Subtotal 21,21,676
 
.Engr. 6 Admn (10%) 2,122,168
 

TOTAL 23,343,844 

Say $ 23,300,000 
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TABLE C-5 

COST ESTIMATE FOR DOLOK DAM AT 57 x 106 m3 GROSS STORAGE 

Work Item 

GENERAL
 
Mobilization 


Access Road 


EMBANKMENT
 

Care of Water 


Stripping 


Drilling & Grouting 


Impervious Core 


Rockfill - Quarry 


Rockfill - Required Ex. 


Filter Transition 


SPILLWAY
 

Excavation 


Drain Pipe with Bedding 


Slab Concrete 

Wall Concre 


Wall Anchors 


Reinforcement 


Riprap 


Drilling & Grouting 


Qutty 


L,S. 


-L.S. 


L.S. 


60,000 m3 


6,800 m 


229,000 m3 


879,000 m3 


80,000 m3 


125,000 m3
 

81,000 m3 


700:m 

2i600. , 
2,00 3 


660 
,272 tt 


,440 m3 

1,500 

Unit Price 
 Total
 

(U.S. $) (U.S. $) 

- 400,000 

- 400,000 

800,000
 

100,000
 

2.50 150,000
 

30.00, 204,000
 

3.00 "687,000
 

8.00 7,032,000
 

3.00 2405,000
 

- r 0 937,500
 

;9,350,500
 

.00 405,000
 
.12.00 8,400 

125.00 325,000
 
17.00 385,000
 

32.00 25,600
 

750.00 204,000
 

10.00 14,400
 

30.00' 45,00
 

1,412,400 



TABLE C-S
 

(Cont.) 

COST ESTIMATE FOR DOLOK DAM AT 57 x 106 m3 GROSS STORAGE
 

Work Item 

DIVERSION TUNNEL
 

Open Cut Excavation 


Tunnel Excavation 


Portal Concrete 


Tunnel Concrete 

Plug Concrete 

Reinforcement 

Drilling Grout 6 DrainHoles 

Grouting 

OUTLET WORKS 

Open Cut Excavation 

Tunnel Excavation 

Intake & Outlet Concrete 

Tunnel Concrete ,3 
Backfill Concrete 

Bridge Concrete 


Reinforcement 


Drilling Grout S Drain Holes 

Grouting 


0.6 m Dia. Penstock 


4.0 x 4.0 m Slide Gate 


Fixed Cone Valve 


Miscellaneous Metalwork 


Unit Price Total
Quantity (U.S. $) (U.S. S) 

3,600 m 4.00 14,400
 

7,100 m3 60.00 426,000
 

50 m3 200.00 10,000
 

2,500 m3 125.00 312,500
 

200 m3 100.00 20,000
 

70 t 750.00 52,500
 

5,300 m' 15.00 79,500
 

1,000 sks 12.50 12,500
 

927,400
 

800m- 4.00' 3,200 
3
900 m 70.00 63,000 

250 'm3 20000: 50000 

400 150.00 60,000 
10 ,100. o00 19,000 

.160 m3 400.00 64,000 

80 t 750.00 60,000 

400in 15.00 6,000 

80 sks 12.50 1,00Q
 

L.S 20,000
 

L.S. - 50,000 

L.S. -100,000
 

L.S.- 20,000
 
516,200
 

Subtotal 13,006,500 

Contingency (20%) 2,601,300 

Subtotal 15,607,800 

Engr. & Admin. (10%) 1,560,780 

TOTAL: 17,1-8,580 

Say $iL7j2_j_ 
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TABLE C-6
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR DOLOK DAM AT 18'x 106 M3 GROSS STORAGE
 

Work Ite. 


GENERAL
 

Mobilization 


Access Road 


EMBANKMENT
 

Care of Water 


Stripping 


Drilling 6 Grouting 


Impervious Core 


Rockfill - Quarry 


Rockfill - Required Ex. 


Filter Transition 


Masonry Parapet 


SPILLWAY
 

Excavation 


Drain Pipe with Bedding 


Slab Concrete 


Wall Concrete 


Wall Anchors 


Reinforcement 


Riprap 

Drilling & Grouting 


DIVERSION TUNNEL
 

Open Cut Excavation 


Tunnel Excavation 


Portal Concrete 

Tunnel Concrete' 


Plug Concrete' 


Reinforcement 


Drilling Grout C Drain Holes 


Grouting 


Quantit:y 


L.S. 


L.S. 


L.S. 


.4000ms 


:6,500 m 


168,000 m3 


426,000 m3 


277,000 m3 


92,000 m750 

3
Mm


300,000 m3
 

r 1;8000 m 


.6,900 m3, 


-1,0
lop 

400.m 


556 t 


.3,840 m3 


2,00 mi 


3,600 m3
-.',:00:m 

760.00
 

3
.50 m


2,500 im3 


3
200 m


70 t 


5,300 m 


1,000 sks 


C-82 


Unit Price 

(U.S. $) 


-

-2.50 


30.00 


3.00 


.8.00 


-3.00 


60.00 


S.0 


.12.00 


125.00 


175.00 

-32'.00 


10. 00: 
30,00 

4.1004
 

2000 


1
i25.00 


100.00 


750.00 


15.00 


12.50 


Total
 

(U.S. $)
 

400,000
 

400,000
 
800,000
 

100,000
 

110,000
 

195,000
 

504,000
 

3;408,000
 

831,000
 

690,000
 

21,600
 
'5,859,600
 

1,500,00
 

21,600
 

862M00
 

192,-500
 

12,800
 

4750.00
17,000
 

38,400 :
 

75,000
 

$
,400
26,0000
400 


10,000
 

312,500
 

20,000
 

52,500
 

79'500
 

12,500
 

927,400
 



TABLE C-6 
(Cont.) 

COST ESTIMATE FOR DOLOK DAM AT 48 x 106 m3 GROSS STORAGE 

Unit Price Total 

Work Item Quantity (U.S. $) (U.S. $) 

OUTLET WORKS-

Open Cut Excavation 800 min 4.00 3,200 

Tunnel Excavation g9Om 3 70.00 63,000 

Intake & Outlet Concrete 20 3' 200.0i 50,000 

Tunnel Concrete 400 in3 6 0.0 .60,000 

Backfill Concrete 190 m3 100.00 19,000 

Bridge Concrete 160 m3 400.00 64",000 

Reinforcement 80 t 750#, 60,000 

Drilling Grout F Drain Holes 400 im 15.00 6,000 

Grouting 80eks 12 5Q -1,000 

0.6 m Dia. Penstock L.S -1 ,20,0 

4.0 x4.o m Slide Gate .,S. - 50,00 

Fixed Cone Valve L.S. - 100,000 

Miscellaneous Metalwork L.S. - 20,000 

516,200. 

Subtotal ll,233,000 

Contingecy (20%) 1,244.,600 

Subtotal 13,4672600 

Engr. I Adimin (10%$ 1,346760 

TOTAL: 1, 81 ,360 

Say," $1 80OOO 
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TABLE C-7
 

3COST ESTIMATE FOR BANDUNGHARJO DAM AT 35 x 106 m GROSS STORAGE 

Work Item 

GENERAL
 

Mobilization 


Access Road 


EMBANKMENT
 

Care of Water 


Stripping 


impervious core 


Rockfill 


Filter Transition 


Random Fill 


Masdnry Parapet 


SPILLWAY.
 

Excavation 


Drain Pipe with Bedding 


Slab Concrete 


Wall Concrete 


Wall 5 Slab Anchors 


Reinforcement 


Riprap 


DIVERSION CONDUIT
 
Excavation 


Embankment Backfill 


Conduit Concrete 


Plug Concrete 


Reinfocemiert 


Quantity 

.L.S. 


L.S..
 

LS. 


46,00r 3 


73,000 i3 


181,'000 in3 


'46,m0003
 

6,400 in3 


400 3 


120,000,m 3 


1,050m 


4,700 m 3 


9,300-03 


2,400 M, 


514 t, 

3
50 n


22,700'i3 


1,600 m3 


3,360 mn 

3
230 in


134 t. 


Unit Price Total
(U.S. $) (U.S. $) 

- 500,000 

5009000 

1,000,000 

-	 100o,0o0 

:2.50 115,000
 

2.75 2Z00 750O 

'9.00 1,629,'00 

7.50,: 345,000 

3.00 19,200
 

600 06 ..
. 24,000
 

2,432,950
 

'4.50 540,000.
 

12.0 12,600
 

125.00 658 1500
 

175.00 1,627,'500
 

32.00 76,800,
 

750.00 385,500
 

12.00: 	 6 00
 

3,235,900,;
 

40
.90,..
 

20.00 ,32 1000.
 

17.0588,000k
 

10000 23,000
 

75'0'.00 '100,500
 

8349,300
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TABLE C-7 
(Cont.) 

COST ESTIMATE 	FOR BANDLNGHARJO DAM AT 35 x 106 m
3 GROSS STORAGE
 

Work Item 


OUTLET WORKS 
Excavation 


Embankment Backfil: 


Intake Concrete 


Bedding Concrete 


Reinforcement 


1.0 m Dia. Penstook 
Gate Valve 

Miscellaneous Metalwork 

Quantity 

2,100,m3 


i800 i 3 

50 rm3 


3150 m

15 t 

.LS. " 

L.S. 


LoS. 


Subtotal 

Contingency 

Subtotal 

Engr. & Admin 

Unit Price Total
 

(U.s. $) 	 (U.S. ) 

4..00 8,400 

20000 36,000 
200.00 10,000
 

100.00 15,000' 

750.00 11,250
 

50,000 

- 100,000 

20,000
 

250,6s0 

7975 3,800
 

(20%) 	 1,550,760
 

9,304,560
 

(10%) 930,456 
TOTAL, 10,235016
 

Say $ 10,200,000.
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TABLE C-8 

COST ESTIMATE FOR NGEMPLAK DAK AT 90 x 106 m3 GROSS STORAGE 

Work Item Quantity Unit Price Total 
ortutt (U.S. $) (U.S. $) 

GENERAL 
Mobilization L.S. - 500,000 
Access Road L.S. - 1,0001000 

1,500,000 
EMBANKMENT 

Care of Water LOS, - 100,000 
Stripping 66,000 m3 2.50 165;000 
Impervious Core 83,000 m3 3.00 249,000 
Rockfill 294,000 m3 10.00 2,940,000 
Filter Transition 36,000 m3 7o50 270,000 
Random Fill 14,000 m3 4;00 56,000 

3,780,000 
SPILLWAY 

Excavation i04;bb .;00 4;60 416,000 
Drain Pipe with Beddifi i. i. i..6 12,000 
Slab Concrete 4;906 M3 i;O0 612i500 
Wall Concrete j3;80 i3 ii i;60 582i750 
Wall Anchors 450 m 2;b 1 400 
Reinforcement t51 75000 I337,500 
Riprap ;900 is 2;0. 46,800 

2,021,950 
DIVERSION CONDUIT 

Excavation i6 ;000 M3i; 64,000 
Embankment Backfill 3;500 i3 20;00 70,000 
Conduit Concrete 4200 i3 i75;00 735,000 
Plug Concrete 566 03 I00;00 50,000 
Reinforcement i68 i 750.00 126,000 

1,045,000 

•C'-86
 



TABLE C-8
 
(Cont.)
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR NGEMPLAK DAN AT 90 x 106 m3 GROSS STORAGE
 

Work Item 

__ork____e______n_ 

OUTLET WORKS
 

Intake Concrete 


Reinforcement 


1.0 m Dia. Penstock 


Gate Valve 


Miscellaneous keAi
 

Quantity 
_y 

Unit Price 
(U.S. $) 

Total 
(U.s. $) 

ik 

126 m3 

10 t 

L.S. 

L.Si 

LAS 

200.00 

750.00 

-

-

. 

25,200 

7,500 

50,000 

100,000 

20,000 

202,700 

idtotal 

dobtingency (20%) 

8,549,650 

1,709,930 

Subtotal 

Erg. & Admin. (10%) 

TOTAL 

10,259,580 

1,025,958 

11,285,538 

Say $ lij30ojooo 



TABLE C-9 

COST ESTIMATE FOR BANJAREJO DAM AT 100 x 106 m3 GROSS STROAGE
 

Work Item Qun~t'ty Unit Price(U.S. C) Total
(U.S. $) 

GENERAL 

Mobilization L.S. - 400,000 

A;2cess Road L.S. - 100,000 
500,000 

EMBANKMENT 

Care of Water L.S. - 300,000 
Stripping 273,000 m 2.50 682,500 

Impervious Core -'Required Ex. 521,000 M3 2.00- 1,042,000 

Random rill 4.OQ 3,020,000 

Filter 237,000.'3 8.00 1,896,000 

Riprap 83,500 14.00 1,169,00 

Masonry Parapet 1,230', 60.00 73,800 

,183,i300 

SPILLWAY 

Excavation 776,000 m3 _3.00, 2,328'000 

Drain Pipe with Bedding 2,000 a 12.00' " 24,000 

Slab Concrete 17,800" 3 125.00 :'2,225,000 

Wall Concrete 7',640,: 3 175.00. -1,319,500 

Reinforcement .,218 t 750;00 913,500 

Riprap 26,oo0 m ,14.00 364,000 

Backfill 37,9003 ' 7 59,25 

7,.233,250 
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TABLE C-9 
(Cont.)
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR BANJAREJO DAM AT 100 _,4 .1O6 _ cOSS STORAGE 

Unit Price Total 
Work Item Quantity (U.S. S) (U.S. $) 

DIVERSION/OUTLET WORKS 
3
80,000 m 4.00 320,000Excavation 


2,000 m3 " 20.00 40,000Embankment Backfill 
3
17,900 m , 175.00 3,132,500
Conduit Concrete 


175.00 525,000
Gate Shaft Concrete 3,000 m3' 


836 t 750.00 627,000
Reinforcement 

- 250,000Support Piles .L.S. 


L.S. - 300,0002-7.0 x 8.5 m Radial Gates 
- 309000LS.
Miscellaneous Metalwork 


5,224,500 

gubtota3 1 21,141,050 
4Continge6y; (20%) 9228 ,210
 

Subtotal:' 25,369,260 

Eng. & Ad n.',(10%) 2536,926 

'\,ITOTAL 27,906,186 

Say $ 27,900,000
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TABLE C-10 

COST ESTIMATE FOR KEDUNGWARU DAM AT 24 x 106 m3 GROSS STORAGE 

Unit Price Total 

Work Item 	 Quantity (U.S. $) (u.s. $) 

GENERAL
 

Mobilization L.S. - 400,000
 

Access Road 
 L.S. 	 -. 1001000
 

500,000
 

EMBANKMENT
 

Care of Water LOS. - 100"000 

Stripping 210,000 is 2.50 5259000 

Impervious Core 151,500 m3 3.00 .454,500 

Rockfill 332,000,m3 9.00 2,988,000 

Filter Transition 169,000 m3 7.50 1,267,500
 

Masonry Parapet 1,320 m3 60.00 799200
 
5,414,200
 

,SPILLWAY 

Excavation 460,000.m3 3.50 1,610,000 

Drain Pipe with Bedding 1,200-m 12.00 14,400 

Slab Concrete 8,200 1 3 125.00 1,,025,000 

Wall Concrete 630 M.3 175.00 YUo,25o
 

Reinforcement 630 t 750.00 472,500
 
3
Riprap 5,600 m 12.0(Y 67,200
 

3,299,350
 
DIVERSION/OUTLET WORKS
 

Excavation 65,000 'm9, 4.00 260,000
 

"
 Embankment Backfill 1,500'M3 20,00 30,000
 

Conduit Concrete 4,040 m3 175.00 707,000
 

Gate Shaft Concrete 3,000 m ' 175.00 .525,000 

Reinforcement 282 t 750.00 211,500 

2-6.0 x 5.5 m Radial Gates L.Si - 150,000 

Miscellaneous Metalwork L.S20-0 
1,903,500
 

Subtotal 11,117,050
 

Contingency (20%) 20223,410
 

Subtotal 13,340,460
 

Engr. & Admin. (10%) 10334,046
 
TOTAL 14,674,506
 

Say M2,0O
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http:460,000.m3


TABLE C-1.
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR MID LUSI DIVERSION DAM
 

Work Item Quantity Unit Price Total
 
(u.s. $) (U.S. $) 

GENERAL
 
Mobilization 
 L.S. 200,000
 

DIVERSION WEIR
 
Care of Water 
 L.S. - 300,000 
Excavation 36200o 2.50 -90,500
 
Concrete 6,210, 3 
 100.0 r621,0oo
 
Reinforcement 
 94: t 70.00 70,50
 
Masonry Walls 
 800m 3 ,60.00 48,000
 
4-Sluice Gates 
 L . - 50,000 
Miscellaneous Metalwork L0S. - 10,000 

1,190,000 

CANAL HEADWORKS 
Excavation 2,660 m3 34'00 7,980 

Backfill 
 500 mn '10.00' 5,000
 
Concrete 
 120 m3 200.00'. 24,000
 
Reinforcement 
 .12-t 750.00 .9,000
 
Masonry Piers & Transition 
 525,im3 60.00 '31,500
 
6-Slide Gates 
 L.S. - 75,000 
Hscellaneous Metalwork 
 L.S. ..20,000
 

172,o480
 

Subtotal 1,562,480
 
Contingency (20%) 3129496
 
Subtotal • 1,874,976
 

Cng. 6 Admin. (10%) 187,498
 

TOTAL 2,062,474
 

Say $ 2,100,000
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TABLE C-12
 

COST ESTIMATE FOR MID LUSI DIVERSION DAM WITH RADIAL GATES
 

Work Item Quantity Unit Price Total 
(u.s. $) (u.s. $) 

GENERAL 
Mobilization L.S. 200.000 

DIVERSION WEIR 

Care of Water L.S. 300,000 
Excavation 42,400 -m. 2.50, 106,000 
Concrete 7,070 m3 100.00 707.0.0 
Reinforcement 106t 750.00 79,500 
Masonry Walls 800 i 3 -6000 48,000 
4-Sluice Gates., LS - 50,000 
4-4.0 x 21.75 m,Radial Gates LS.: - 750,000 
Miscellaneous Metalwork 6 'Bridge 'LS.' .. 100,000 

2,140,500 
CANAL HEADWORKS 

Excavation 31,300 3.00 :3,900 

Backfill 400-m3 10.00 4,000 
Concrete 100 in3 200.00 20,000, 
Reinforcement 10 t 750.00 7,500 
Masonry Piers &Transition 350 m.;, 60fi.00 219000 
6-Slide Gates 
 LS;. - 7,0,00 
Miscellaneous Metalwork 
 L.S. - 20,000 

151,400 

'Subtotal 2,491,900
 

Contingency (20%) 498p380
 

Subtotal 2,990,280
 

Engr. & Admin. (10%) 299,099
 

TOTAL 3,289,308
 

Say $ 3,300,000
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